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Welcome
With over 30 years’ experience creating unforgettable, handcrafted
journeys, Scenic’s all-inclusive river cruises in Southeast Asia continue to
surpass expectations, transforming your adventure into something truly
exceptional. There is simply no better choice for a luxury
inclusive experience.
Custom-designed to capture the essence of a region, we have set the
benchmark for 5-star luxury river cruising with our boutique vessels, Scenic
Spirit and Scenic Aura. Specially commissioned to sail the Mekong and
Irrawaddy rivers, both have been built to European Safety Standards and are
incomparable to any others sailing the region.

Every suite on board offers a living room, walk-in wardrobe and private
balcony, complete with creative technology which transforms your balcony
into a Scenic Sun Lounge at the touch of a button.
Our guests are at the heart of all we do, from the design of our ships and the
creation of our award-winning included Scenic Enrich experiences, to an
extensive range of flexible Scenic Freechoice excursions and dining options.
We aim to deliver the best luxury experience possible to create memories
that will last a lifetime.
Join us in 2020/2021 to explore the waterways of Southeast Asia in
all-inclusive luxury. Whatever destination you choose, we look forward to
welcoming you on one of our exceptional journeys.
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CONNECT WITH US
Connect with us and your fellow
travellers. Share your stories and
photos via Facebook @ScenicUK,
Twitter @Scenic_UK, Instagram
@scenic_UK and subscribe to
YouTube ScenicUK.

Pakse

Siem Reap

We regularly post information and
updates about our vast choice of
destinations and experiences, so
it’s also a great way to keep in touch
with the latest news at Scenic.
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River Cruises & Tours Overview
Mekong River Cruising
Duration

14 Day
14 Day
15 Day
15 Day

Cruise/Tour & Code

Destinations

Luxury Mekong & Temple Discovery Cruise

Cruise & Tour

Ho Chi Minh City > Siem Reap

DVMR.1

Luxury Mekong & Temple Discovery Cruise

Cruise & Tour

Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City

DVMR.2

Treasures of the Mekong

Cruise & Tour

Ho Chi Minh City > Siem Reap

DVMS.1

Treasures of the Mekong

Cruise & Tour
DVMS.2

Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City

20 Day
20 Day
20 Day
23 Day
24 Day
24 Day

Journey Along the Mekong

Cruise & Tour

NEW

Ho Chi Minh City > Bangkok

DVML

Highlights of Vietnam, Cambodia & Luxury Mekong

Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City

DIHH.2

Highlights of Vietnam, Cambodia & Luxury Mekong

Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Siem Reap

DIHH.1

Indochina Explorer & Luxury Mekong

Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City

DIEX

Essence of Vietnam, Cambodia & Luxury Mekong

Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Siem Reap

DVMC.1

Essence of Vietnam, Cambodia & Luxury Mekong

Cruise & Tour

Grand Indochina & Luxury Mekong

Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City

29 Day

Hanoi > Bangkok

NEW

DVMC.2

DVCL

Page

34
36
38
40
42
46
50
52
56
60
62
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DISCOVER
Navigate the fascinating
waterways of Southeast
Asia from the elegant and
comfortable surrounds
of your intimate luxury
floating hotel. The ever
changing view will offer
an insight into the beating
heart of this region.

Mingun
Sagaing
Mandalay
Yandabo Inwa
Amarapura
Pakkoku
Pindaya Caves
Bagan
Heho
Taunggyi
Mount Popa
Salay
Irrawaddy
Inle Lake
Magwe
Minhla Fort

MYANMAR

Irrawaddy River Cruising
Duration

16 Day
16 Day
20 Day
20 Day

Yangon

Cruise/Tour & Code

Destinations

Mystical Irrawaddy

Cruise & Tour

Yangon > Mandalay

DYMI.1

Mystical Irrawaddy

Cruise & Tour

Mandalay > Yangon

DYMI.2

Mystical Myanmar

Cruise & Tour

Yangon > Yangon

DMYM.2

Mystical Myanmar

Cruise & Tour
DMYM.1

Yangon > Yangon

Page

72
76
78
82

Ultimate Cruising
28/32 Day
28/33 Day

Treasures of the Mekong & Mystical Myanmar

Cruise & Tour

Siem Reap > Yangon

DIMI/DIMY

Red, Mekong and Yangtze Rivers Odyssey

Cruise & Tour

Luxury Mekong & Japan in Focus

Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Shanghai

27 Day

Siem Reap > Osaka

NEW

DSCH/DICH

DIJP

86
90
96

Wondrous Experiences
5 Day

Sapa

Tour

106

Veteran's Legacy

Tour

108

Da Nang Beach Stay

Tour

109

Hanoi > Hanoi

2/3 Day

Ho Chi Minh City > Ho Chi Minh City

4 Day

Danang
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THE SCENIC
LUXURY EXPERIENCE

At Scenic, we believe that luxury
is all-inclusive and found in the
thoughtful details. That’s why our
experts hand-craft each itinerary
to take you beneath the surface
and offer a true insight into the
culture, landscape and history of
Southeast Asia.
- We are best in class and every
trip is our opportunity to raise
the bar higher.

Our 5-star boutique ships have been built to
European safety standards and are specially
commissioned to sail the Mekong and Irrawaddy
rivers. Intimate and luxurious, they include
everything you could possibly need, from four on
board dining options to an in-suite pillow menu.
When you travel with Scenic, everything is taken
care of and our expert cruise directors and local
guides will always go above and beyond to make
your experience unforgettable.
Wherever you visit, we deliver excellence on
every level. From providing the largest suites on
Asian waters, to fine-dining in a choice of venues,
premium branded drinks at any time of day, all
award-winning shore excursions and all flights,
transfers and tips.
When we say all-inclusive that’s what we mean,
there are no hidden extras.

Scenic°

The Scenic Luxury Experience

5-Star Ships
Our custom-built 5-star
ships are built to European
standards and are the most
spacious and luxurious
vessels on the Mekong and
Irrawaddy rivers.
With an almost 1:1 staffto-guest ratio, the largest
suites available and a host
of indulgent amenities
at your disposal, these
beautiful vessels provide
the ultimate river cruise
experience.
See pages 10-11 for details.

Beverages
With unlimited
complimentary drinks^
throughout your time on
board our 5-star ships, you
can also enjoy your favourite
tipple whenever the feeling
takes you.
Whether you’re toasting to
a day’s adventures, relaxing
by the pool or savouring
the very best of our cuisine,
there’s an extensive
selection of complimentary
drinks^ available all day,
every day.
See pages 14-15 for details.

Scenic Suites
Every suite on board
our luxurious vessels in
Southeast Asia features
a bedroom, a walk-in
wardrobe, separate living
area and our exclusive
Scenic Sun Lounge, giving
you a private balcony at the
touch of a button.
Akin to a boutique hotel,
the fusion design marries
contemporary and authentic
Asian styles.
See page 12 for details.

Scenic Enrich
Our expert journey designers
have handpicked and
created a range of exclusive
experiences that will be
among the highlights of
your journey.
From an exclusive temple
dinner in Siem Reap to an
oil lamp lighting ceremony
at Yangon’s Shwedagon
Pagoda, you’ll be left with
amazing memories to
treasure forever.
See page 16-17 for details.

^Except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagnes and spirits.

Butlers
We know it’s the personal
touches that make your
cruise special, and so do
our butlers. From nightly
turndown to shoeshine and
drinks service included for
all guests, your butler is
there to make your Scenic
experience extra special.
They won’t be happy unless
you are.
See page 13 for details.

Scenic Freechoice
Choose between a
vast range of activities,
sightseeing and dining
experiences, ensuring you
only see what you want to
see, at a pace that suits you.
Take a vintage Vespa foodie
tour of Saigon or Hanoi,
discover Yangon’s thriving
art scene or explore
local markets.
From history and culture,
food to nature, there’s
something for everyone.
See page 18-19 for details.
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Dining
Our chefs’ menus feature
dishes inspired by the
region, as well as standard
western fare. Guests can
dine in a range of venues
and savour the diverse
cuisine on offer, including
our exclusive Teppanyaki
Bar on board Scenic Aura,
all-day River Café and the
elegant Crystal or Bamar
Dining.
We source our produce from
the best regional suppliers,
so all our food is fresh and
in season.
See pages 14-15 for details.

Travel Tailored to You
Enjoy complete peace-ofmind because all your travel
is taken care of. Flexible
return flights with some of
the world’s most reputable
airlines, internal transfers to
and from your hotel and all
the little touches in between
are what make a big
difference to your journey.
It’s these luxuries that make
all the difference, which
is why we take our time
perfecting them.
See pages 24-25 for details.
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SCENIC ALL-INCLUSIVE
Our 5-star intimate boutique ships
offer a truly all-inclusive luxury
package. No hidden extras,
just exceptional experiences.
R
 eturn flights from a choice of UK airports
All internal flights
R
 eturn airport transfers, at your convenience

On board
 00% one-bedroom balcony suites with separate
1
living room, walk-in wardrobe and Scenic Sun Lounge
Largest lead-in suites on the rivers
U
 p to 68 guests on the Mekong, 44 guests on
the Irrawaddy
Built to European engineering and safety standards
P
 ersonal service with an almost 1:1
staff-to-guest ratio
B
 utler service for all guests
C
 omplimentary beverages^ all day, every day
U
 p to four dining options, from casual to fine-dining
A
 uthentic local entertainment
W
 ellness centre and fitness area
Self-service laundry facilities
G
 uest elevator on board Scenic Spirit
C
 ruise directors to guide and assist
C
 omplimentary Wi-Fi

Onshore
S
 mall group land journeys with an average of
only 20 guests and a maximum of 25 guests
S
 ame tour director from start to finish and expert
local guides
S
 cenic Enrich – unforgettable and exclusive
once-in-a-lifetime experiences
Scenic Sundowners – exclusive hosted
evening drinks in memorable locations
S
 cenic Freechoice – an extensive choice of
activities and cuisines
S
 cenic Special Stays – iconic hotels remarkable
for their location and heritage

And all tipping and gratuities
^Except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagnes and spirits.

Scenic All-Inclusive

A
B
C
D

A
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Butler service
Lion dance performance, Scenic Spirit
Staff, Scenic Aura
Scenic Spirit Reception area and elevator

B

D

C

Scenic°
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All-Inclusive

5-Star Ships
A

Designed to encapsulate the essence of Southeast Asia,
our small, boutique vessels Scenic Spirit and Scenic Aura
represent a stylish connection between tradition and
innovation and are the most luxurious ships sailing the
Mekong and Irrawaddy rivers.
Scenic’s commitment to excellence has ensured our ships feature
unparalleled attention to detail, from the wooden floors that are cool
underfoot on even the hottest days, to a guest elevator on our ship sailing
the Mekong River.
Catering for just 68 and 44 guests respectively, Scenic Spirit and Scenic
Aura offer a uniquely intimate cruise experience and feature world-class
facilities. From an early morning yoga class on the Sun Deck, which also
hosts a bar and resort-style pool, to the sumptuous spa and wellness
centre, state-of-the-art gym and beauty salon, every conceivable need has
been catered for.
For those who prefer to unwind in private, every suite has its own separate
bedroom and living room and an exclusive Scenic Sun Lounge, which
converts to a private balcony at the touch of a button, while those feeling
more social can mingle in one of the outdoor lounges or sip a cocktail at the
outdoor bar.
With up to four on board dining options, you’ll be spoilt for choice, whether
you choose to indulge in a regional dish or western favourite.

Watch a guided walk-through of
Scenic Spirit and Scenic Aura at scenic.co.uk/sea

C

D
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All-Inclusive 5-Star Ships
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Both Scenic Spirit and Scenic Aura have been built to
meet European safety standards and are the only ships
in Southeast Asia to feature all-balcony suites, a separate
lounge, bedroom and walk-in wardrobes. And, Scenic
Spirit, sailing the Mekong, proudly provides a guest
elevator.
B

E

F

A
B
C
D
E
F

Pool and bar, Scenic Aura
Sun Deck, Scenic Aura
Scenic Spirit gym
Crystal Dining, Scenic Spirit
Grand Deluxe Suite and Sun Lounge, Scenic Spirit
Mandalay Lounge, Scenic Aura
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All-Inclusive

Scenic Suites
We don’t want you to miss a minute of the exotic scenery
that surrounds our ships as you cruise the waterways of
Southeast Asia. Every suite on our 5-star luxury ships offers
a private balcony, and a river view for every guest.
At the gentle press of a button, your
balcony seamlessly converts into
our exclusive Scenic Sun Lounge.
It’s your own private oasis where
you can enjoy breakfast, read a
quiet chapter, or sip a glass of
complimentary wine as you admire
the sunset.
Each suite features our exclusive
Scenic Slumber Beds, a separate
lounge, walk-in wardrobe and
oversized bathroom stocked with
lavish toiletries.
Our expansive Royal Panorama
Suites at a generous 70-80 square
metres redefine the industry
standard. Scenic Spirit and Scenic
Aura both feature elegant lounge
areas, oversized bathrooms with a
bath and a private terrace featuring
an outdoor Jacuzzi and daybed. Our
Grand Deluxe Suites at 40 square
metres also feature stylish lounge
areas, spacious bathrooms and
queen-size Scenic Slumber Beds.

We know you’ve earned your
holiday and we want you to pamper
yourself, not just once but as a
matter of course. An extensive
pillow menu offering a choice of ten
different types of pillows, Egyptian
cotton sheets, plush bathrobes,
nightly turndown service and
complimentary shoeshine serve
to enhance the ambiance of an
opulent 5-star hotel.
At 32 square metres, our Deluxe
Suites are the most spacious on
the Mekong and offer modern
and elegant furnishings, an HDTV
and individual climate control.
In every suite there’s also a safe
for your valuables, umbrellas and
even USB ports, and of course, a
complimentary mini-bar and Wi-Fi.
We believe it’s these hand-finished
elements that make all the
difference.

Jewel and Sapphire Decks

Your butler service includes a valet, shoeshine and drinks service,
cocktails arranged in the lounge or your suite and morning tea and
coffee delivered to your suite; all you have to do is ask.

Diamond Deck

Guests will also be served breakfast in their suite and enjoy
complimentary laundry service for two garments pressed daily,
plus a cocktail reception with the captain.

Grand Deluxe Suite

As well as all of the inclusions enjoyed by Diamond Deck guests, you
will also have fruit skewers delivered to your suite in the afternoon,
canapés before dinner and petit fours for after. Enjoy Club Floor
privileges at the Intercontinental Saigon. Each suite will also have
the use of a tablet and docking station.

Royal Panorama Suite

In addition to all the inclusions noted above, in select locations, guests
enjoy private transfers on arrival and departure. You are welcomed on
board with a bottle of champagne and you won’t even have to unpack
or run yourself a scented bath, your butler will do it for you. Enjoy
unlimited complimentary laundry services and US$100 per couple on
board wellness centre credit.

B
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All-Inclusive Scenic Suites & Butlers
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All-inclusive

Butlers

We know that it’s the finer
details and outstanding
service that really make
your cruise memorable.
By offering a butler service
to every guest we combine
5-star quality with personal
attention to detail.
A

Whichever suite you choose, your
butler will make sure you’ll never be
without complimentary refreshments
and a re-stocked mini-bar.

D

C

A
B
C
D

Deluxe Suite, Scenic Spirit
Royal Panorama Suite Outdoor Terrace, Scenic Spirit
Royal Panorama Suite Bathroom, Scenic Aura
Balcony Suite, Scenic Aura

Scenic°
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All-Inclusive

Dining & Beverages

A

Included extras:
Room service to all suites
Mini-bar restocked daily
Late night menu for night owls and an
early-risers option
Environmentally friendly, refillable
Scenic water bottles for onshore
excursions and chef-prepared
picnics available
Scenic Sundowners and Scenic
Freechoice dining options highlight
the wonders of food onshore as well
as on board
All food and beverages are included in the
price of your cruise* (with the exception
of rare and vintage spirits and French
Champagne).
*Not applicable to land touring extensions, Halong Bay
and Yangtze River cruises. Refer to respective pages for
cruise inclusions for applicable drinks packages.

Delicious food experiences are one of the highlights of your
Scenic cruise. From handmade dim sum for breakfast, to
freshly prepared sushi at lunch.
Working from the largest and most modern kitchens of any river vessel in the
region, our chefs take inspiration from the path on which you’re travelling,
and all our food is seasonal, regional and freshly prepared.
Savour buffet or à la carte fare in our chic Crystal or Bamar Dining venues,
visit the River Café for casual Asian-inspired snacks or enjoy our exclusive
Teppanyaki Bar on board Scenic Aura for a full al fresco dining experience.
On selected nights on board Scenic Spirit, Diamond Deck guests will dine at
the Captain’s Table.
Complimentary beverages^ are available all day every day and our bar
tenders are experts in preparing your favourite drink. Try world-renowned
wines, regional beers, cocktails or mocktails, and even a morning wellness
shot, packed with regional herbs for that nutrional kick. And, of course tea
and coffee is available from stations throughout the ship.
^All drinks are included on board except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagnes and spirits.

Scenic°

All-Inclusive Dining & Beverages

A
B
C
D
E
F

Crystal Dining, Scenic Spirit
Bamar Dining, Scenic Aura
Food preparation
Teppanyaki Bar, Scenic Aura
All-inclusive beverages
River Café, Scenic Spirit

From the indulgence of
degustation fine-dining to
a relaxed meal in the River
Café, highlight evenings
or unwinding with new
friends, there’s a venue and
a menu for every occasion.

B

D

C

Crystal/Bamar Dining
Main restaurant serving
breakfast, lunch and dinner
Open seating, perfect for
relaxed dining
Wide range of cuisine from
local specialties to homegrown favourites
À la carte menus available
daily
Specialty themed lunches
and dinners

E

River Café
Casual and flexible dining
options to suit your schedule
Offers full service and mouthwatering food
A great meeting spot, open for
all day grazing and socialising
Gelato bar, light snacks,
healthy options, tasty treats

Teppanyaki Bar
Fiery and theatrical dining
experience on board
Scenic Aura
A maximum of six guests an
evening, all guests will dine
here at least once during
their cruise
Enjoy food cooked to order
from a live cooking station
by our expert chefs

F

In-Suite Dining
Room service is available,
and included, throughout
your cruise
Dine in the comfort of your
suite enjoying the views
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All-inclusive and exclusive, our Scenic
Enrich encounters take you behind the
scenes to experience special moments
not available to the ordinary traveller.
A

Scenic Sundowners

In Myanmar, enjoy the famous U-Bein
Bridge from a new perspective as you
indulge in a drink or two of champagne,
from the comfort of a local boat. As the sun
sets over the bridge, make sure you capture
a memorable shot for the photo album.

E

B
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All-Inclusive Scenic Enrich

All-Inclusive

Scenic Enrich
C

D

Our signature Scenic Enrich experiences will take you into
the heart of Southeast Asia’s culture, offering once-in-alifetime opportunities, and creating memories that will stay
with you long after your visit has ended.
Our Journey Designers are experts in the destinations we travel to,
handpicking a range of diverse and compelling experiences, unique to those
offered by other tour operators.
We’ll take you off-the-beaten-track to some of the world’s most spectacular
monuments. Delight in an exclusive dinner and traditional performance in
front of an Angkor temple in Cambodia, take part in a traditional oil lamp
lighting ritual in Myanmar and visit the home of an Intha family for lunch
as we provide an authentic look at local life on the shores and surrounds of
Southeast Asia’s most important waterways.

A Applying gold leaf, Mahamuni Pagoda, Myanmar
B Angkor Temple Gala Dinner, Cambodia
C Private viewing, Museum of Fine Arts, Xi’an, China
D Origami paper cranes, Hiroshima’s Peace Park, Japan
E	Behind the scenes access at the Water Puppets, Hanoi, Vietnam
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All-Inclusive

Scenic Freechoice
A

Each guest is different, so we appreciate
that you may want to move at your own
pace. Perhaps you’ll want to follow a busy
day with one at a more relaxed tempo, or
you may wish to truly unwind throughout.
We’ve divided our extensive list of
Scenic Freechoice activities into active,
moderate and relaxed pace so you can
choose those which best suit your
requirements and interests.
Active – For those keen to explore
further afield, for a longer or more
demanding journey.
Moderate – A comfortable walking
pace at which you can easily discover a
beautiful city on a walking tour.
Relaxed – A slower pace to take
in the temples or enjoy an authentic
cooking class.

Carefully selected by our journey designers, Scenic Freechoice
offers a diverse range of new flexible excursions and dining
experiences. And, of course, they’re all included.
All our itineraries provide an in-depth, immersive experience, exclusive
to Scenic. Enjoy Scenic Freechoice giving you the flexibility to pick the
experiences that suit your interests. There are visits to World Heritage-listed
sites, insights into local cultures, and revelatory journeys to those hidden
pockets that only the locals know about.
Explore the streets of Saigon or Hanoi at night on a vintage Vespa, take
a hands-on cooking class in Hanoi’s lively Old Quarter, unearth Yangon’s
thriving art scene and get up close with nature at the Tra Su Bird Park.
You’ll also enjoy a wide range of dining options through Scenic Freechoice
Dining. These insightful culinary highlights give you the opportunity to pick
where to dine during certain parts of your journey.
There is a wealth of choice in all locations, whichever cruise you decide on.

Scenic°

All-Inclusive Scenic Freechoice
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Whether you want a relaxed pace or want to
fit in as much as possible, Scenic Freechoice
offers a diverse range of sightseeing, activities
and dining experiences for you to choose from.
And of course, it’s all included.
B

C

D

E

A
B
C
D
E

Banteay Srei Temple, Cambodia
Pindaya Caves, Myanmar
Izakaya Bar dining experience, Tokyo, Japan
Zhujiajiao Ancient Water Town, China
Hanoi After Dark Vespa foodie tour, Vietnam

Scenic Freechoice

Your hands-on cooking class starts with a
visit to Hoi An’s colourful central market to
shop for ingredients. Travel by boat along
the Thu Bon River to the stylish Red Bridge
Restaurant, set among stunning tropical
gardens and featuring open-air pavilion
dining. This is the perfect place to learn how
to whip up authentic Vietnamese dishes
and sample the delicious results.

Scenic°
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A
B
C
D
E

Every carefully
selected hotel on
our tours has
been handpicked
by our expert
journey designers
to ensure it offers
outstanding
location and
luxury.

Almanity Hoi An Resort, Vietnam
Pan Pacific Yangon, Myanmar
Luang Say Residence, Luang Prabang, Laos
Sanctum Inle Resort, Inle Lake, Myanmar
Sofitel Metropole, Hanoi, Vietnam

A

B

C

D
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World-Class Hotels
We’ve combined our luxury all-inclusive river cruises
with a selection of escorted land tours so, even when you’re
not on the river, you’ll stay in the best accommodation,
uncompromising on exceptional quality and service.
From grand city centre properties
to idyllic hideaways, there’s nothing
like checking into a spectacular
hotel, knowing it’s been selected in
order to introduce you to the best of
each destination.
Integrating elements of the local
surroundings into its design,
architecture and overall guest
experience, the Almanity Hoi An
Resort and Spa includes daily spa
treatments as part of your stay.
In Champasak, the River Resort
is located on the Mekong and
features stylish and modern villas
with fantastic views of the river
and mountains. And, on our Sapa
extension, stay at the elegant and
recently opened Silk Path Grand
Hotel overlooking the valley.

Special Stays
We’ve also handpicked a selection of
extra-special hotels for your journey,
aptly named Scenic Special Stays.
These are hotels of outstanding
quality and character such as the
historic Sofitel Legend Metropole, a
French colonial-style hotel located
in the heart of Hanoi’s French
Quarter.
In Myanmar you’ll stay in Club
Rooms at the newly-opened Pan
Pacific Yangon, located across from
the market and, in Inle Lake, stay at
the award-winning Sanctum Hotel.
And, at The Luang Say Residence
in Luang Prabang, the graceful
aspects of life in the colonial era are
reflected in a blend of Indochinese
and French architecture.

Scenic Special Stays
Look for this symbol on your itineraries for
locations where you will experience these
outstanding properties.

E
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All-Inclusive

The Nth Degree
When you travel with Scenic you can be confident that
we’ve thought about even the smallest details so you don’t
have to. We go above and beyond, making your trip a truly
carefree, all-inclusive experience.
The personal touch
We believe your holiday in Asia
should be immersive, including more
personalised encounters with local
people and their customs. We limit
our group sizes to an average of 20
guests only while onshore, enabling
us to offer activities inaccessible to
larger groups. We personally greet
you on arrival and, at the end of your
journey, we’ll arrange transport to
the airport.
Travel in style, like a local
As well as cruising in luxury on
board your 5-star Scenic ship, all
other elements of your journey
have been designed to ensure
stress-free travel from one place
to the next. You can look forward
to the best standard of transport
available throughout, plus some
local varieties for truly authentic
experiences. These include riding on
vintage Vespas, Tuk Tuks, cyclos, xe
lois, trishaws, horse-carts, sampans,
long tail speedboats, bumboats and
even ox carts.
Asian Based Support
Scenic not only own both Scenic
Aura and Scenic Spirit, we have built
them locally and designed them to
European standards. Operated by
a Scenic crew and overseen by our
Western and local management
teams, based in Yangon, Mandalay,
Phnom Penh and Ho Chi Minh City,
this ensures our ability to deliver
a consistent level of unmatched
5-star service throughout your time
in Southeast Asia.
We employ the best tour directors in
the region who go out of their way to
show you the little-known gems that
only a local can.

Everything is taken care of, including
transfers and tipping so you can be
assured of a truly relaxing holiday in
Asia with unrivalled, on the ground
support behind the scenes.
Exclusive access
Both on board or onshore, we bring
you the very best art and culture
of the region, in the utmost style
and comfort. Whether it’s at shows
with backstage access like the
Water Puppets in Hanoi, Premium
Reserved seats at the Phare Circus
in Siem Reap, visiting a nunnery
in Sagaing to partake in their
lunchtime rituals or an exclusive
highlight dinner at an Angkorian or
Bagan temple, you will remember
these special moments for years
to come.
Environmentally friendly
We don’t use plastic water bottles on
board our ships on the Mekong and
Irrawaddy rivers, and all straws used
on board are paper.
Guests are provided with a Scenic
water bottle which can be refilled
at special filtered water stations,
and we partner with and fund local
programs that collect and recycle
plastic waste, therefore reducing
rubbish and providing employment
and income to local villages.

A
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E
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All-Inclusive Nth Degree
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D
E
F

Angkor Temple Gala Dinner, Cambodia
Local Scenic tour director, Myanmar
Scenic’s in-suite infused mineral water
Phare Circus, Siem Reap, Cambodia – Premium Reserved seats
Scenic’s own Asian-based support teams and tour directors
Journey designer, Adam Burke meeting the locals

B

C

F
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A
B
C
D
E

Seamless travel is integral to your journey, so we’ve made
getting to and from your destination easy and comfortable.
We’ve included return economy class flights from the UK
in every one of our itineraries, to ensure you arrive feeling
ready for your trip.
Airlines you can count on
Flexibility and choice is key when
it comes to travel arrangements,
which is why we offer a choice
of flights through a range of
established airlines.
In our continued commitment to
your experience, we only use the
best airlines to ensure your journey
is stress-free.
Departing from a number of UK
airports, we aim to provide a
seamless journey that is one of
complete luxury and comfort.

Emirates A380
Emirates A380 on board Business Class Lounge
Singapore Airlines, Economy Class
Premium dining experience
Business Class check-in

A

Fly Business Class
Relax in an ultra-spacious
cabin, enjoying superior in-flight
entertainment options, delicious
cuisine, and world-class hospitality.
Your spacious seat transforms
into a fully flat bed and combines
enhanced personal space with
luxurious comfort.
Additional cost, upgrade not included in tour price.

Internal Flights
We’ve scheduled internal flights
so that you don’t have to endure
lengthy drives or train journeys.

Upgrade your flight
Why not make your journey even
more memorable by treating
yourself to a flight upgrade?
Contact us today to find out more
about upgrading your flight.

B

Please note: some flights may be indirect. Regional connections are at a supplement. Other Airlines may also be used.

C
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Travel Tailored to You
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A	Scenic Spirit
pool and bar

Scenic

Discover your perfect
river cruise & escorted tour
With so many wonderful destinations to experience in Southeast Asia, we’ve highlighted
the places you’ll visit across each of our inspiring itineraries, to ensure you choose the
perfect adventure for you. From Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi and Halong Bay, to Siem Reap,
Yangon and Mandalay, each spectacular stop on your river cruise is sure to delight.
A

Halong Bay

Explore the ethereal beauty of Halong
Bay by luxury cruise ship, the Au Co. A
two-night voyage allows you to discover
this World Heritage-listed beauty, with
its famed emerald waters and towering
karst islands. Take time to relax in your
surrounds, with an on board tai chi lesson,
as we cruise into the national park, where
you’ll be invited to explore the caves
and Cat Ba Island by kayak, before a
wine-tasting on the ship with the most
incredible of backdrops.

Luang Prabang

The Luang Say Residence will be your
Special Stay for three nights, as you
embark on an exploration of the beautiful
city of Luang Prabang.
Try your hand at bargaining at the night
markets, attend morning alms and donate
food to the local monks, and visit the
French colonial royal palace, the Wat
Xieng Thong and Wat Mai temples.
Discover the Pak Ou Caves with its many
buddha statues on display and stop off
in Ban Xang Hay, recognised for its rice
wine production, before witnessing one of
the country’s greatest natural feats, the
three-levelled Kuang Si Waterfalls.

Inle Lake

A three-night special stay at the Sanctum
Inle Resort is the perfect base for your
visit to Inle Lake. Peruse the handmade
goods of the floating markets and the
highly regarded monastery of Phaung
Daw Oo pagoda. Immerse yourself in
a once-in-a-lifetime exclusive Scenic
Enrich experience, where you’ll be invited
to join a local Intha family in their home
for lunch, as they discuss what daily life
is like for them along the lake. Witness
the Pindaya Caves, a Buddhist pilgrimage
site or Taunggyi, the capital city of the
Shan State, for lunch at Myanmar’s oldest
winery, Aythaya Vineyard.

Scenic°

Discover your perfect river cruise & escorted tour
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Mekong itineraries
To make your decision easier, the below table showcases our Mekong itineraries and the destinations you will visit
across each one.
ALL-INCLUSIVE RIVER CRUISING

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

7-Night Cruise
Ho Chi Minh City > Siem Reap

LUXURY LAND TOURING - OVERNIGHT STAYS
CAMBODIA
Siem Reap

ITINERARY

VIETNAM
Ho Chi
Minh City

Hanoi

LAOS

Halong
Bay

Hue

Hoi An

Luang
Prabang

Champasak

SEE
PAGE

14-Day Luxury Mekong & Temple Discovery Cruise

34

15-Day Treasures of the Mekong

38

20-Day Journey Along the Mekong

42

20-Day Highlights of Vietnam, Cambodia & Luxury Mekong

50

24-Day Essence of Vietnam, Cambodia & Luxury Mekong

56

29-Day Grand Indochina & Luxury Mekong

62

LUXURY LAND TOURING - OVERNIGHT STAYS

DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

ALL-INCLUSIVE RIVER CRUISING
7-Night Cruise

CAMBODIA

Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City

Siem Reap

ITINERARY

VIETNAM
Ho Chi
Minh City

Hanoi

LAOS

Halong
Bay

Hue

Hoi An

Luang
Prabang

Champasak

SEE
PAGE

14-Day Luxury Mekong & Temple Discovery Cruise

36

15-Day Treasures of the Mekong

40

20-Day Highlights of Vietnam, Cambodia & Luxury Mekong

46

23-Day Indochina Explorer & Luxury Mekong

52

24-Day Essence of Vietnam, Cambodia & Luxury Mekong

60

Irrawaddy itineraries
We have created these tables to
highlight each wonderful destination
on our Irrawaddy itineraries, so you can
be sure you won’t miss your must-see
destinations.

LUXURY LAND TOURING
- OVERNIGHT STAYS

ALL-INCLUSIVE RIVER CRUISING

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

10-Night Cruise
Bagan > Mandalay

MYANMAR
Mandalay

Yangon

Inle Lake

ITINERARY

SEE
PAGE

16-Day Mystical Irrawaddy

72

20-Day Mystical Myanmar

82

LUXURY LAND TOURING
- OVERNIGHT STAYS

DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

ALL-INCLUSIVE RIVER CRUISING
10-Night Cruise

MYANMAR

Mandalay > Bagan

Mandalay

Yangon

Inle Lake

ITINERARY

SEE
PAGE

16-Day Mystical Irrawaddy

76

20-Day Mystical Myanmar

78

Combination river cruising
Our combination cruises consist of multi country itineraries, providing the opportunity to explore up to three
countries and a number of stunning cultures at once.
ALL-INCLUSIVE RIVER CRUISING
7-Night Cruise

ITINERARY
32-Day Treasures of the Mekong
& Mystical Myanmar

ITINERARY
33-Day Red, Mekong and Yangtze
Rivers Odyssey

10-Night Cruise

Siem
Reap

START > FINISH
Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City

Bagan > Mandalay

7-Night Cruise

4-Night Cruise

27-Day Luxury Mekong & Japan
in Focus

Ho Chi
Minh City

Hanoi

LAOS
Halong
Bay

Mandalay

Yangon

Inle Lake

CAMBODIA

VIETNAM
Ho Chi
Minh City

Hanoi

START > FINISH
Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City

SEE
PAGE

CHINA
Halong
Bay

Beijing

Xi'an

Shanghai

Yichang >
Chongqing

7-Night Cruise
ITINERARY

VIETNAM

86

Siem
Reap

START > FINISH
Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City

LUXURY LAND TOURING - OVERNIGHT STAYS

CAMBODIA

SEE
PAGE
90

CAMBODIA

VIETNAM

Siem
Reap

Ho Chi
Minh City

JAPAN
Tokyo

Hakone

Kyoto

Hiroshima

Osaka

SEE
PAGE
96

Phnom Krom, Cambodia
N 13° 13’ E 103° 49’

MEKONG
RIVER
CRUISING

An intoxicating fusion of East
meets West, Indochina – or more
accurately Vietnam, Cambodia
and Laos – is a melting pot for
the senses.
— From vibrant cities to charming
riverside communities, bustling
markets and the peaceful chanting
of monks, every day there is
something to captivate and excite.
The Mekong River is at the heart
of everyday life. Discover the
magic of this dynamic waterway,
witness the daily interactions of
local residents and admire the
ornate temples and gold-top
pagodas that dot the countryside,
as you gently pass by.

Scenic°
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Discover

Vietnam & Halong Bay
Long recognised as one of Asia’s most dynamic countries,
Vietnam is a kaleidoscope of colour and culture, blending
French influence with traditional Asian philosophy and
style. Exotic and utterly compelling, Vietnam is a journey
not to be rushed.

B

A

A tale to tell
From the bustling cities of Ho Chi
Minh City and the capital Hanoi,
to quaint riverside villages in the
Mekong Delta and the towering
rice paddies of Sapa, Vietnam’s
compelling history is on display
everywhere, from the ancient
pagodas of imperial dynasties to
more recent relics of Vietnam’s
complex past. With a focus set firmly
on the future, but a commitment
to preserving its heritage, Vietnam
successfully blends old with new to
create a destination like no other.
Arguably one of the biggest impacts
on modern-day Vietnam is its most
recent conflict. In Ho Chi Minh City
travel to one of the many entrances
that signal the vast network of the
Cu Chi tunnels hidden below the
city, before reflecting on Vietnam’s
history during a visit to the nearby
War Memorial and Reunification
Palace.

Tip of your tongue
Vietnam’s intriguing mix of culture
is very evident via its food. From
French-inspired pastries to the
ever-popular Bánh mì, deliciously
fresh Goi cuon and of course,
Vietnam’s national dish – Pho – you
could be forgiven for spending all
your time eating.
Learn how to make your favourite
dishes at home during immersive
cooking experiences. Visit local
markets to find the freshest
ingredients before enjoying cooking
classes at Red Bridge Cooking
School in Hoi An and Madame Anh
Tuyet in Hanoi, where you may learn
to make the ever-popular bun cha,
a regional specialty of the capital.
Take to the streets on a Vespa
foodie tour of Saigon or Hanoi, and
explore their energetic nightlife and
delicious street food – as a
local would.

C
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Vietnamese woman, Hoi An
Halong Bay
Cu Chi Tunnels, Ho Chi Minh City
Au Co, Halong Bay

With its collection of 1,600 islands and islets, Vietnam’s
Halong Bay is a sight to behold. Sail on board the luxurious
Au Co and enjoy the only continuous two-night cruise
within this World Heritage-listed site. Explore deeper to
discover stalactite-filled caves and a seascape of limestone
outcrops jutting dramatically out of the blue green waters.
In-depth exploration
The best way to appreciate the
magnificence of Halong Bay’s many
islands, isles and karsts is by sea.
Though tours in traditional junks,
ferries and speedboats are popular
with travellers, this continuous
two-night voyage on board the
innovative and luxurious Au Co
provides up-close views of the
majestic peaks and access to some
of the massive stalactite-filled
caves without the need to change
boats, offering in-depth exploration
of this beautiful bay away from the
day trippers and one night cruises.
As you sail further into Halong Bay,
there are plenty of ways to make
the most of your time there, from
kayaking, swimming or snorkelling
in hidden lagoons, to sunbathing on
tranquil, pristine beaches and riding
a bicycle on Cat Ba Island.
D

The Bay of Dragons
Myths and mysteries abound
over the formation of the bay. The
literal translation of Halong means
‘descending dragon’ and a favourite
local myth has it that the bay and its
magnificent landmarks were formed
by the thrashings of an enormous
dragon that was trying to reach the
ocean. Another popular tale, believes
the islets and karsts were created
out of gems cast down from dragons
defending the land in the time of the
Jade Emperor. Whatever the truth
about how it came to be, Halong Bay
is a truly remarkable destination.

Scenic has partnered with Au Co to offer
guests a special two-night in-depth cruise
of Halong Bay:
32 elegant cabins, all with
French balcony
Sun Deck and Terrace Bars to relax
Evening Sun Deck BBQ
Luxury Halong restaurant serving a variety
of Western and Vietnamese cuisine
Open-air cinema
Library
Early morning tai chi lessons and
afternoon cooking classes and
demonstrations on the Sun Deck
Open-air jacuzzi
Spa Centre
Gift for Scenic guests
Exclusive wine-tasting for Scenic guests
	
A true three-day/two-night cruise deep
into Halong Bay, no need to change
boats during your cruise

Scenic°
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Discover

Cambodia
Famous the world over for its spectacular
temples, floating villages and vast forests,
Cambodia has risen from its turbulent
history and blossomed into a captivating
destination that will surprise and delight
at every turn.
The mighty Angkor Wat
Siem Reap is the gateway to the World Heritage-listed
Temples of Angkor, one of Cambodia’s most famous
landmarks. Experience these fascinating temples with
exclusive morning and evening visits and gain a new
perspective each time. Be enthralled by the sunrise at
Angkor Wat, before enjoying a champagne breakfast
at a secluded temple away from the crowds with food
provided by an NGO-supported bakery. Later, enjoy the
fusion of French and Khmer flavours and dine in the
shadows of 10th century Prasat Kravan temple whilst
being entertained by traditional Apsara dancers.
Capital calling
Relish in the excitement of Cambodia’s capital Phnom
Penh and its rich colonial history. Explore the mustsee Royal Palace with the famous Silver Pagoda, and
experience a Phnom Penh by City Lights tour by Tuk Tuk.
You will also have opportunities to visit the city’s buzzing
Central Market, colonial architecture or the sombre
Killing Fields.

C

D
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Ta Prohm Temple, Cambodia
Alms receiving ceremony, Luang Prabang, Laos
Scenic Enrich, Angkor Temple Dinner, Cambodia
Royal Palace, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Pak Ou Caves, Luang Prabang, Laos

B

Discover

Laos

Waiting to be explored amongst betterknown neighbours, landlocked Laos is
one of Asia’s best kept secrets. With a rich
history stretching back thousands of years,
the country offers plenty for travellers
keen to see a more relaxed side of
Southeast Asia.
E

One perfect package
Featuring exquisite temples amid a densely forested, yet
breath-taking landscape, Laos brings together the best
of the region in one perfect package.
An ideal place to unwind from the stresses of modern
life, this land of mountain, mists and untamed natural
beauty tempts with unrivalled peace and serenity.
Go with the flow and focus on the now – enjoy a
massage, or simply spend time wandering the local
markets, meeting residents and sharing stories, for
while its temples may be stunning, it’s the genuine
warmth and hospitality of the local people that will
capture your heart.
Spiritual centre
A deeply spiritual nation, Buddhism permeates every
facet of life. Embrace local customs during a traditional
Baci ceremony, and join with local residents to give
morning alms to passing monks in Luang Prabang.

34
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UPSTREAM ITINERARY

Luxury Mekong
& Temple Discovery Cruise
Mekong magnificence
From the flavour and culture of Vietnam to the colour and
history of Cambodia, your senses will be charmed along the
length of the Mekong and heightened by the treasures of
Siem Reap.
Meander along the Mekong and drift by the lively floating
markets of Cai Be, learn about Vietnam’s French-infused
past, soak up the melting pot of cultures that is Phnom
Penh and discover the bright communities embracing rural
river life along the Tonlé Sap River. Siem Reap is home to
the magnificent temples, ancient hydraulic systems and
communication routes of Angkor, and still today the scores
of temples and relics whisper secrets of the once-imposing
Khmer Kingdom. Discover it all on this enchanting journey.
14 Day Cruise & Tour

Ho Chi Minh City > Siem Reap

Day 1

Day 4

Depart UK

Cai Be > Sa Dec

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Freechoice: Board a
sampan to visit Cai Be
before stopping at some
local cottage industries
and a French colonial or
traditional Vietnamese house.
Alternatively, enjoy morning
tea at a French colonial house
or stay on board for a special
Scenic Freechoice activity.
Later, immerse yourself in the
town of Sa Dec at the lively
market, and visit the home
of Mr Huynh Thuy Le, who
inspired Marguerite Duras’
novel L’Amant.

Day 2

Ho Chi Minh City
You’ll arrive in Ho Chi
Minh City, where you’ll
be transferred to the
Intercontinental Saigon for
your overnight stay.

Day 3

Ho Chi Minh City >
Mekong Cruise
After lunch, travel by coach to
My Tho to board the luxurious
Scenic Spirit. Toast to the start
of your cruise at a cocktail
reception.
Meals: B.L.D

f

Meals: B.L.D

Day 5

Tan Chau

The afternoon is yours to enjoy
at leisure on board. Tonight,
you'll attend a themed dinner
to say farewell to Vietnam.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 6

Tan Chau >
Phnom Penh

fe

Arrive early this morning into
the capital of Cambodia,
Phnom Penh.
Freechoice: Journey to the
Killing Fields and tour Tuol
Sleng, the former school that
was converted to the main
prison of the Khmer Rouge, or
take a guided tour of the local
food market before joining
a hands-on Khmer cooking
demonstration. Alternatively,
explore Phnom Penh’s colonial
buildings and the Central
Market by Tuk Tuk, before
stopping for lunch at a local
NGO restaurant.
This afternoon, you’ll have
time to go shopping or explore
on your own.
Enrich
Later this evening, revel in our
Phnom Penh by City Lights tour,
giving you an insight into the
nightlife of the capital before
stopping at a distillery for an
exclusive tour and tasting
behind closed doors.
Meals: B.L.D

f

Day 7

Freechoice: Visit Evergreen
Island and enjoy a ride in a Xe
Loi. Visit a family-operated
fish farm in Chau Doc and
walk through the local market,
or visit Tra Su Bird Sanctuary.

Phnom Penh >
Kho Chen
This morning, marvel at the
Royal Palace.
Later, sail the Tonlé Sap to the
silversmith village of Kho Chen.
Meals: B.L.D

Angkor Gala Dinner,
Siem Reap, Cambodia

Day 8

Oudong > Kampong
Tralach

es

Cruise to Kampong Tralach and
take an ox cart ride through a
local village and fields to Wat
Kampong Tralach.
Enrich
Receive a blessing from a
monk, learn how to pray
in a Buddhist pagoda and
partake in a ceremony which
contributes to the residents'
daily meal.
Board your coach to the
capital of Oudong to visit
its pagoda and monastery.
Then, drive to Prek K’dam to
re-board Scenic Spirit. Later,
sail the Tonlé Sap and Mekong
rivers to Kampong Cham via
Phnom Penh.
Sundowners
Enjoy a cocktail reception on
the Sun Deck as the ship sails
past Phnom Penh at sunset.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 9

Wat Hanchey >
Kampong Cham

f

Meet the novice monks at
Wat Hanchey, an ancient
hilltop pagoda and monastery.
Walk (or drive) to the top
before sailing downstream to
Kampong Cham.
Freechoice: Visit Phnom Pros
(Man Hill) and Wat Nokor, an
11th century temple that has
a modern pagoda built within.
Alternatively explore the
ecotourism village of Cheung
Kok or visit a rubber plantation
factory and betel nut village.
Meals: B.L.D

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent
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14 Day Cruise & Tour Ho Chi Minh City > Siem Reap
Day 10

Day 12

Mekong Cruise >
Siem Reap

Siem Reap

te

Discover rural Cambodia on
your drive to the Park Hyatt
Siem Reap, your stylish
three-night Special Stay.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the Cambodian Circus,
Phare.
Meals: B.L

Day 11

Siem Reap

f

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum, admire the skills
on display at Artisans
D’Angkor, cruise the Tonlé Sap
(seasonal), take a Tuk Tuk ride
to the markets, or a tethered
balloon ride above Angkor Wat
(weather dependent) before
visiting a Pouk Silk Farm.
Later in the afternoon, marvel
at the colossal Angkor Wat.
Tonight, enjoy free time and
visit the night markets.
Meals: B.L

River cruise

1 Overnight stay

Cruise start/finish

e

Land

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

Enrich
Marvel at the sunrise
over Angkor Wat, before a
champagne breakfast with
food prepared by an NGOsupported local bakery school.
Visit the Ta Prohm Temple,
before stopping at Angkor
Thom and the Bayon Temple.
Enjoy the afternoon at leisure.
Enrich
You'll be wowed by a gala
dinner at an Angkor temple,
with complimentary drinks and
a show featuring traditional
Apsara dancers, in front of the
temple ruins.

Laos
Thailand

Siem Reap

3

Kampong Kdei

Cambodia

1

Mekong

Phnom Penh

Vietnam

Kampong
Cham

7

Kampong Tralach

Tan Chau

Ho Chi
Minh City

My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

Meals: B.D

All-inclusive highlights:

Day 13

Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
5 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 17 Scenic Freechoice activities
1 Scenic Sundowners event
1 Memorable Scenic Special Stay
	Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine-dining
28 meals – 11 breakfasts (B), 9 lunches (L) and 8 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

Siem Reap
Transfer to the airport for your
flight home. Alternatively,
extend your adventure with an
inbound stopover, see pages
110 & 111 for more details.

e

s

Meals: B

Day 14

Arrive UK
Welcome home.

f
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2020/21 Departure Dates

DVMR.1
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories
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Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS
£7,490

2020 Departures
Jul 26

£4,495

£4,890

£5,190

£5,390

£5,490

£5,790

£5,990

Aug 9, 23

£4,695

£5,090

£5,390

£5,590

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£7,690

Sep 6, 20

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Oct 4, 18

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Nov 1, 15, 29

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Dec 13

£5,395

£5,790

£6,090

£6,290

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£8,390

Dec 27

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

2021 Departures
Jan 10, 24

£5,495

£5,890

£6,190

£6,390

£6,490

£6,790

£6,990

£8,490

Feb 07, 21

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Mar 7

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Mar 21

£5,295

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£6,290

£6,590

£6,790

£8,290

Apr 4, 18

£5,295

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£6,290

£6,590

£6,790

£8,290

May 2, 16

£5,295

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£6,290

£6,590

£6,790

£8,290

Jul 25

£4,495

£4,890

£5,190

£5,390

£5,490

£5,790

£5,990

£7,490

Aug 8, 22

£4,695

£5,090

£5,390

£5,590

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£7,690

Sep 5, 19

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Oct 3, 17

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Oct 31

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Nov 14, 28

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Dec 12

£5,395

£5,790

£6,090

£6,290

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£8,390

Dec 26

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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DOWNSTREAM ITINERARY

Luxury Mekong
& Temple Discovery Cruise
Captivating charm
The fascinating Mekong is many things to many people.
Embark on a journey of contrasts as you gain a deeper
understanding of Cambodia and Vietnam’s complex
histories and be charmed by the friendly locals as they go
about their daily lives along this magnificent waterway.
Marvel at the sunrise over the majestic Angkor Wat, receive
a monk’s blessing and appreciate the spectacle that is
Phare, the Cambodian Circus. Explore the ancient hilltop
monastery of Wat Hanchey and immerse yourself in the
beauty of Khmer handicrafts in Cheung Kok. Sometimes
simply sitting back and watching the world glide by is the
perfect way to relish the sights and sounds – especially
when ensconced in luxury on board the boutique Scenic
Spirit. Let the Mekong captivate and astound.
14 Day Cruise & Tour

Day 1

Depart UK
Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Siem Reap

t

Arrive at the Park Hyatt Siem
Reap, your Special Stay for the
next three nights. Enjoy a day
at leisure, before meeting your
fellow guests at the welcome
dinner and briefing.
Meals: D

Day 3

Siem Reap

fe

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum. Admire the skills
on display at Artisans
D’Angkor, cruise the Tonlé Sap
(seasonal), take a Tuk Tuk ride
to the markets.

Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City
Or, take a tethered balloon ride
above Angkor Wat (weather
dependent) before visiting a
Pouk Silk Farm. Later, visit the
colossal Angkor Wat.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the colourful
Cambodian Circus, Phare.
Meals: B.L

Day 4

Siem Reap

e

Enrich
Marvel at the sunrise over
Angkor Wat before moving
to a special location for a
champagne breakfast with
food prepared by an NGOsupported local bakery school.
Visit the atmospheric, jungle
covered Ta Prohm Temple,
before stopping at Angkor
Thom and the multi-faced
Bayon Temple. The remainder
of the afternoon is yours to
enjoy at leisure.

Scenic Spirit, Cambodia

Enrich
Be wowed by a magical
themed gala dinner at
an Angkor temple, with
complimentary drinks and
a show featuring traditional
Apsara dancers, in front of the
candle lit temple ruins.
Meals: B.D

Day 5

Siem Reap >
Mekong Cruise
Discover the rural side of
Cambodia on your drive to
Kampong Cham where Scenic
Spirit awaits. Stop off at the
Khmer bridge at Kampong
Kdei, Kampong Thom and a
stone cutters village.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 6

Wat Hanchey >
Kampong Cham

f

Awake as you approach Wat
Hanchey, an ancient hilltop
pagoda and monastery, where
you’ll meet the resident novice
monks. Walk (or drive) to
the top for some of the best
elevated views, before sailing
downstream to Kampong
Cham.
Freechoice: Learn about the
history behind Phnom Pros
(Man Hill) and Wat Nokor.
Alternatively, explore the
ecotourism village of Cheung
Kok or visit a rubber plantation
factory and betel nut village.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 7

Angkor Ban >
Silk Island >
Phnom Penh

es

Upon arrival in Angkor Ban,
explore its historical rural
wooden houses, which
survived the Khmer Rouge,
and visit the local pagoda to
observe the lifestyle of the
resident monks and nuns.
Enrich
Receive a blessing from a
monk and learn how to pray
in a Buddhist pagoda, before
partaking in a ceremony which
contributes to the daily meal of
the resident nuns and monks.
Later, sail downstream to Koh
Dach island dedicated to the
art of silk weaving, before
continuing your cruise to
Phnom Penh.
Sundowners
Enjoy a cocktail reception
on the Sun Deck against the
backdrop of Phnom Penh’s
lights as the ship sails
towards the capital at sunset.
Enrich
Later this evening, revel in our
Phnom Penh by City Lights
tour, giving you an insight into
the nightlife of the capital,
before stopping at a distillery
for an exclusive tour and
tasting behind closed doors.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 8

Phnom Penh

f

Freechoice: Journey to
the Killing Fields and
tour Tuol Sleng or join a
hands-on Khmer cooking
demonstration.

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°

14 Day Cruise & Tour Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City
Alternatively, explore Phnom
Penh’s colonial buildings,
Central Market and modern
architecture, by Tuk Tuk.

Stop for green tea at the home
of Mr Huynh Thuy Le who
inspired Marguerite Duras’
novel L’Amant.
Freechoice: Visit Cai Be
and stop at local cottage
industries and a traditional
house in the area, or enjoy
afternoon tea at a French
colonial house. Alternatively,
stay on board and learn how to
make cocktails. This evening,
enjoy a farewell dinner on
board as you sail to My Tho.

Meals: B.L.D

Day 9

Phnom Penh >
Tan Chau
This morning, marvel at the
Royal Palace, with its Silver
Pagoda. Later, celebrate
arriving in Vietnam with a
themed evening dinner.

Tan Chau

Siem
Reap

Vietnam
Kampong Kdei
Kampong
Cham
Angkor Ban
Koh Dach
Mekong 1 Ho Chi
Phnom Penh
1
Cambodia
Minh City
Tan Chau
My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

Freechoice: Stay in Tan Chau
to visit Evergreen Island and
enjoy a ride in a Xe Loi. In Chau
Doc visit a family-operated
fish farm, followed by Tây An
Temple at Sam Mountain, or
visit Tra Su Bird Sanctuary.
Whilst sailing downstream to
Sa Dec, take the time to enjoy
a cocktail by the pool or on
your private balcony as you
watch the scenery pass by.

Transfer to the Intercontinental
Saigon for your overnight stay.

All-inclusive highlights:

Meals: B

Day 13

Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
5 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 17 Scenic Freechoice activities
1 Scenic Sundowners event
1 Memorable Scenic Special Stay
	Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
28 meals – 11 breakfasts (B), 8 lunches (L) and 9 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your cruise
	Butler service for all guests throughout your cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

Ho Chi Minh City

e

Transfer to the airport for your
flight home. Alternatively,
extend your adventure with an
inbound stopover, see pages
110 & 111 for more details.

Meals: B.L.D

f

3

Mekong Cruise >
Ho Chi Minh City

f

Sa Dec > Cai Be

s

Meals: B

Day 14

Arrive UK

Explore the markets of Sa Dec.

Welcome home.

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DVMR.2
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Land

Laos

Thailand

Day 12

Day 11

1 Overnight stay

Cruise start/finish

DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Day 10

River cruise

37

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS
£7,490

2020 Departures
Jul 17, 31

£4,495

£4,890

£5,190

£5,390

£5,490

£5,790

£5,990

Aug 14, 28

£4,695

£5,090

£5,390

£5,590

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£7,690

Sep 11, 25

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Oct 9, 23

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Nov 6, 20

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Dec 4

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Dec 18

£5,395

£5,790

£6,090

£6,290

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£8,390

2021 Departures
Jan 1, 15, 29

£5,495

£5,890

£6,190

£6,390

£6,490

£6,790

£6,990

£8,490

Feb 12, 26

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Mar 12

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Mar 26

£5,295

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£6,290

£6,590

£6,790

£8,290

Apr 9, 23

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

May 7

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Jul 16, 30

£4,495

£4,890

£5,190

£5,390

£5,490

£5,790

£5,990

£7,490

Aug 13, 27

£4,695

£5,090

£5,390

£5,590

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£7,690

Sep 10, 24

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Oct 8, 22

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Nov 5, 19

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Dec 3

£5,195

£5,590

£5,890

£6,090

£6,190

£6,490

£6,690

£8,190

Dec 17

£5,395

£5,790

£6,090

£6,290

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£8,390

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Scenic°

UPSTREAM ITINERARY

Treasures of the Mekong
Inspired by temples & traditions

Day 6

Breathe in the essence of Southeast Asia during this
enchanting journey travelling upstream from Ho Chi Minh
City in Vietnam to Siem Reap in Cambodia.

Tan Chau

Angkor Wat, Siem Reap, Cambodia

Day 8

f

Ho Chi Minh City > Siem Reap

Freechoice: Visit the farmers
on Evergreen Island and enjoy
a ride in a Xe Loi, walk through
Chau Doc market and visit a
family-operated fish farm, or
visit Tra Su Bird Sanctuary.
Tonight, enjoy a themed
evening dinner to say farewell
to Vietnam.

Day 1

Day 4

Depart UK

Ho Chi Minh City >
Mekong Cruise

Day 7

From the ancient hilltop pagoda of Wat Hanchey to the
famous Silver Pagoda in Phnom Penh, Scenic will unveil a
multitude of experiences that will allow you to appreciate
this magnificent waterway.
15 Day Cruise & Tour

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Ho Chi Minh City
Welcome to Vietnam’s
biggest city. For the next
two nights, you’ll stay at the
Intercontinental Saigon.

Discover all about Vietnam’s
modern history during a visit
to the Reunification Palace
and War Museum.
Later, travel by coach to My
Tho to board the luxurious
Scenic Spirit.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 5

f

Meals: D

Cai Be > Sa Dec

Day 3

Freechoice: Board a
sampan to visit Cai Be
before stopping at some
local cottage industries
and a French colonial or
traditional Vietnamese house.
Alternatively, savour morning
tea at a French colonial house
or choose to stay on board
for a special Scenic
Freechoice activity.
Later, immerse yourself in the
historic town of Sa Dec and
explore and interact with the
sellers in the lively market.
Then, visit the home of Mr
Huynh Thuy Le.

Ho Chi Minh City

f

Travel to the Cu Chi Tunnels
and learn about the
underground labyrinth of
war-time passageways.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour of Saigon
by night, enjoy a meal in
the surroundings of an old
French colonial house, or
at a restaurant specialising
in Saigon street food.
Alternatively, dine at your
hotel’s restaurants, Yu Chu,
Basilico or Market 39.
Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Tan Chau >
Phnom Penh

This morning, marvel at the
Royal Palace, with the famous
Silver Pagoda within, on your
included visit to this must-see
attraction. Later, sail the Tonlé
Sap to the silversmith village
of Kho Chen.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 9

fe

Arrive into the Cambodian
capital, Phnom Penh, early
this morning.
Freechoice: Journey to the
Killing Fields and tour Tuol
Sleng, the former school
which was converted to the
Khmer Rouge’s main prison, or
take a guided tour of the local
food market before joining
a hands-on Khmer cooking
demonstration. Alternatively,
explore Phnom Penh’s colonial
buildings and the Central
Market by Tuk Tuk.
Enrich
Later this evening, revel in our
Phnom Penh by City Lights
tour, giving you an insight into
the nightlife of the capital, all
before stopping at a distillery
for an exclusive tour and
tasting behind closed doors.
Meals: B.L.D

Phnom Penh >
Kho Chen

Oudong > Kampong
Tralach

es

Cruise to Kampong Tralach
and take an ox cart ride
through a local village.
Enrich
Learn how to pray in a
Buddhist pagoda and partake
in a ceremony to receive a
blessing from a monk.
Board your coach to the
ancient capital of Oudong to
visit the impressive pagoda
and monastery.
Drive a short distance to Prek
K’dam to re-board Scenic
Spirit and continue your cruise
to Kampong Cham.
Sundowners
Enjoy a cocktail reception
on the Sun Deck against the
backdrop of Phnom Penh.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 10

Wat Hanchey >
Kampong Cham

f

Walk to the top of Wat
Hanchey, an ancient hilltop
pagoda and monastery, to
meet the resident novice
monks. Then, sail to Kampong
Cham.

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°

15 Day Cruise & Tour Ho Chi Minh City > Siem Reap
Freechoice: Learn about the
history behind Phnom Pros
(Man Hill) and Wat Nokor.
Alternatively, explore the
ecotourism village of Cheung
Kok or visit a rubber plantation
factory and betel nut village.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 11

Mekong Cruise >
Siem Reap

te

Drive to the Park Hyatt Siem
Reap for your stylish threenight Special Stay.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the colourful
Cambodian Circus, Phare.

Siem Reap

Siem Reap

e

Thailand

Siem Reap

3

Kampong Kdei

Cambodia

Kampong Tralach

Vietnam

Kampong
Cham

7

Mekong

Phnom Penh

2

Tan Chau

Ho Chi
Minh City

My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

All-inclusive highlights:

Siem Reap

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum, admire the skills on
display at Artisans D’Angkor,
cruise the Tonlé Sap (seasonal),
take a Tuk Tuk ride to the
markets, or take a tethered
balloon ride above Angkor Wat
(weather dependent). Later,
visit Angkor Wat.

Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
5 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 23 Scenic Freechoice activities
1 Scenic Sundowners event
1 Memorable Scenic Special Stay
	Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine-dining
32 meals – 12 breakfasts (B), 10 lunches (L) and 10 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

Transfer to the airport for your
flight home. Alternatively,
extend your journey with an
inbound stopover, see pages
110 & 111 for more details.

e

s

Meals: B

Day 15

Arrive UK
Welcome home.

Meals: B.L

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DVMS.1
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Land

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

Laos

Enrich
Marvel at the sunrise
over Angkor Wat before a
champagne breakfast with
food prepared by an NGO
supported local bakery school.
Visit the jungle covered
Ta Prohm Temple, before
stopping at Angkor Thom and
the multi-faced Bayon Temple.
Enrich
You’ll be wowed by a magical
gala dinner at an Angkor
temple, with complimentary
drinks and an Apsara dance
performance.

Day 14

f

1 Overnight stay

Cruise start/finish

Meals: B.D

Meals: B.L

Day 12

Day 13

River cruise
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Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Jul 25

£5,295

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£6,290

£6,590

£6,790

£8,290

Aug 8, 22

£5,295

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£6,290

£6,590

£6,790

£8,290

Sep 5, 19

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Oct 3

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Oct 17

£5,745

£6,140

£6,440

£6,640

£6,740

£7,040

£7,240

£8,740

Oct 31

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Nov 14, 28

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Dec 12

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Dec 26

£5,745

£6,140

£6,440

£6,640

£6,740

£7,040

£7,240

£8,740

2021 Departures
Jan 9, 23

£5,845

£6,240

£6,540

£6,740

£6,840

£7,140

£7,340

£8,840

Feb 6, 20

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Mar 6, 20

£5,995

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£6,990

£7,290

£7,490

£8,990

Apr 3, 17

£5,695

£6,090

£6,390

£6,590

£6,690

£6,990

£7,190

£8,690

May 1, 15

£5,695

£6,090

£6,390

£6,590

£6,690

£6,990

£7,190

£8,690

Jul 24

£5,295

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£6,290

£6,590

£6,790

£8,290

Aug 7, 21

£5,295

£5,690

£5,990

£6,190

£6,290

£6,590

£6,790

£8,290

Sep 4, 18

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Oct 2

£5,595

£5,990

£6,290

£6,490

£6,590

£6,890

£7,090

£8,590

Oct 16

£5,745

£6,140

£6,440

£6,640

£6,740

£7,040

£7,240

£8,740

Oct 30

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Nov 13, 27

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Dec 11

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Dec 25

£5,745

£6,140

£6,440

£6,640

£6,740

£7,040

£7,240

£8,740

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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DOWNSTREAM ITINERARY

Treasures of the Mekong
Travel downstream on our reverse itinerary
Why not embark on our downstream itinerary, where you will
begin in Siem Reap and conclude in Ho Chi Minh City, with
alternative stops at Angkor Ban and Silk Island along
the way.
Search out the 12th-century masterpiece that is Angkor
Wat, take in the wonders of the Cambodian capital, Phnom
Penh, and visit the magnificent Royal Palace. Discover the
historic towns of Tan Chau and Sa Dec before winding your
way to lively Ho Chi Minh City.
15 Day Cruise & Tour

Day 1
Day 2-4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13-14
Day 15

Siem Reap > Ho Chi Minh City

Depart UK
Siem Reap

tef

Siem Reap > Mekong Cruise
Wat Hanchey > Kampong Cham

f

Angkor Ban > Silk Island > Phnom Penh
Phnom Penh

f

es

Phnom Penh > Tan Chau
Tan Chau

f

Sa Dec > Cai Be

f

Mekong Cruise > Ho Chi Minh City
Ho Chi Minh City

f

Alternative days featured on this itinerary:
Day 7

Angkor Ban > Silk Island > Phnom Penh

es

Upon arrival in Angkor Ban, explore its historical rural
wooden houses, which survived the Khmer Rouge, and
visit the local pagoda to observe the lifestyle of the
resident monks and nuns.
Enrich
Receive a blessing from a monk and
learn how to pray in a Buddhist pagoda,
before partaking in a ceremony which
contributes to the daily meal of the
resident nuns and monks.
Later, sail downstream to Koh Dach
island dedicated to the art of silk
weaving, before continuing your cruise
to Phnom Penh.
Sundowners
Enjoy a cocktail reception on the Sun Deck against the
backdrop of Phnom Penh’s lights as the ship sails towards
the capital at sunset.
Enrich
Later this evening, revel in our Phnom Penh by City Lights
tour, giving you an insight into the nightlife of the capital,
before stopping at a distillery for an exclusive tour and
tasting behind closed doors.
Meals: B.L.D

Arrive UK

For your full Mekong cruise itinerary, please refer to days 5 - 12 on pages 36 & 37.

Please note: Due to the above additions, this itinerary does not stop at:
Kampong Tralach, Kho Chen or Oudong.

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°

41

DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

Laos
Thailand
Vietnam
3 Kampong Kdei
Cambodia
Kampong

Siem Reap

Angkor Ban
Koh Dach
Phnom Penh

Cham

2

7

Ho Chi
Minh City

Tan Chau
My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
5 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 23 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
1 Scenic Sundowners event
1 Memorable Scenic Special Stay
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
33 meals – 12 breakfasts (B), 10 lunches (L) and 11 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

Royal Palace, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DVMS.2
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Jul 17, 31

£5,395

£5,790

£6,090

£6,290

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£8,390

Aug 14, 28

£5,395

£5,790

£6,090

£6,290

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£8,390

Sep 11, 25

£5,695

£6,090

£6,390

£6,590

£6,690

£6,990

£7,190

£8,690

Oct 09, 23

£5,745

£6,140

£6,440

£6,640

£6,740

£7,040

£7,240

£8,740

Nov 06, 20

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Dec 04, 18

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

2021 Departures
Jan 01, 15, 29

£5,845

£6,240

£6,540

£6,740

£6,840

£7,140

£7,340

£8,840

Feb 12, 26

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Mar 12, 26

£5,995

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£6,990

£7,290

£7,490

£8,990

Apr 09, 23

£5,695

£6,090

£6,390

£6,590

£6,690

£6,990

£7,190

£8,690

May 07

£5,695

£6,090

£6,390

£6,590

£6,690

£6,990

£7,190

£8,690

Jul 16, 30

£5,395

£5,790

£6,090

£6,290

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£8,390

Aug 13, 27

£5,395

£5,790

£6,090

£6,290

£6,390

£6,690

£6,890

£8,390

Sep 10, 24

£5,695

£6,090

£6,390

£6,590

£6,690

£6,990

£7,190

£8,690

Oct 08, 22

£5,745

£6,140

£6,440

£6,640

£6,740

£7,040

£7,240

£8,740

Nov 05, 19

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Dec 03, 17

£5,945

£6,340

£6,640

£6,840

£6,940

£7,240

£7,440

£8,940

Dec 31

£5,845

£6,240

£6,540

£6,740

£6,840

£7,140

£7,340

£8,840

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Scenic°

UPSTREAM ITINERARY

Journey Along
the Mekong
20 Day Cruise & Tour

Ho Chi Minh City > Bangkok NEW

Where joy comes naturally
The wonders of Indochina are just waiting for you to discover them during this
joyful journey. For those who may have previously dipped their toes into Southeast
Asia, this is a chance to delve that little bit deeper into the intriguing Mekong River.
Cruising the Mekong with Scenic is a unique experience thanks to our all-inclusive
luxury ship. From the moment you embark Scenic Spirit to the second you
disembark, you’ll want for nothing. Along the way you’ll uncover floating markets,
seek out ancient artefacts and visit initiatives changing the lives of street
kids forever.
An awe-inspiring sunrise over Angkor Wat helps to bid farewell to Cambodia
before you say Sai-bai-Dee (hello), to the hidden gem that is Laos. Three nights
spent in the spiritual capital of Luang Prabang offers a perfect way to round out
your time in this sublime part of the world.

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

3 Luang Prabang

Laos
Thailand

Pakse

2 Champasak
Vietnam

Siem Reap

3

Kampong Kdei
Kampong
Bangkok Cambodia
Cham
7
Kampong Tralach
Phnom Penh Mekong
Tan Chau

2

Ho Chi
Minh City

Multi-faced Bayon Temple, Cambodia

My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

Included Flight

Scenic Freechoice
A former seat of royalty, Champasak is the ideal place to
understand the laid back lifestyle of Laotians. A heady
mix of French colonial and traditional Laos, this little city
has plenty of space for you to wander and explore.

Kuang Si Waterfalls, Laos

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Guided small group touring in Laos
Exclusive Gala Dinner at an Angkor temple
Champagne breakfast at an Angkor temple
Baci Ceremony in Luang Prabang
Vespa foodie night tour of Saigon
Tethered balloon ride over Angkor Wat
Included tour to the Royal Palace in Phnom Penh
Night time Tuk Tuk tour with distillery visit
Premium Reserved seats at Phare Circus
Hotels within walking distance to attractions
Sa Dec markets, Vietnam

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Same Scenic tour director from start to finish
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Scenic°

Journey Along the Mekong
20 Day Cruise & Tour Ho Chi Minh City > Bangkok
Day 1

Day 4

Day 12

Depart UK

Ho Chi Minh City >
Mekong Cruise

Siem Reap

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Ho Chi Minh City

Meals: B.L.D

Welcome to Vietnam. Relax
for the next two nights
at the centrally located
Intercontinental Saigon.
Meals: D

Day 3

Ho Chi Minh City

Visit the Reunification Palace
and War Museum before
travelling by coach to My Tho
to board the luxurious
Scenic Spirit.

Days 5-10

Luxury Mekong
River Cruise

Meals: B.L

f

Travel to the Cu Chi Tunnels
and learn about the
underground labyrinth of
war-time passageways. After
lunch at a Pho restaurant,
where you’ll learn all about
this famous Vietnamese dish,
stop at the Ben Thanh Market
for some bargaining.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour of Saigon
by night, enjoy a meal in
the surroundings of an old
French colonial house, or
at a restaurant specialising
in Saigon street food.
Alternatively, dine at your
hotel’s restaurants, Yu Chu,
Basilico or Market 39.
Meals: B.L.D

f

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum, admire the skills
on display at Artisans
D’Angkor, cruise the Tonlé
Sap (seasonal), take a Tuk
Tuk ride to the markets or
take a tethered balloon ride
above Angkor Wat (weather
dependent) before visiting
Pouk Silk Farm.
Later, visit Angkor Wat.
Tonight, visit the night markets
during some free time.

Day 13

Siem Reap
Refer to the full Mekong River
Cruise itinerary detailed on
days 4-9, on pages 34 & 35.

Day 11

Mekong Cruise >
Siem Reap

te

Discover the rural side of
Cambodia on your drive to
Siem Reap. After lunch,
check in at the Park Hyatt
Siem Reap for your threenight Special Stay.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the colourful
Cambodian Circus, Phare.
Meals: B.L

e

Enrich
Marvel at the sunrise over the
magnificent Angkor Wat before
moving to a special location for
a champagne breakfast with
food prepared by an NGOsupported local bakery school.
Visit the atmospheric, jungle
covered Ta Prohm Temple,
before stopping at Angkor
Thom and the multi-faced
Bayon Temple. The remainder
of the afternoon is yours to
enjoy at leisure.
Enrich
Be wowed by a magical
themed gala dinner at
an Angkor temple, with
complimentary drinks and
a show featuring traditional
Apsara dancers, in front of the
candle lit temple ruins.

Day 14

Siem Reap >
Champasak
Fly to Pakse and travel to the
small town of Champasak,
where you’ll stay at the
boutique River Resort hotel for
the next two nights.
Meals: B.D

Day 15

Champasak

f

Freechoice: Visit a local
coffee plantation or enjoy
a traditional Lao or Thai
massage.
After lunch, visit Wat Phou, a
spectacular World Heritagelisted Khmer temple complex.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 16

Champasak >
Luang Prabang

t

Fly to Luang Prabang, the
spiritual capital of Laos, for a
three-night Special Stay at the
Luang Say Residence.
Meals: B.D

Day 17

Luang Prabang
Partake in morning alms by
donating food to the local
monks. Later, visit the former
Royal Palace, Wat Xieng Thong
and Wat Mai before cruising to
the mysterious Pak Ou caves
to see hundreds of centuriesold sacred Buddha images.

Meals: B.D

Angkor Wat, Cambodia

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°

45

Tra Su Bird Sanctuary, Vietnam

Then, stop at Ban Xang Hay,
a village specialising in
traditional rice wine.

Watch the sun set from the
top of Mount Phousi, or shop
at the night market before
heading to your delicious
farewell dinner.

Meals: B.L

Day 18

Luang Prabang

e

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
6 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 25 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
1 Scenic Sundowners event
2 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
	Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
43 meals – 17 breakfasts (B), 12 lunches (L) and 14 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e
st

Meals: B.D

Journey to Kuang Si Waterfalls
and enjoy the beautiful natural
surroundings. En-route back
to town, stop at a small village,
which is home to one of the
area's many ethnic minorities,
to learn about their traditions
and culture.
Enrich
Immerse yourself in local
spirituality during a traditional
Baci ceremony and pay
respects to ancient traditions.

Day 19

Luang Prabang >
Bangkok
Fly to Bangkok for your return
journey home. Alternatively,
extend your stay with an
inbound stopover, see pages
110 & 111 for more details.

f

Meals: B

Day 20

Arrive UK
Welcome home.

2020/21 Departure Dates

DVML
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Aug 8

£7,545

£7,940

£8,240

£8,440

£8,540

£8,840

£9,040

£10,540

Sep 5

£7,645

£8,040

£8,340

£8,540

£8,640

£8,940

£9,140

£10,640

Oct 3

£7,845

£8,240

£8,540

£8,740

£8,840

£9,140

£9,340

£10,840

Oct 31

£8,045

£8,440

£8,740

£8,940

£9,040

£9,340

£9,540

£11,040

Nov 14

£8,045

£8,440

£8,740

£8,940

£9,040

£9,340

£9,540

£11,040

Dec 12, 26

£7,745

£8,140

£8,440

£8,640

£8,740

£9,040

£9,240

£10,740

Jan 23

£8,045

£8,440

£8,740

£8,940

£9,040

£9,340

£9,540

£11,040

Feb 6

£8,045

£8,440

£8,740

£8,940

£9,040

£9,340

£9,540

£11,040

Mar 6

£8,045

£8,440

£8,740

£8,940

£9,040

£9,340

£9,540

£11,040

Apr 3

£7,545

£7,940

£8,240

£8,440

£8,540

£8,840

£9,040

£10,540

May 1

£7,545

£7,940

£8,240

£8,440

£8,540

£8,840

£9,040

£10,540

Aug 7

£7,545

£7,940

£8,240

£8,440

£8,540

£8,840

£9,040

£10,540

Sep 4

£7,645

£8,040

£8,340

£8,540

£8,640

£8,940

£9,140

£10,640

2021 Departures

Oct 2

£7,845

£8,240

£8,540

£8,740

£8,840

£9,140

£9,340

£10,840

Oct 30

£8,045

£8,440

£8,740

£8,940

£9,040

£9,340

£9,540

£11,040

Nov 27

£8,045

£8,440

£8,740

£8,940

£9,040

£9,340

£9,540

£11,040

Dec 25

£7,745

£8,140

£8,440

£8,640

£8,740

£9,040

£9,240

£10,740

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Scenic°

DOWNSTREAM ITINERARY

Highlights of
Vietnam, Cambodia
& Luxury Mekong
20 Day Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City

Highlights in their own right
Sail deep into Halong Bay on a two-night cruise and sample Hanoi’s hidden food
haunts after dark on the back of a vintage Vespa. While in Siem Reap, uncover the
secrets and allure of the World Heritage-listed Angkor temples through exclusive
Scenic Enrich events, before enjoying the thrilling wonders of Halong Bay.
Travel to Cambodia to explore the heaven on earth that is Angkor Wat, and embark
on your Mekong river cruise, journeying from quaint upriver stilt houses to the
allure of Phnom Penh, before cruising back into Vietnam.

DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

4

2

Sapa
extension

1

Laos

Hanoi
2

Halong Bay
Cruise

Vietnam

Thailand

Kampong Kdei
Siem Reap 3
Cambodia
Kampong
Angkor Ban
Cham
Koh Dach
Mekong
Phnom Penh

7

2

Halong Bay, Vietnam

Ho Chi
Minh City

My Tho
Tan Chau
Sa Dec Cai Be

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

Included Flight

Scenic Sundowners
Discover more of Halong Bay by sailing to Cat Ba Island on
your two-night cruise on board the luxurious Au Co ship.
An activity exclusive to Scenic guests, you'll be treated
to a relaxing wine tasting session on the upper deck with
the backdrop of the sun setting behind the karst islets.

Phnom Penh by City Lights tour, Cambodia

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Exclusive gala dinner at an Angkor temple
	Champagne breakfast at an Angkor temple
supporting an NGO bakery school
	Vespa foodie night tour of Saigon and Hanoi
Included tour to the Royal Palace in Phnom Penh
	Night time Tuk Tuk tour with distillery visit
Premium Reserved seats to Phare Circus
	Behind the scenes of the Water Puppets
Experience authentic local transport options
	All hotels within walking distance to attractions
Children riding cart, Siem Reap, Cambodia

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

	Same Scenic tour director from start to finish
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Scenic°

Highlights of Vietnam, Cambodia
& Luxury Mekong
20 Day Cruise & Tour Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City
Day 1

Depart UK
Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Hanoi

t

Welcome to vibrant Vietnam.
Enjoy the day at leisure and
settle into the iconic Sofitel
Legend Metropole for your
two-night Special Stay.
Meals: D

Day 3

Hanoi

fe

Freechoice: Visit the History
Museum and Hoa Lo Prison,
or join an authentic cooking
class. Alternatively, visit the
Ho Chi Minh Quarter and
Mausoleum, including a visit
to the Temple of Literature.
Enrich
After attending a customary
performance of Hanoi’s
famous water puppets,
use your backstage pass to
learn the secrets behind this
illusionary show.
Meals: B.D

t

Meals: B.L.D

Halong Bay Cruise

Day 6

Halong Bay Cruise >
Hanoi

tf

Relax during your morning
cruise, before returning to
Hanoi for an overnight Special
Stay at the Sofitel Legend
Metropole, including a historic
bunker tour of the hotel.
Freechoice Dining: Tonight,
enjoy a Vespa foodie tour of
Hanoi’s Old Quarter by night,
dine at La Terrace in the hotel
or at Ly Club.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 7

Hanoi >
Siem Reap

s

Begin the day with a tai chi
lesson. As we cruise deeper
into the National Park, try
kayaking, explore a cave and
discover Cat Ba Island.

Day 9

Siem Reap

e

Enrich
Marvel at the sunrise over
Angkor Wat before moving
onto a special location for a
champagne breakfast with
food prepared by an NGOsupported local bakery school.
Visit the atmospheric, jungle
covered Ta Prohm Temple,
before stopping at Angkor
Thom and the multi-faced
Bayon Temple. The remainder
of the afternoon is yours to
enjoy at leisure.
Enrich
You’ll be wowed by a magical
themed gala dinner at
an Angkor temple, with
complimentary drinks and
a show featuring traditional
Apsara dancers, in front of
candle lit temple ruins.
Meals: B.D

t

After a relaxing morning, fly
to Siem Reap for your threenight Special Stay at the Park
Hyatt Siem Reap, located in
the heart of the city.
Meals: B

Siem Reap

Journey to Halong Bay and
board the elegant Au Co cruise
ship for an awe-inspiring
two-night Special Stay cruise,
through the picturesque
waters of this spectacular
World Heritage-listed icon.

Day 5

Meals: B.L.D

Day 8

Day 4

Hanoi >
Halong Bay Cruise

Sundowners
Exclusive to Scenic guests,
enjoy a wine tasting on board,
against the backdrop of the
karst islands at sunset.

fe

Day 10

Siem Reap >
Mekong Cruise
Discover rural Cambodia on
your drive to Kampong Cham,
where the luxurious Scenic
Spirit awaits.

Days 11-16

Luxury Mekong
River Cruise

Refer to the full Mekong River
Cruise itinerary detailed on
days 6-11 on pages 36 & 37.

Day 17

Mekong Cruise >
Ho Chi Minh City

f

Drive to Ho Chi Minh City for
your two-night stay at the
Intercontinental Saigon and
enjoy the surrounds of
your hotel.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour of Saigon
by night, dine at an old
French colonial house, or
at a restaurant specialising
in Saigon street food.
Alternatively, dine at your
hotel’s restaurants, Yu Chu,
Basilico or Market 39.
Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum, admire the skills
on display at Artisans
D’Angkor, cruise the Tonlé
Sap (seasonal), take a Tuk
Tuk ride to the markets, or
enjoy a tethered balloon ride
above Angkor Wat (weather
dependent) before visiting a
Pouk Silk Farm. Later, visit the
colossal Angkor Wat.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the colourful
Cambodian Circus, Phare.
Meals: B.L

Angkor Thom, Siem Reap, Cambodia

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°
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Temple dinner, Siem Reap, Cambodia

Day 18

Day 19

Ho Chi Minh City

Ho Chi Minh City

Visit the Cu Chi Tunnels and
learn about the underground
labyrinth of war-time
passageways. After lunch,
visit the Reunification
Palace and War Museum.
Tonight, reminisce with your
fellow travellers during your
farewell dinner.

Transfer to the airport for your
flight home. Alternatively,
extend your adventure with an
inbound stopover, see pages
110 & 111 for more details.

Meals: B.L.D

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
6 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 29 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
2 Scenic Sundowners events
4 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
45 meals – 17 breakfasts (B), 13 lunches (L) and 15 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Mekong cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
3 Day/2 night Halong Bay cruise on board Au Co
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

Meals: B

Day 20

Arrive UK
Welcome home

 Pre-Tour Extension
For more details on our Sapa
extension, turn to page 106.

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DIHH.2
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Jul 12

£6,895

£7,290

£7,590

£7,790

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£9,890

Aug 9

£7,495

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£8,490

£8,790

£8,990

£10,490

Sep 6

£7,495

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£8,490

£8,790

£8,990

£10,490

Oct 4, 18

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Nov 1, 29

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Dec 13

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Dec 27

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Jan 24

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Feb 7, 21

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Mar 7, 21

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Apr 4

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

May 2

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Jul 11

£6,895

£7,290

£7,590

£7,790

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£9,890

Aug 8

£7,495

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£8,490

£8,790

£8,990

£10,490

Sep 5

£7,495

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£8,490

£8,790

£8,990

£10,490

Oct 3, 17

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Oct 31

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Nov 28

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Dec 12

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

2021 Departures

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Scenic°

UPSTREAM ITINERARY

Highlights of Vietnam, Cambodia
& Luxury Mekong
Travel upstream on our reverse itinerary
Why not embark on our upstream itinerary, where you
will begin in Hanoi and conclude in Siem Reap, with
alternative stops at Kho Chen, Oudong and Kampong
Tralach along the way.
20 Day Cruise & Tour

Day 1

Depart UK

Day 2-3

Hanoi

Hanoi > Siem Reap

te

s

Day 6	Halong Bay Cruise > Hanoi
Day 7	Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City

f
Day 10	Cha Be > Sa Dec f
Day 11	Tan Chau f
Day 8

tf

Ho Chi Minh City

fe
Day 14	Oudong > Kampong Tralaches
Day 15	Wat Hanchey > Kampong Cham f
Day 16	Mekong Cruise > Siem Reap te
Day 17-19 Siem Reap f
Day 12	Tan Chau > Phnom Penh

Day 20

Phnom Penh > Kho Chen

Arrive UK

For full your full Mekong itinerary,
Please refer to days 4-9 on pages 34 & 35

Phnom Penh > Kho Chen
This morning, marvel at the Royal Palace, featuring the
famous Silver Pagoda. Later, sail up the Tonlé Sap River to
the silversmith village of Kho Chen.
Meals: B.L.D

Oudong >
Kampong Tralach

Day 9	Ho Chi Minh City > Mekong Cruise

Day 13

Day 13

Day 14

Day 4	Hanoi > Halong Bay Cruise
Day 5	Halong Bay Cruise

Alternative days featured on this itinerary:

es

Cruise to Kampong Tralach and take
an ox cart ride through a local village
and fields.
Enrich
Receive a blessing from a monk and
learn how to pray in a Buddhist pagoda
before partaking in a ceremony.
Board your coach to the ancient capital of Oudong to visit
the impressive pagoda and monastery.
Later on board Scenic Spirit, sail the Tonlé Sap and Mekong
rivers to Kampong Cham via Phnom Penh.
Sundowners
Enjoy a cocktail reception on the Sun Deck against the
backdrop of Phnom Penh’s lights at sunset.
Meals: B.L.D
Please note: Due to the above additions, this itinerary does not stop at:
Angkor Ban and Silk Island.

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°

Hanoi

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

2
1
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2
Halong Bay
Cruise

Vietnam

Laos
Thailand

Siem Reap
3

Kampong Kdei
Kampong
Cham

Cambodia

Kampong Tralach

Phnom Penh

7

Mekong

2

Ho Chi Minh City
My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

Tan Chau

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

Included Flight

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
6 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 29 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
2 Scenic Sundowners events
4 memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
45 meals – 17 breakfasts (B), 13 lunches (L) and 15 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Mekong cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
3 Day/2 night Halong Bay cruise on board Au Co
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, Hanoi, Vietnam

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DIHH.1
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Jul 20

£6,895

£7,290

£7,590

£7,790

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£9,890

Aug 17

£7,395

£7,790

£8,090

£8,290

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£10,390

Sep 14

£7,495

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£8,490

£8,790

£8,990

£10,490

Oct 12, 26

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Nov 9, 23

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Dec 7

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Dec 21

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Jan 4

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Feb 1, 15

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Mar 1, 15, 29

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Apr 12

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

May 10

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Jul 19

£6,895

£7,290

£7,590

£7,790

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£9,890

Aug 16

£7,395

£7,790

£8,090

£8,290

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£10,390

2021 Departures

Sep 13

£7,495

£7,890

£8,190

£8,390

£8,490

£8,790

£8,990

£10,490

Oct 11

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

Nov 8

£7,995

£8,390

£8,690

£8,890

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£10,990

Dec 6

£7,595

£7,990

£8,290

£8,490

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£10,590

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Scenic°

DOWNSTREAM ITINERARY

Indochina Explorer
& Luxury Mekong
23 Day Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City

The true spirit of Southeast Asia
Dip in and out of lovely Vietnam and also explore the hidden treasures of Laos and
Cambodia. The gift that is Southeast Asia is yours for the taking.
Vertiginous limestone islets and karsts provide an incomparable backdrop
to Halong Bay. Spend two unforgettable nights exploring the subtleties and
sensations of this incredible place. Venture into the unspoilt and verdant country
of Laos, where there are few moments you’ll value more than the opportunity
to take part in a traditional morning alms ceremony along the streets of Luang
Prabang. The streets of Laos’ spiritual home turn saffron with the robes of
hundreds of Buddhist monks participating in this sacred ceremony. Once in
Cambodia you’ll marvel at the ingenuity of the great lake Tonle Sap’s floating
villages one day, the incredible Khmer structures at Angkor Wat the next. Your
spirit will soar.

Hanoi
Sapa
extension 4

1
2

3

DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

2

Halong Bay
Cruise

Luang
Prabang

Laos
Thailand

Vietnam
Kampong Kdei

Siem Reap 3
Cambodia
Angkor Ban
Koh Dach
Phnom Penh

Wat Hanchey, Cambodia

Kampong
Cham
Mekong

7

2

Ho Chi
Minh City

My Tho
Tan Chau
Sa Dec Cai Be

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

Included Flight

Scenic Enrich
In Luang Prabang, immerse yourself in a 100-year-old
tradition during a Baci ceremony, commonly known as
Sou Khuan, which means spirit enhancing or spirit calling.
Be moved by the reasons behind why the ceremony is so
important to the Lao people.

Flower farm, Sa Dec, Vietnam

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Guided small group touring in Laos
Exclusive Gala Dinner at an Angkor temple
	Champagne breakfast at an Angkor temple
Vespa foodie night tour of Saigon and Hanoi
Baci Ceremony in Luang Prabang
	Behind the scenes of the Water Puppets
	Night time Tuk Tuk tour with distillery visit
Premium Reserved seats to Phare Circus
Sample authentic local transport options
	Hotels within walking distance to attractions
Bayon, Siem Reap, Cambodia

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Same Scenic tour director from start to finish
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Scenic°

Indochina Explorer & Luxury Mekong
23 Day Cruise & Tour Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City
Day 1

Day 6

Day 10

Day 13

Depart UK

Halong Bay Cruise >
Hanoi

Luang Prabang >
Siem Reap

Siem Reap >
Mekong Cruise

Return to the Sofitel Legend
Metropole for an overnight
Special Stay and a historic
bunker tour of the hotel.
Freechoice Dining: Tonight,
enjoy a Vespa foodie tour of
Hanoi’s Old Quarter by night,
dine at La Terrace in your
hotel, or at Ly Club.

After a morning at leisure, fly
to Siem Reap for your threenight Special Stay at the Park
Hyatt Siem Reap.

Drive to Kampong Cham
where Scenic Spirit awaits.

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Hanoi

t

Welcome to vibrant Vietnam.
Settle into your two-night
Special Stay at the iconic
Sofitel Legend Metropole.
Meals: D

Day 3

Hanoi

tf

Meals: B.L.D

Day 7

fe

Freechoice: Visit the History
Museum and Hoa Lo Prison, or
buy ingredients for a cooking
class. Alternatively, visit Ho
Chi Minh Quarter and the
Temple of Literature.
Enrich
After attending Hanoi’s famous
water puppets show, use your
special backstage pass to
learn the secrets behind this
illusionary piece of theatre.
Meals: B.D

Day 4

Hanoi >
Halong Bay Cruise

t

Board the elegant Au Co ship
for an awe-inspiring two-night
Special Stay cruise through
the picturesque waters of
Halong Bay.

Hanoi >
Luang Prabang

t

Relax this morning before
flying to Luang Prabang
in Laos for a three-night
Special Stay at the Luang
Say Residence. Try your hand
at bargaining at the night
markets.
Meals: B.D

Day 8

Luang Prabang
Participate in morning alms
by donating food to the local
monks. Visit the former Royal
Palace, Wat Xieng Thong and
Wat Mai before cruising to
the Pak Ou caves. Stop at Ban
Xang Hay, a village specialising
in traditional rice wine.
Meals: B.L

Day 9

e

Meals: B.L.D

Luang Prabang

Day 5

Journey to Kuang Si Waterfalls
and enjoy the beautiful natural
surroundings. En-route back
to town, stop at a small village,
which is home to one of the
area’s many ethnic minorities,
to learn about their traditions
and culture.
Enrich
Immerse yourself in the Laos
traditional Baci ceremony,
where you will pay respects to
ancient animist traditions.
Watch the sun set from
Mount Phousi.

Halong Bay Cruise
This morning, wake up with
a tai chi lesson. Later, visit
Cat Ba Island before cruising
deeper into the National Park.
Meals: B.L.D

t

Meals: B.L

Day 11

Siem Reap

fe

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum, admire the skills
on display at Artisans
D’Angkor, cruise the Tonlé
Sap (seasonal), take a Tuk
Tuk ride to the markets or
enjoy a tethered balloon ride
above Angkor Wat (weather
dependent) before visiting a
Pouk Silk Farm.
Later visit the colossal
Angkor Wat.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the colourful
Cambodian Circus, Phare.
Meals: B.L

Day 12

Siem Reap

e

Enrich
Marvel at sunrise over the
magnificent Angkor Wat before
moving to a special location for
a champagne breakfast with
food prepared by an NGOsupported local bakery school.
Visit the atmospheric, jungle
covered Ta Prohm Temple,
before stopping at Angkor
Thom and the multi-faced
Bayon Temple. Enjoy the
afternoon at leisure.
Enrich
You’ll be wowed by a magical
themed gala dinner at
an Angkor temple, with
complimentary drinks and
a show featuring traditional
Apsara dancers, in front of the
candle lit temple ruins.

Meals: B.L.D

Days 14-19

Luxury Mekong
River Cruise

Refer to the full Mekong River
Cruise itinerary detailed on
days 6-11, pages 36 & 37.

Day 20

Mekong Cruise >
Ho Chi Minh City

f

Drive to Ho Chi Minh City
for your two-night stay
at the centrally located
Intercontinental Saigon.
On arrival, take a tour around
the post office and cathedral
next door.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour of Saigon,
dine in the surrounds of an
old French colonial house or
at a restaurant specialising
in Saigon street food.
Alternatively, dine at your
hotel’s restaurants, Yu Chu,
Basilico or Market 39.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 21

Ho Chi Minh City
Travel to the Cu Chi Tunnels
and learn about the
underground labyrinth of
war-time passageways, before
visiting the Reunification
Palace and the War Museum.
Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.D

Meals: B.D

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°
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Wat Xieng Thong, Luang Prabang, Laos

Day 22

Day 23

Ho Chi Minh City

Arrive UK

Transfer to the airport for
your flight home with your
chosen airline. Alternatively,
extend your adventure with an
inbound stopover, see pages
110 & 111 for more details.

Welcome home.

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
7 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 29 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
1 Scenic Sundowners event
5 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
52 meals – 20 breakfasts (B), 15 lunches (L) and 17 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Mekong cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
3 Day/2 night Halong Bay cruise on board Au Co
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

Meals: B

Reunification Palace, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

f

t

Halong Bay, Vietnam

2020/21 Departure Dates

DIEX
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Oct 1

£8,795

£9,190

£9,490

£9,690

£9,790

£10,090

£10,290

£11,790

Nov 12

£9,145

£9,540

£9,840

£10,040

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£12,140

Feb 4

£9,145

£9,540

£9,840

£10,040

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£12,140

Mar 4

£8,845

£9,240

£9,540

£9,740

£9,840

£10,140

£10,340

£11,840

Apr 1

£8,845

£9,240

£9,540

£9,740

£9,840

£10,140

£10,340

£11,840

Sep 30

£8,795

£9,190

£9,490

£9,690

£9,790

£10,090

£10,290

£11,790

Nov 11

£9,145

£9,540

£9,840

£10,040

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£12,140

2021 Departures

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Scenic°

UPSTREAM ITINERARY

Essence of Vietnam,
Cambodia &
Luxury Mekong
24 Day Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Siem Reap

A sensory celebration of Southeast Asia
Celebrate the cultural, geographical and social diversity of these two neighbours.
A glimpse into the fabric of life in both Vietnam and Cambodia is a rich and
rewarding adventure.
Enjoy two nights cruising around transcendent Halong Bay, fall for the charms of
the former imperial capital Hue, and seek out local treasures in Hoi An’s
Old Quarter.

4

2

Sapa
extension

1

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

Hanoi
2
Halong Bay
Cruise

Vietnam

Laos

Hue 1

Thailand

3 Hoi An

Siem Reap
3

Kampong Kdei
Kampong
Cham

Cambodia

Kampong Tralach

Phnom Penh

Mekong

Hoi An, Vietnam

2

Ho Chi Minh City
My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

Tan Chau

River cruise

7

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

Included Flight

Scenic Freechoice
In both the Old Quarter of Hanoi and backstreets of
Saigon, travel and eat like a local by riding tandem on the
back of a vintage Vespa. Discover all the local haunts of
the best local street food and hideaways. It’s a night’s
experience you will dine out on forever.

Bahn Xeo, Vietnam

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Exclusive gala dinner at an Angkor temple
	Champagne breakfast at an Angkor temple
	Included daily 60-minute spa sessions in Hoi An
	Vespa foodie night tour of Saigon and Hanoi
Royal Dinner in Hue
Included tour to the Royal Palace in Phnom Penh
	Night time Tuk Tuk tour with distillery visit
Premium Reserved seats to Phare Circus
	Behind the scenes of the Water Puppets
	Hotels within walking distance to attractions
Lanterns, Hoi An, Vietnam

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

	Same Scenic tour director from start to finish
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Scenic°

Essence of Vietnam, Cambodia
& Luxury Mekong
24 Day Cruise & Tour Hanoi > Siem Reap
Day 1

Depart UK

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Hanoi

t

Meals: D

Hanoi

Meals: B.L.D

Day 6

Halong Bay Cruise >
Hanoi

Welcome to vibrant Vietnam.
Enjoy the day at leisure and
settle into your two-night
Special Stay at the iconic
Sofitel Legend Metropole.

Day 3

Sundowners
Enjoy a wine-tasting on board
against the backdrop of the
karst islands at sunset.

fe

Freechoice: Visit the History
Museum and Hoa Lo Prison,
or join an authentic cooking
class. Alternatively, visit Ho Chi
Minh Quarter and Mausoleum,
including a visit to the Temple
of Literature.
Enrich
After attending a customary
performance of Hanoi’s
famous water puppets, use
your special backstage pass
to learn the secrets behind the
illusionary show.

tf

Relax during your morning
cruise, before returning
to Hanoi’s Sofitel Legend
Metropole, your overnight
Special Stay.
Freechoice Dining: Tonight,
enjoy a Vespa foodie tour of
Hanoi’s Old Quarter, dine at La
Terrace in your hotel, or at
Ly Club.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 7

Hanoi > Hoi An

Fly to Danang and continue
to the ancient town of Hoi An
where you will enjoy a threenight stay at the Almanity Hoi
An Wellness Resort, including
a daily spa journey.
Freechoice Dining: Dine at
the Glory Restaurant, Ancient
Faifo or Brother’s Café.

Meals: B.D

Meals: B.D

Day 4

Day 8

Hanoi >
Halong Bay Cruise

Hoi An

t

Journey to Halong Bay, where
you’ll board the elegant Au
Co ship for an awe-inspiring
special two-night Special
Stay cruise through the
picturesque waters of this
spectacular World Heritagelisted icon.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 5

Halong Bay Cruise

Begin the day with a tai chi
lesson on the Sun Deck. As
you cruise deeper into the
National Park, go kayaking,
explore a limestone cave and
discover Cat Ba Island.

Day 13

e

Travel via the breath-taking
Hai Van Pass to Hue, the
former Imperial capital.
Enrich
Visit Duc Son Pagoda
Orphanage and talk with the
nuns about how they are
supporting it through different
initiatives.
Wander through Hue’s
Imperial Citadel before
checking into the Pilgrimage
Village or similar, your home
for the night.
Enrich
This evening’s royal dinner is
held in a traditional private
garden house, accompanied by
Hue Royal Court music.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 11

s

Visit the Mausoleum of
Emperor Tu Duc before flying
to Ho Chi Minh City. Arrive at
the Intercontinental Saigon,
your hotel for the next two
nights, before taking a guided
walk of the sights nearby.

f

Freechoice: Visit the ancient
temple ruins of My Son, enjoy
an interactive cooking class
at Red Bridge Restaurant or
cycle to a farming village.

Ho Chi Minh City

Visit the Reunification Palace
and War Museum, then travel
by coach to My Tho to board
the luxurious Scenic Spirit.
Meals: B.L.D

Days 14-19

Luxury Mekong
River Cruise

Refer to the full Mekong River
Cruise itinerary detailed on
days 4-9, pages 34 & 35.

Mekong Cruise >
Siem Reap

te

Drive to the Park Hyatt Siem
Reap, your three-night
Special Stay.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the Cambodian Circus,
Phare.
Meals: B.L

f

Travel to the Cu Chi Tunnels.
After lunch, stop at Ben Thanh
Market.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy
a Vespa foodie tour of
Saigon by night, a meal at
a French colonial house, or
at a restaurant specialising
in Saigon street food.
Alternatively, dine at your
hotel’s restaurants, Yu Chu,
Basilico or Market 39.
Meals: B.L.D

Ho Chi Minh City >
Mekong Cruise

Day 20

Hue >
Ho Chi Minh City

Day 12

Meals: B.D

Hoi An

Hoi An > Hue

Meals: B.L.D

Take a walking tour of Hoi
An’s World Heritage-listed
Old Quarter. Then, stop at the
home of a former merchant to
learn about life in Hoi An.
Sundowners
This evening, relax in the
Blue Bar with included
beer and wine.

Day 9

s

f

Day 10

Day 21

Siem Reap

f

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum, or the Artisans
D’Angkor.
Alternatively, cruise the Tonlé
Sap (seasonal), take a Tuk
Tuk ride to the markets, or
enjoy a tethered balloon ride
above Angkor Wat (weather
dependent).
Later, visit Angkor Wat.
Meals: B.L

Meals: B.L

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°
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Tonle Sap, Cambodia

Day 22

Siem Reap

e

Day 23

Enrich
Marvel at the sunrise
over Angkor Wat, before
a champagne breakfast
prepared by an NGOsupported local bakery school.
Visit Ta Prohm Temple, before
stopping at Angkor Thom and
the multi-faced Bayon Temple.
Enrich
Enjoy a gala dinner at
an Angkor temple, with
complimentary drinks and a
traditional Apsara dance show,
in front of the temple ruins.
Meals: B.D

All-inclusive highlights:

Siem Reap

Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
8 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 35 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
3 Scenic Sundowners events
4 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
55 meals – 21 breakfasts (B), 16 lunches (L) and 18 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Mekong cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
3 Day/2 night Halong Bay cruise on board Au Co
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

Transfer to the airport for
your flight home or extend
your journey with an inbound
stopover, see pages 110 & 111
for more details.

e

s

Meals: B

Day 24

Arrive UK

Welcome home.

 Pre-Tour Extension
For more details on our Sapa
extension, turn to page 106.

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DVMC.1
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS
£10,690

2020 Departures
Jul 30

£7,695

£8,090

£8,390

£8,590

£8,690

£8,990

£9,190

Aug 27

£7,795

£8,190

£8,490

£8,690

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£10,790

Sep 24

£8,395

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£9,390

£9,690

£9,890

£11,390

Oct 22

£8,395

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£9,390

£9,690

£9,890

£11,390

Nov 05, 19

£8,295

£8,690

£8,990

£9,190

£9,290

£9,590

£9,790

£11,290

Dec 03, 17

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

Jan 14, 28

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

Feb 11, 25

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

Mar 25

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

Apr 22

£8,395

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£9,390

£9,690

£9,890

£11,390
£10,690

2021 Departures

Jul 29

£7,695

£8,090

£8,390

£8,590

£8,690

£8,990

£9,190

Aug 26

£7,795

£8,190

£8,490

£8,690

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£10,790

Sep 23

£8,395

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£9,390

£9,690

£9,890

£11,390

Oct 21

£8,395

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£9,390

£9,690

£9,890

£11,390

Nov 04, 18

£8,295

£8,690

£8,990

£9,190

£9,290

£9,590

£9,790

£11,290

Dec 16

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Scenic°

DOWNSTREAM ITINERARY

Essence of Vietnam, Cambodia
& Luxury Mekong
Travel downstream on our reverse itinerary
Why not embark on our downstream itinerary, where you
will begin in Hanoi and conclude in Ho Chi Minh City, with
alternative stops at Angkor Ban and Silk Island along
the way.
24 Day Cruise & Tour

Day 1
Depart UK
Day 2-3 Hanoi
Day 4	Hanoi > Halong
Bay Cruise
Day 5	Halong Bay
Cruise
Day 6	Halong Bay
Cruise >
Hanoi
Day 7	Hanoi > Hue
Day 8
Hue > Hoi An
Day 9-10	Hoi An
Day 11
Hoi An >
Siem Reap
Day 12-13 Siem Reap
Day 14	Siem Reap >
Mekong River
Cruise

tfe
s

tf
e
e
sf
t
ef

Day 16

Angkor Ban > Silk Island > Phnom Penh

Hanoi > Ho Chi Minh City

Day 15	Wat Hanchey >
Kampong
Cham

f

Day 16	Angkor Ban >
Silk Island >
Phnom Penh
Day 17

es

Phnom Penh

f

Day 18	Phnom Penh >
Tan Chau
Day 19

f
f

Alternative days featured on this itinerary:

Tan Chau

Day 20	Sa Dec >
Cai Be
Day 21	Mekong Cruise >
Ho Chi Minh
City
Day 22-23 Ho Chi Minh City
Day 24
Arrive UK

es

Upon arrival in Angkor Ban, explore its historical rural
wooden houses, which survived the Khmer Rouge, and visit
the local pagoda to observe the lifestyle of the resident
monks and nuns.
Enrich
Receive a blessing from a monk and learn how to pray in
a Buddhist pagoda, before partaking in a ceremony which
contributes to the daily meal of the resident nuns and monks.
Later, sail downstream to Koh Dach island dedicated to
the art of silk weaving, before continuing your cruise to
Phnom Penh.
Sundowners
Enjoy a cocktail reception on the Sun Deck against the
backdrop of Phnom Penh’s lights as the ship sails towards the
capital at sunset.
Enrich
Later this evening, revel in our Phnom Penh by City Lights tour,
giving you an insight into the nightlife of the capital, before
stopping at a distillery for an exclusive tour and tasting behind
closed doors.
Meals: B.L.D

f

For full your full Mekong itinerary, Please refer to days 6-11 on pages 36 & 37

Please note: Due to the above additions, this itinerary does not stop at:
Kampong Tralach, Kho Chen or Oudong

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°
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DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

4

2

Sapa
extension

1

Hanoi
2
Halong Bay
Cruise

Vietnam

Laos
Hue 1

Thailand

3 Hoi An

Kampong Kdei
Siem Reap 3
Cambodia
Kampong
Angkor Ban
Cham
Koh Dach
Mekong
Phnom Penh

Ho Chi
Minh City

2

7

My Tho
Tan Chau
Sa Dec Cai Be

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

Included Flight

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
8 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 35 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
3 Scenic Sundowners events
4 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
56 meals – 21 breakfasts (B), 17 lunches (L) and 18 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Mekong cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
3 Day/2 night Halong Bay cruise on board Au Co
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

Royal Palace, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DVMC.2
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Jul 22

£7,695

£8,090

£8,390

£8,590

£8,690

£8,990

£9,190

£10,690

Aug 19

£7,795

£8,190

£8,490

£8,690

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£10,790

Sep 16

£8,195

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£9,190

£9,490

£9,690

£11,190

Oct 14, 28

£8,395

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£9,390

£9,690

£9,890

£11,390

Nov 11

£8,295

£8,690

£8,990

£9,190

£9,290

£9,590

£9,790

£11,290

Dec 9

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

Jan 6

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

Feb 3, 17

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

Mar 17

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

Apr 14

£8,395

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£9,390

£9,690

£9,890

£11,390

2021 Departures

Jul 21

£7,695

£8,090

£8,390

£8,590

£8,690

£8,990

£9,190

£10,690

Aug 18

£7,795

£8,190

£8,490

£8,690

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£10,790

Sep 15

£8,195

£8,590

£8,890

£9,090

£9,190

£9,490

£9,690

£11,190

Oct 13

£8,395

£8,790

£9,090

£9,290

£9,390

£9,690

£9,890

£11,390

Nov 10

£8,295

£8,690

£8,990

£9,190

£9,290

£9,590

£9,790

£11,290

Dec 8, 22

£8,595

£8,990

£9,290

£9,490

£9,590

£9,890

£10,090

£11,590

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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UPSTREAM ITINERARY

Grand Indochina
& Luxury Mekong
29 Day Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Bangkok NEW

An affair to remember
Let the romance of three beautiful countries sweep you off your feet. From
Vietnam’s steamy north to Cambodia’s floating villages and on to Laos’ spiritual
home of Luang Prabang; this Grand Indochina adventure allows you to embrace
Southeast Asia.
Marvel at the sheer magnificence of Halong Bay or the town of Hoi An – forever
lost in time. Spoil yourself with incredible cuisine that can be found literally
everywhere. Wander the astounding World Heritage-listed temples of Angkor Wat
and Wat Phou. Be enchanted by the water puppets of Hanoi, spend time in the
uplifting orphanage of Duc Son Pagoda and explore the Cu Chi tunnels.

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

Hanoi
2
Vietnam
Luang

3 Prabang

1

2
Halong Bay
Cruise

Laos
Thailand
Siem Reap

Hue 1
Pakse

3 Hoi An

2

Champasak
3
Kampong Kdei
Cambodia
Kampong
Bangkok
Cham
7
Kampong Tralach
Ho Chi
Phnom Penh Mekong
2 Minh City
Tan Chau
My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

Fisherman, Cua Dai River, Vietnam

Included Flight

Scenic Enrich
In Hue be treated to a Vietnamese royal dinner in a
traditional private Tha Om ‘Garden House’ accompanied
by wine and Royal Hue Court music. Learn all about the
history of the house as introduced by the owner, your
gracious host for the evening.

Terrace of the Elephants, Siem Reap, Cambodia

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Guided small group touring in Laos
Exclusive gala dinner at an Angkor temple
	Champagne breakfast at an Angkor temple
	Included daily 60-minute spa sessions in Hoi An
	Vespa foodie night tour of Saigon and Hanoi
Baci Ceremony in Luang Prabang
Royal dinner in Hue
	Night time Tuk Tuk tour with distillery visit
Premium Reserved seats to Phare Circus
	Hotels within walking distance to attractions
Imperial City, Hue, Vietnam

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Same Scenic tour director from start to finish
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Grand Indochina & Luxury Mekong
29 Day Cruise & Tour Hanoi > Bangkok
Day 1

Day 6

Day 10

Depart UK

Halong Bay Cruise >
Hanoi

Hoi An > Hue

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Hanoi

t

Settle into the iconic Sofitel
Legend Metropole for a
two-night Special Stay.
Meals: D

Day 3

Hanoi

Meals: B.L.D

fe

Freechoice: Visit the History
Museum and Hoa Lo Prison,
or take an authentic cooking
class. Alternatively, visit Ho Chi
Minh Quarter and Mausoleum,
including a visit to the Temple
of Literature.
Enrich
Attend a customary
performance of Hanoi’s
famous water puppets, with
your special backstage pass.
Meals: B.D

t

Meals: B.L.D

Halong Bay Cruise

s

Begin the day with a tai chi
lesson. Cruising deeper
into the National Park, try
kayaking, explore a cave and
discover Cat Ba Island.
Sundowners
Exclusive to Scenic guests,
enjoy a wine tasting on board
against the backdrop of the
karst islands at sunset.
Meals: B.L.D

Hanoi > Hoi An

f

Fly to Danang and travel to
the ancient town of Hoi An
for a three-night stay at the
Almanity Hoi An Wellness
Resort, including a daily spa
journey as part of your stay.
Freechoice Dining: Dine at the
Glory restaurant, at Ancient
Faifo or visit Brother’s Café
along the river.

Day 8

Journey to Halong Bay and
board the elegant Au Co for
an awe-inspiring and genuine
two-night Special Stay cruise
through the picturesque
waters of this spectacular
World Heritage-listed icon.

Day 5

Day 7

Meals: B.D

Day 4

Hanoi >
Halong Bay Cruise

tf

Relax during your morning
cruise before returning
to Hanoi for an overnight
Special Stay at the Sofitel
Legend Metropole, including a
historical tour of the property.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour of Hanoi’s
Old Quarter by night, dine at
La Terrace in your hotel, or
sample the cuisine at Ly Club.

Hoi An

s

Step back in time as you
take a walking tour of Hoi
An’s World Heritage-listed
Old Quarter, including the
Japanese Bridge and central
market, before stopping at the
home of a former merchant to
learn about life in Hoi An.
Sundowners
This evening, relax at a
reception in the Blue Bar with
included beer and wine.

e

Travel via the breath-taking
Hai Van Pass to Hue, the
former imperial capital.
Enrich
During an inspiring visit to
Duc Son Pagoda Orphanage,
talk with the nuns and learn
how they are supporting the
orphanage through different
initiatives, including the
proceeds from your lunch.
Wander through the grandeur
of Hue’s Imperial Citadel and
check into the French colonial
La Résidence Hue Hôtel & Spa
or similar, for your overnight
stay.
Enrich
Tonight’s royal dinner is in
a traditional private garden
house, accompanied by Hue
Royal Court music.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 11

Hue >
Ho Chi Minh City
Visit the Mausoleum of
Emperor Tu Duc before flying
to Ho Chi Minh City. After
arriving at the Intercontinental
Saigon, your centrally located
hotel for two nights, take a
guided walk of the sights
nearby.
Meals: B.L.D

Days 12-22

Treasures of the
Mekong River Cruise

Day 23

Siem Reap >
Champasak
Fly to Pakse and discover this
quaint city before travelling to
the small town of Champasak,
your boutique River Resort
hotel for the next two nights.
Meals: B.D

Day 24

Champasak

f

Freechoice: Visit a coffee
plantation, explore
neighbouring villages by
bike, or enjoy a Lao or Thai
massage.
After lunch, drive to visit
Wat Phou.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 25

Champasak >
Luang Prabang

t

Fly to Luang Prabang, for a
three-night Special Stay at the
Luang Say Residence.
Meals: B.D

Day 26

Luang Prabang
Partake in morning alms
by donating food to the
local monks.
Later, visit the former Royal
Palace, Wat Xieng Thong and
Wat Mai, before cruising to
the Pak Ou caves to see the
centuries-old sacred Buddha
images. Stop at Ban Xang
Hay, a village specialising in
traditional rice wine.
Meals: B.L

Meals: B.D

Day 9

Hoi An

f

Freechoice: Visit the temple
ruins of My Son. Alternatively,
enjoy an interactive
cooking class at Red Bridge
Restaurant or cycle to a
nearby farming village.
A free afternoon allows you
time to visit one of the many
tailors in town.

Refer to the full Mekong River
Cruise itinerary detailed on
days 4-11 on pages 34 & 35.

Meals: B.L

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°
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Luang Prabang, Laos

Day 27

Luang Prabang

e

Day 28

Journey to Kuang Si
Waterfalls. En-route back,
stop at a local village.
Enrich
Immerse yourself in local
spirituality during a Baci
ceremony and pay respects to
ancient animist traditions.
Watch the sun set from the
top of Mount Phousi or shop in
the local night market before
your delicious farewell dinner.

All-inclusive highlights:

Luang Prabang >
Bangkok

Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship featuring Scenic Sun Lounges
9 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 37 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
3 Scenic Sundowners events
5 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
66 meals – 26 breakfasts (B), 18 lunches (L) and 22 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Mekong cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
3 Day/2 night Halong Bay cruise on board Au Co
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

Fly to Bangkok for your return
journey home. Alternatively,
extend your adventure with an
inbound stopover, see pages
110 & 111 for more details.

e

s

Meals: B

Day 29

Arrive UK
Welcome home.

Meals: B.D

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DVCL
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Jul 30

£9,595

£9,990

£10,290

£10,490

£10,590

£10,890

£11,090

£12,590

Aug 27

£9,595

£9,990

£10,290

£10,490

£10,590

£10,890

£11,090

£12,590

Sep 24

£9,745

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£10,740

£11,040

£11,240

£12,740

Oct 22

£9,745

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£10,740

£11,040

£11,240

£12,740

Nov 5

£10,095

£10,490

£10,790

£10,990

£11,090

£11,390

£11,590

£13,090

Dec 3, 17

£9,945

£10,340

£10,640

£10,840

£10,940

£11,240

£11,440

£12,940

2021 Departures
Jan 14, 28

£10,095

£10,490

£10,790

£10,990

£11,090

£11,390

£11,590

£13,090

Feb 25

£10,095

£10,490

£10,790

£10,990

£11,090

£11,390

£11,590

£13,090

Mar 25

£10,095

£10,490

£10,790

£10,990

£11,090

£11,390

£11,590

£13,090

Apr 22

£9,995

£10,390

£10,690

£10,890

£10,990

£11,290

£11,490

£12,990

Jul 29

£9,595

£9,990

£10,290

£10,490

£10,590

£10,890

£11,090

£12,590

Aug 26

£9,595

£9,990

£10,290

£10,490

£10,590

£10,890

£11,090

£12,590

Sep 23

£9,745

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£10,740

£11,040

£11,240

£12,740

Oct 21

£9,745

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£10,740

£11,040

£11,240

£12,740

Nov 18

£10,095

£10,490

£10,790

£10,990

£11,090

£11,390

£11,590

£13,090

Dec 16

£9,945

£10,340

£10,640

£10,840

£10,940

£11,240

£11,440

£12,940

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Angkor Wat, Cambodia
N 13° 24’ E 103° 51’

U-Bein Bridge, Amarapura
N 21° 53’ E 96° 03’

IRRAWADDY
RIVER
CRUISING

Flowing north to south from its
source high in the Himalayas, the
Irrawaddy River is the lifeblood
of Myanmar.
— Stretching across the country
toward the Indian Ocean, the
river has long been a source of
inspiration for travellers, artists
and poets alike.

A journey along the Irrawaddy
is the perfect way to reveal
Myanmar’s hidden treasures – its
people and culture – which for
years were only known to the most
intrepid of travellers. Embark on
a voyage of discovery and allow
yourself to be enthralled by the
country’s many charms.

Scenic°
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The Exotic Wonders of Southeast Asia River Cruising & Escorted Touring

Discover

Myanmar
Stepping foot in Myanmar
is akin to stepping back
in time. A land of timeless
beauty will astound you. The
beating heart of the country
is its faith, and there is no
better way to understand
Myanmar than to spend
time tapping into your
spiritual side. The country
offers one of the world’s most
remarkable collections of
temples – the wide plains of
Bagan once featured more
than 4,000 of which an
incredible 2,230 still remain
– while the ancient pagodas
and monasteries of Sagaing
will leave you spellbound.

A

B

C

A
B
C
D
E

Plains of Bagan
Local girl
Monks, Bagan
Hsinbyume Pagoda, Mingun
Fisherman, Inle Lake

Discover Myanmar

Scenic°
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Embrace local traditions
In Sagaing, give alms and participate in a blessing of
food with novice monks and nuns at their monastery,
while at Shwedagon Pagoda in Yangon partake in a
traditional oil lamp lighting ceremony. You can even
leave your own mark on Myanmar’s culture and learn
how to produce gold leaf at a local workshop, before the
male guests can place it on an iconic Buddha statue.
Meet the locals
One of the most charming aspects of Myanmar is its
people, who are all too happy to share their traditional
culture with guests. While visits to temples are a must, it
is the towns and villages where there are opportunities
to interact with local families that will remain in your
memory for a lifetime. Support local communities and
hitch a ride on a trishaw or horse-drawn cart, or enjoy
a home-cooked meal with an Intha family while at
Inle Lake. In Bagan, rise early to give alms with local
residents and interact with the local school children and
nuns in Sagaing.

D

E
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UPSTREAM ITINERARY

Mystical Irrawaddy
16 Day Cruise & Tour

Yangon > Mandalay

A glorious patchwork of treasures
This luxury journey unveils a rich legacy where British colonial reminders nestle
alongside golden pagodas and the traditional culture of the friendliest people
on earth.
Explore the bustling capital of Myanmar’s largest city, Yangon, which offers up
many surprises including a thriving arts scene and the spectacular Schwedagon
Pagoda. As the sun sets, Scenic Enrich will invite you to take part in the magical
tradition of an oil lamp lighting ceremony, before boarding your luxurious, 5-star
ship in Bagan.
Scenic Aura will take you on a very special voyage revealing the vast diversity
and richness of the many influences that have shaped Myanmar. Experience
the colonial relics of Magwe and Salay, let the awe of Bagan wash over you and
experience traditional river village life in the pottery village of Yandabo.

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

Mandalay

1

Mingun

REVERSE
ITINERARY
AVAILABLE

Sagaing
Amarapura
Irrawaddy
Yandabo
Bagan
Pakkoku
Salay

– SEE PAGE –
XX

Mount Popa

10
Magwe
Minhla Fort

Myanmar

Thailand
Bagan Temples

2

Yangon

River cruise

Cruise start/finish

1 Overnight stay

Included Flight

Scenic Enrich
As the sun sets behind the golden glow of the magnificent
Shwedagon Pagoda, partake in the ancient tradition of oil
lamp lighting. This experience is sure to bring you closer
to the spiritual heart of Myanmar.

Capa Ananda Temple, Bagan

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Exclusive gala temple view dinner in Bagan
Club Floor Rooms in Yangon
Gold leaf and Mahamuni Pagoda activity
Visit a monastic school and give alms at a nunnery
Partake in oil lamp lighting at Shwedagon Pagoda
Enjoy Burmese tea in a colonial house built in 1906
Sundowners – U Bein Bridge, Amarapura
Sample authentic local transport options
	Hotels within walking distance to attractions
and shops
Touring by Tuk Tuk, Pakkoku

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Same local Scenic tour director from start to finish
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Mystical Irrawaddy
16 Day Cruise & Tour Yangon > Mandalay
Day 1

Day 5

Day 9

Depart UK

Sailing > Magwe

Bagan

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines.

Today, take advantage of
nearly a full day of cruising as
you sail to Magwe. Spend the
day relaxing and getting to
know the facilities of the ship.
Later this afternoon, you'll
arrive in Magwe.

Rise early to attend and
partake in morning alms for
the local monks.
Freechoice: Venture to Mount
Popa, home to Myanmar’s
nats or nature spirits, or cross
the river to Tant Kyi Tuang to
take in the expansive elevated
views of Bagan. Alternatively,
wander through the markets
at Nyaung U before either
exploring the Temple Circuit,
or enjoying a visit to Old
Bagan.
Enrich
You’ll be wowed by a Scenic
exclusive magical themed
dinner, with complimentary
drinks and a cultural show,
in front of candle lit Bagan
temple ruins.

Arrive in Yandabo where, in
1826, the peace treaty ending
the First Anglo-Burmese war
was signed. Now famous
for its pottery, stroll through
the village and witness the
artisans honing their craft.
Continue sailing to Mingun.

Day 10

Enrich
In Sagaing, meet novice monks,
nuns and orphans during a
visit to a monastic supported
school. Continue to a nunnery
where you will partake in their
ritual and make a donation
before their midday meal.
Take in the views over the
Irrawaddy River from Sagaing
Hill before sailing to Mandalay
to visit Amarapura.
Sundowners
In Amarapura, relax with
evening drinks in boats under
U-Bein Bridge, to capture
that memorable photo of the
bridge’s silhouette at sunset.
Back on board, enjoy a special
farewell from Scenic Aura’s
crew.

Day 2

Yangon

t

Mingalaba and welcome to
Myanmar. Settle into your Club
floor room at the Pan Pacific
Yangon your two-night
Special Stay.
Enjoy a welcome dinner at the
iconic colonial Strand Hotel.
Meals: D

Day 3

Yangon

fe

Freechoice: Embark on a train
ride around Yangon’s suburbs,
be guided on a tour of the
city’s thriving art scene, or ride
a ferry across the Yangon River
to Dhala village.
Later this afternoon, visit
Chaukhtatgyi Paya, Yangon’s
reclining Buddha.
Enrich
Wander around Shwedagon
Pagoda as the sun sets and
learn about the ritual of oil
lamp lighting, before partaking
in the tradition.
This evening, enjoy the
included amenities of your
Pacific Club access.
Meals: B.L

Day 4

Yangon > Bagan >
Irrawaddy Cruise
Transfer to the airport and
fly to Bagan. On arrival, enjoy
a local lunch before visiting
the most iconic sight of this
intriguing region, the Ananda
Temple. Afterwards, transfer
to the luxurious Scenic Aura.
Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Day 6

Magwe > Minhla Fort
Explore Magwe by traditional
trishaw and take in the views
from Mya Tha Lun Pagoda, a
mesmerising architectural
vision set on Naguttama Hill.
Continue cruising downstream
to the Italian-built Minhla
Fort. Afterwards, sail back
upstream towards Salay.
Meals: B.L.D

fe

Meals: B.L.D

Day 7

Sailing > Salay
Make the most of the ship’s
luxury and sip a cocktail by the
pool or enjoy some solitude
on your private balcony during
your full day sailing upstream
to Salay. Arrive late in the
afternoon and spend the
night alongside this colonial
riverside town.

Bagan > Pakkoku
 Optional Hot Air
Balloon Flight

Meals: B.L.D

Day 8

Salay > Bagan

e

On your morning walking tour
admire the colonial buildings,
the Youqson Kyaung, a
beautiful teak monastery now
converted to a museum, and
look inside the largest lacquer
Buddha in Myanmar.
Enrich
Soak up the ambience of the
river and the colonial feel
of the town whilst enjoying
traditional local Burmese
tea and snacks in a restored
colonial villa, dating back
to 1906.
Then, continue sailing
upstream to Bagan.

You'll have the opportunity to
ride in a hot air balloon over
the majestic temples of Bagan.
Must be purchased prior
to your cruise to guarantee
availability.
Travel by horse and cart
through Bagan plain and its
temple ruins before learning
all about the production of
Burmese lacquerware. Depart
Bagan and sail to Pakkoku for
an overnight visit. Here, visit
a cheroot cigar workshop, the
local market and a longyi and
blanket factory.

Day 11

Yandabo

Meals: B.L.D

Day 12

Mingun
In Mingun, discover the stories
behind the huge unfinished
Pahtodawgyi brick pagoda.
Nearby, admire the Mingun
Bell and Hsinbyume Pagoda.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 13

Sagaing > Mandalay >
Amarapura

es

Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°
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Shwedagon Pagoda, Yangon

Day 14

Irrawaddy Cruise >
Mandalay

e

After disembarkation,
admire the intricate artistry
of Shwenandaw, a beautiful
wooden monastery.
Equally impressive are the
sights at Kuthodaw Pagoda,
home to the ‘World’s Largest
Book’. Later, walk through the
rebuilt Mandalay Palace.
Enrich
Learn how to produce gold
leaf at a local workshop. At
Mahamuni Pagoda, male
guests will be able to place
gold leaf on the Buddha statue.

This evening, enjoy an
overnight stay and your
farewell dinner at Mandalay
Hill Resort.
Meals: B.L.D

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
5 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 7 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
1 Scenic Sundowners events
1 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
37 meals – 13 breakfasts (B), 12 lunches (L) and 12 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Irrawaddy cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Irrawaddy cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

Day 15

s

Mandalay
After breakfast, transfer to
the airport for your flight
home. Alternatively, extend
your journey with an inbound
stopover, see pages 110 & 111
for more details.
Meals: B

f

t

Day 16

Arrive UK
Welcome home.

2020/21 Departure Dates

DYMI.1
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Balcony
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Oct 1, 21

£5,295

£5,790

£6,290

£6,390

£6,790

£7,490

£8,290

Nov 10

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

Nov 30

£6,145

£6,640

£7,140

£7,240

£7,640

£8,340

£9,140

Dec 20

£6,145

£6,640

£7,140

£7,240

£7,640

£8,340

£9,140
£8,790

2021 Departures
Jan 9, 29

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

Feb 18

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

Mar 10

£5,395

£5,890

£6,390

£6,490

£6,890

£7,590

£8,390

Sep 30

£5,295

£5,790

£6,290

£6,390

£6,790

£7,490

£8,290

Oct 20

£5,295

£5,790

£6,290

£6,390

£6,790

£7,490

£8,290

Nov 9

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

Nov 29

£6,145

£6,640

£7,140

£7,240

£7,640

£8,340

£9,140

Dec 19

£6,145

£6,640

£7,140

£7,240

£7,640

£8,340

£9,140

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Irrawaddy River is subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including early
disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected.
Full payment is required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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DOWNSTREAM ITINERARY

Mystical Irrawaddy
Travel downstream on our reverse itinerary
Why not embark on our downstream itinerary, where you will
begin in Mandalay and conclude in Yangon. You will visit the
same sights but in reverse.
16 Day Cruise & Tour

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14
Day 15
Day 16

Mandalay > Yangon

Depart UK
Mandalay
Mandalay > Irrawaddy Cruise
Mingun > Amarapura

e
e

Sagaing

s

e

Yandabo > Pakkoku
Bagan

Bagan > Salay
Minhla Fort

e

Magwe
Sailing > Bagan
Bagan

f
fe

Irrawaddy Cruise > Yangon
Yangon

t
Scenic Enrich

Yangon > UK
Arrive UK

For your full Irrawaddy cruise itinerary, please refer to days 7 - 17 on pages 80 & 81.

In the ancient capital of Sagaing, interact with novice monks,
nuns and orphans during a visit to a monastic supported school.
Continue to a quiet nunnery where you partake in their ritual and
make a donation to the resident nuns before their midday meal.

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°

Mandalay

Mingun

1

77

DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

Sagaing
Amarapura
Irrawaddy
Yandabo
Bagan
Pakkoku
Salay

Mount Popa

10
Magwe
Minhla Fort

Thailand
Myanmar

2

Yangon
Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight stay

River cruise

Included flight

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
5 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 7 Scenic Freechoice activities
1 Scenic Sundowners event
1 Memorable Scenic Special Stay
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
37 meals – 13 breakfasts (B), 12 lunches (L) and 12 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Irrawaddy cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

Bagan

f

t

2020/21 Departure Dates

DYMI.2
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Balcony
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Oct 12

£5,295

£5,790

£6,290

£6,390

£6,790

£7,490

£8,290

Nov 1

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

Nov 21

£6,145

£6,640

£7,140

£7,240

£7,640

£8,340

£9,140

Dec 11

£6,145

£6,640

£7,140

£7,240

£7,640

£8,340

£9,140

Dec 31

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

Jan 20

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

Feb 9

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

Mar 1, 21

£5,395

£5,890

£6,390

£6,490

£6,890

£7,590

£8,390

2021 Departures

Oct 11

£5,295

£5,790

£6,290

£6,390

£6,790

£7,490

£8,290

Oct 31

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

Nov 20

£6,145

£6,640

£7,140

£7,240

£7,640

£8,340

£9,140

Dec 10

£6,145

£6,640

£7,140

£7,240

£7,640

£8,340

£9,140

Dec 30

£5,795

£6,290

£6,790

£6,890

£7,290

£7,990

£8,790

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Irrawaddy River is subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including early
disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected.
Full payment is required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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DOWNSTREAM ITINERARY

Mystical Myanmar
20 Day Cruise & Tour

Yangon > Yangon

Uncover a gem of a land
Myanmar’s many wonders are beloved by the inhabitants of this unique and
mystical land. Jaw-dropping temples, delicate artwork and a transcendent
spirituality are but a few of the many beautiful things you’ll find as you journey
through this once hidden nation.
Yangon is a truly lovely place to begin your travels. Spend time immersing
yourself in the tapestry of cultures that live along the banks of the grand
waterway, Inle Lake. The former royal city of Mandalay is your next stop before
settling into your all-inclusive luxury suite on board Scenic Aura.
Get in touch with your spiritual side in the ancient capital of Sagaing where
hundreds of painted pagodas and monasteries await. Bagan will take your
breath away with the sheer breadth of its temple complexes, and spending
time among them is a moment you’ll always treasure. By the time you return to
Yangon, enlightenment will be yours.
DOWNSTREAM
ITINERARY

Mandalay

1

Mingun

Sagaing
Irrawaddy
Amarapura
Yandabo
Bagan
Pakkoku Pindaya
Salay

Mount Popa

10

Taunggyi

Heho
Inle Lake 3

Magwe
Minhla Fort

Myanmar

Thailand
Bagan Temples

2

1

Yangon

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight stay

Land

Included flight

Scenic Freechoice
Indulge in some Burmese wine-tasting on your Scenic
Freechoice option to Taunggyi, where you'll enjoy lunch
overlooking the rolling vineyards at Myanmar’s first
winery.

Burmese lacquerware

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Exclusive gala temple view dinner in Bagan
Club Floor Rooms in Yangon
Lunch with an Intha family in their home
Visit a monastic school and give alms at a nunnery
Gold leaf and Mahamuni Pagoda activity
Partake in oil lamp lighting at Shwedagon Pagoda
Enjoy Burmese tea in a colonial house built in 1906
Sundowners – U Bein Bridge, Amarapura
Sample authentic local transport options
Mount Popa

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Hotels within walking distance to attractions
Same Scenic tour director from start to finish
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Mystical Myanmar
20 Day Cruise & Tour Yangon > Yangon
Day 1

Day 7

Day 10

Depart UK

Mandalay >
Irrawaddy Cruise

Yandabo > Pakkoku

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Yangon
Enjoy an overnight stay at
the Melia Yangon Hotel, with
a welcome dinner at the Le
Planteur Restaurant.
Meals: D

Day 3

Yangon > Inle Lake

t

Fly to Heho and drive to
Nyaung Shwe. After lunch,
head to the award-winning
Sanctum Inle Resort for a
three-night Special Stay.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 4

Inle Lake

e

Begin with an excursion by
long tail boat on the lake to
visit Inle Lake’s main market.
See the holiest site in Inle
Lake, the Phaung Daw Oo
Pagoda and Royal barges.
Enrich
Learn about traditional Intha
cooking with a visit to an Intha
family home for lunch.
Later, cruise down a network
of small canals to the Pa-Oh
village of Indein.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 5

Inle Lake

Freechoice: Visit Pindaya
Caves or travel to Taunggyi
and lunch at a local winery.
Alternatively, take a local
village trek close by.
Sundowners
Enjoy evening drinks and share
today’s tales of exploration.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 6

Inle Lake > Mandalay
Fly to Mandalay. Later, head to
Mandalay Hill for magnificent
sunset views before your stay
at Mandalay Hill Resort.
Meals: B.L

Marvel at Shwenandaw, a
beautiful wooden monastery
covered internally in gold
leaf, as well as the equally
impressive Kuthodaw Pagoda.
Later, walk through the rebuilt
Mandalay Palace, destroyed
during World War II.
Enrich
Learn how to produce gold
leaf at a local workshop. At
Mahamuni Pagoda, male
guests may place the gold leaf
on the iconic Buddha statue.
Board Scenic Aura and enjoy
tonight’s welcome reception.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 8

Mingun >
Amarapura

s

In Mingun, discover the stories
behind a massive unfinished
brick pagoda. Nearby, admire
the un-cracked Mingun Bell
and the stunning all-white
Hsinbyume Pagoda. Sail to
Mandalay to visit Amarapura.
Sundowners
In Amarapura, relax with
evening drinks in boats under
the U-Bein Bridge, the world’s
longest teak bridge, to capture
that memorable photo of the
bridge’s silhouette at sunset.

Arrive in Yandabo, now
famous for its pottery, and
stroll through the village and
witness the artisans honing
their craft. Later, cruise to
Pakkoku for the night to visit
a cheroot cigar workshop,
local market and a longyi and
blanket factory.

Sagaing

Day 13

Day 11

Minhla Fort

Bagan

e

Arrive into Bagan this morning.
Travel by horse and cart
through Bagan plain and its
temple ruins before learning
all about the production of
Burmese lacquerware, a
Bagan specialty.
Enrich
Be wowed by a Scenic exclusive
mystical themed dinner, with
included free flow drinks and
cultural show in front of floodlit
Bagan temple ruins.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 12

Bagan > Salay

e

 Optional Hot Air

Balloon Flight

Continue cruising
downstream. Later this
afternoon, visit the Italian built
Minhla Fort where its capture
by the British during the Third
Anglo-Burmese War brought
to an end to independent
Burma.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 14

Magwe
Discover the town of Magwe
as you are peddled around in
a local trishaw bike. Take in
the views from Mya Tha Lun
Pagoda, set on Naguttama
Hill. This afternoon, relax as
you sail towards Bagan.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 15

Sailing > Bagan
Make use of the ship’s luxury
during your day of sailing
upstream towards Bagan, and
view the many temples and
pagodas that line the river.

e

Meals: B.L.D

Sagaing, regarded as the
country’s spiritual capital,
is dotted with hundreds
of painted pagodas and
monasteries.
Enrich
Interact with novice monks,
nuns and orphans during a
special visit to a monastic
supported school before
continuing to a nunnery
where you will partake in the
ritual and our donation to the
resident nuns before their
midday meal.
Set sail to the pottery village
of Yandabo.
Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Day 9

fs

e

Enrich
From the riverfront, soak up
the ambience of the river and
the colonial feel of the town
whilst enjoying traditional
local Burmese tea and snacks
in a restored colonial villa
dating back to 1906.
Remain docked in Salay
overnight.

Purchase a hot air balloon
flight over the majestic
temples of Bagan. Flights last
approximately 45 minutes
and must be purchased prior
to your cruise.
Visit the most iconic sight
of this hypnotic region, the
impressive Ananda Temple
before continuing your cruise
to Salay. On your walking tour
of the town, explore Paya
Thonzu, a small trio of brick
shrines, admire Youqson
Kyaung, a beautiful teak
monastery and look inside the
largest lacquer Buddha image
in Myanmar.

Day 16

Bagan

f

Rise early to attend and
partake in morning alms for
the local monks.
Freechoice: Venture to Mount
Popa, or cross the river to
Tant Kyi Tuang to take in the
expansive views of Bagan.
Alternatively, wander through
the markets at Nyaung U
before either exploring the
Temple Circuit, or enjoying a
visit to Old Bagan.
Relax on board for the
remainder of the day before
your farewell dinner tonight.
Meals: B.L.D

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent
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Shwedagon Pagoda, Yangon

Day 17

Irrawaddy Cruise >
Yangon

t

Fly to Yangon for lunch at the
historical House of Memories
Restaurant. Settle into the
Pan Pacific Yangon for a
two-night Special Stay.
Meals: B.L

Day 18

Yangon

Enrich
Wander around Shwedagon
Pagoda and learn about the
ritual of oil lamp lighting before
partaking in this local tradition.
Enjoy tonight’s farewell dinner
at the colonial Strand Hotel.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 19

Yangon

fe

Freechoice: Embark on a train
ride around Yangon’s suburbs,
be guided on a tour of Yangon’s
thriving art scene, or ride a
ferry across the Yangon River
to Dhala village.
Visit Chaukhtatgyi Paya,
Yangon’s reclining Buddha.

Transfer to the airport for your
flight home with Singapore
Airlines. Alternatively, extend
your journey with an inbound
stopover, see pages 110 & 111
for more details.

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
6 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 10 Scenic Freechoice activities
2 Scenic Sundowners events
2 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining|
48 meals – 17 breakfasts (B), 16 lunches (L) and 15 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Irrawaddy cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

f

t

Meals: B

Day 20

Arrive UK
Welcome home.

2020/21 Departure Dates

DMYM.2
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Balcony
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Oct 8

£6,595

£7,090

£7,590

£7,690

£8,090

£8,790

£9,590

Oct 28

£7,145

£7,640

£8,140

£8,240

£8,640

£9,340

£10,140

Nov 17

£7,395

£7,890

£8,390

£8,490

£8,890

£9,590

£10,390

Dec 7

£7,395

£7,890

£8,390

£8,490

£8,890

£9,590

£10,390

Dec 27

£7,095

£7,590

£8,090

£8,190

£8,590

£9,290

£10,090

2021 Departures
Jan 16

£7,145

£7,640

£8,140

£8,240

£8,640

£9,340

£10,140

Feb 5

£7,145

£7,640

£8,140

£8,240

£8,640

£9,340

£10,140
£10,090

Feb 25

£7,095

£7,590

£8,090

£8,190

£8,590

£9,290

Mar 17

£6,695

£7,190

£7,690

£7,790

£8,190

£8,890

£9,690

Oct 7

£6,595

£7,090

£7,590

£7,690

£8,090

£8,790

£9,590

Oct 27

£7,145

£7,640

£8,140

£8,240

£8,640

£9,340

£10,140

Nov 16

£7,395

£7,890

£8,390

£8,490

£8,890

£9,590

£10,390

Dec 6

£7,395

£7,890

£8,390

£8,490

£8,890

£9,590

£10,390

Dec 26

£7,095

£7,590

£8,090

£8,190

£8,590

£9,290

£10,090

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Irrawaddy River is subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including early
disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected.
Full payment is required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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UPSTREAM ITINERARY

Mystical Myanmar
Travel upstream on our reverse itinerary
Why not embark on our upstream itinerary, where you will
begin in Yangon and conclude in Mandalay. You will visit the
same sights but in reverse.
20 Day Cruise & Tour

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14
Day 15
Day 16-17
Day 18
Day 19
Day 20

Yangon > Yangon

Depart UK
Yangon
Yangon
Yangon > Bagan > Irrawaddy Cruise
Sailing > Magwe
Magwe > Minhla Fort
Sailing > Salay
Salay > Bagan
Bagan
Bagan > Pakkoku
Yandabo
Mingun
Sagaing > Mandalay > Amarapura
Irrawaddy Cruise > Mandalay
Mandalay > Inle Lake
Inle Lake
Inle Lake > Yangon
Yangon > UK
Arrive UK

t
ft

fe

e

For your full Irrawaddy cruise itinerary,
please refer to days 4 - 14 on pages 74 & 75.

e

es
Scenic Enrich
Uncover the secrets behind the aromatic cuisine of the region.
Visit a local Intha family home for a cooking demonstration. Learn
about the infusion of flavours and pick up some tips on traditional
Intha cooking.

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent

Scenic°

Mandalay

Mingun

1

UPSTREAM
ITINERARY

Sagaing
Irrawaddy
Amarapura
Yandabo
Bagan
Pakkoku Pindaya
Salay

Mount Popa

10
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Taunggyi

Heho
Inle Lake 3

Magwe
Minhla Fort

Thailand

Myanmar

1

2

Yangon
River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight

Land

All-inclusive highlights:
Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
6 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 10 Scenic Freechoice activities
2 Scenic Sundowners events
2 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining|
49 meals – 17 breakfasts (B), 16 lunches (L) and 16 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Irrawaddy cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

Inle Lake, Myanmar

Bagan, Myanmar

f

t

U Bein Bridge, Myanmar

2020/21 Departure Dates

DMYM.1
Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Balcony
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Oct 1, 21

£6,595

£7,090

£7,590

£7,690

£8,090

£8,790

£9,590

Nov 10, 30

£7,395

£7,890

£8,390

£8,490

£8,890

£9,590

£10,390

Dec 20

£7,395

£7,890

£8,390

£8,490

£8,890

£9,590

£10,390

2021 Departures
Jan 9, 29

£7,145

£7,640

£8,140

£8,240

£8,640

£9,340

£10,140

Feb 18

£7,145

£7,640

£8,140

£8,240

£8,640

£9,340

£10,140

Mar 10

£6,695

£7,190

£7,690

£7,790

£8,190

£8,890

£9,690

Sep 30

£6,595

£7,090

£7,590

£7,690

£8,090

£8,790

£9,590

Oct 20

£6,595

£7,090

£7,590

£7,690

£8,090

£8,790

£9,590

Nov 9, 29

£7,395

£7,890

£8,390

£8,490

£8,890

£9,590

£10,390

Dec 19

£7,395

£7,890

£8,390

£8,490

£8,890

£9,590

£10,390

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Irrawaddy River is subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including early
disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected.
Full payment is required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Kawaguchiko, Japan
N 35° 31’ E 138° 44’

ULTIMATE
CRUISING

Combine both cruises into one
journey or extend your Asian
experience to China and Japan.
— Combine a land journey of these
oriental wonders with a cruise
along the Mekong or Irrawaddy
rivers and enjoy the varied
experiences China and Japan
have to offer.
Scenic’s portfolio of luxury
journeys in Asia also encompasses
the mystical sub-continent of
India and South Korea, offering
you a wealth of choice for your
next Asian adventure.
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Treasures of
the Mekong &
Mystical Myanmar
28/32 Day Cruise & Tour

Siem Reap > Yangon

Two rivers, one lifetime
Undertake one of the most inspiring trips of your life. A captivating mix
combining the vitality of the Mekong and the mysticism of the Irrawaddy that
will entrance and delight for years to come.
Featuring the very best elements of Southeast Asia with the ultimate in luxury
all-inclusive river cruising, you'll begin in Cambodia, taking in the wonders of
Angkor Wat before moving into sparkling Vietnam, along the mighty Mekong.
From vibrant Ho Chi Minh City you’ll fly to Yangon to explore mystical Myanmar
and, as you journey along the spectacular Irrawaddy, jaw-dropping doesn’t
even begin to cover it.

Mingun

Mandalay

1

Sagaing
Irrawaddy
Amarapura
Yandabo
Pakkoku Pindaya
Bagan
Salay

Mount Popa

Heho

10

Taunggyi

3 Inle Lake

Magwe
Minhla Fort

Thailand

Laos

Myanmar

Siem
Reap

Vietnam
Kampong Kdei
Kampong
Cham
Angkor Ban
Koh Dach
Ho Chi
Mekong
Phnom Penh

3

1
2

Salay, Myanmar

Yangon

Minh City

7
Cambodia
2
Tan Chau
My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight stay

Land

Included flight

Scenic Enrich
Two majestic rivers – two special temple gala dinners
to enjoy in front of floodlit temple ruins in both Bagan
and Angkor. Your dinners are accompanied by drinks and
traditional dancing and music.

Thom Gate, Siem Reap, Cambodia

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Two exclusive Temple gala dinners
	Champagne breakfast at an Angkor temple
supporting a NGO bakery school
	Night time Tuk Tuk tour with private after hours
distillery visit in Phnom Penh
	Premium Reserved seats to Phare Circus in
Siem Reap
Club Floor rooms in Yangon
	Lunch with an Intha family in their home in
Inle Lake
Visit a Monastic School and give alms at a nunnery
Gold leaf and Mahamuni Pagoda activity
	Partake in oil lamp lighting at Shwedagon Pagoda
	Hotels within walking distance to attractions
and shops
Inle Lake, Myanmar

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

	Same local Scenic tour director for each cruise
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Treasures of the Mekong
& Mystical Myanmar
28/32 Day Itinerary Siem Reap > Yangon
Day 1
Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Siem Reap

t

Meals: D

Siem Reap

fe

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and the Landmine
Museum, or Artisans D’Angkor.
Alternatively, cruise the
Tonlé Sap (seasonal), take a
Tuk Tuk ride to the markets
or a tethered balloon ride
above Angkor Wat (weather
dependent). Later, visit
Angkor Wat.
Enrich
Admire the colourful
Cambodian Circus, Phare.
Meals: B.L

Day 4

Siem Reap

e

Enrich
Marvel at the sunrise
over Angkor Wat during
a champagne breakfast
prepared by an NGO supported
local bakery school.
Visit Ta Prohm Temple, Angkor
Thom and the Bayon Temple.
Enrich
Attend a gala dinner at
an Angkor temple, with
complimentary drinks and an
Apsara dance show.
Meals: B.D

Day 5

Siem Reap >
Mekong Cruise
Board Scenic Spirit in
Kampong Cham.
Meals: B.L.D

Yangon > Bagan >
Irrawaddy Cruise

Luxury Mekong
River Cruise

Refer to the full Mekong
itinerary detailed on days 6-11,
pages 36 & 37.

Fly to Bagan and visit Ananda
Temple, then transfer to the
luxurious Scenic Aura.

Day 12

Day 17

Meals: B.L.D

Arrive at the Park Hyatt Siem
Reap, for a three-night
Special Stay.

Day 3

Day 16

Days 6-11

Depart UK

Mekong Cruise >
Ho Chi Minh City

f

Drive to Ho Chi Minh City for
your two-night stay at the
Intercontinental Saigon.
Visit the War Museum and
tour the hotel.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour of Saigon,
or a meal in the surroundings
of an old French colonial
house, or a restaurant
specialising in Saigon street
food. Alternatively, dine at your
hotel’s restaurants – Yu Chu,
Basilico or Market 39.

Meals: B.L.D

Sailing > Magwe
Enjoy a full day cruising, as
you sail to Magwe.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 18

Magwe > Minhla Fort
Explore Magwe by traditional
trishaw and take in the views
from Mya Tha Lun Pagoda.
Continue cruising to Minhla
Fort. Afterwards, sail back
upstream towards Salay.

Day 20

Salay > Bagan

e

Say farewell to Vietnam and
fly to Yangon for a two-night
Special Stay in your Club Floor
room at the Pan Pacific Hotel.

On your morning walking tour
admire the colonial buildings,
a beautiful teak monastery
and look inside the largest
lacquer Buddha in Myanmar.
Enrich
Enjoy traditional Burmese
tea in a restored colonial villa
dating back to 1906.
Continue sailing to Bagan.

Day 15

Day 21

t

Meals: B. D

Yangon

fe

Meals: B.L

Meals: B.L.D

Bagan

Freechoice: Embark a local
train for a ride around Yangon’s
suburbs. Alternatively, be
guided on a tour of Yangon’s
thriving art scene, or ride a
ferry to Dhala village.
Enrich
Wander around Shwedagon
Pagoda and partake in the
ritual of oil lamp lighting.

Call for more details.
Travel by horse and cart
through the temple ruins and
learn about the production of
Burmese lacquerware. Sail to
Pakkoku to visit a cheroot cigar,
longyi and blanket workshop.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 23
Arrive in Yandabo and stroll
through the pottery village.

Meals: B.L.D

Ho Chi Minh City >
Yangon

Balloon Flight

Day 19
Make use of the ship’s luxury
as you sail to Salay.

Day 14

 Optional Hot Air

Yandabo

Day 13

Meals: B.L.D

Day 22

Meals: B.L.D

Sailing > Salay

Travel to the Cu Chi Tunnels
before returning to explore the
Reunification Palace. Enjoy
tonight’s farewell dinner.

Meals: B.L.D

Bagan > Pakkoku

Meals: B.L.D

Ho Chi Minh City

Enrich
Attend an exclusive dinner
with complimentary drinks
and a show in front of the
temple ruins.

fe

Partake in morning alms for
the monks.
Freechoice: Venture to Mount
Popa or cross the river to
Tant Kyi Tuang. Alternatively,
wander the Nyaung U markets
before exploring the Temple
Circuit or Old Bagan.

Meals: B.L.D

Day 24

Mingun
Discover the stories behind a
huge unfinished brick pagoda.
Admire the un-cracked
Mingun Bell and the all-white
Hsinbyume Pagoda.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 25

Sagaing > Mandalay >
Amarapura

es

Enrich
In Sagaing, meet monks, nuns
and orphans during a visit to
a monastic supported school,
then visit a nunnery and
partake in a ritual with them.
Sundowners
In Amarapura, relax with
evening drinks in boats under
the U-Bein Bridge.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 26

Irrawaddy Cruise >
Mandalay

e

View Shwenandaw monastery,
Kuthodaw Pagoda, and walk
through Mandalay Palace.

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent
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Evening drinks in boats under U-Bein Bridge, Amarapura, Myanmar

Enrich
Learn how to produce gold leaf.
At Mahamuni Pagoda, male
guests will be able to place the
gold leaf on the Buddha statue.
Meals: B.L.D

Enrich
Visit an Intha family for lunch.
Later, visit a Pa-Oh village.

Mandalay >
Inle Lake

t

Fly to Heho and drive to
Nyaung Shwe. Sail to the
Sanctum Inle Resort for your
three-night Special Stay.

e

Day 29

s

fs

Freechoice: Visit the Pindaya
Caves or Taunggyi for lunch at
the oldest winery. Or, walk to a
nearby village.
Sundowners
Share tales over drinks.
Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.L.D

Day 30

Day 28

Inle Lake > Yangon

Inle Lake

e

Cruise to Inle Lake’s moving
market. Then, visit Phuang
Daw Oo Pagoda.

Fly from a choice of UK airports
11 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 32 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
3 Scenic Sundowners events
3 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
81 meals – 29 breakfasts (B), 26 lunches (L) and 26 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong and Irrawaddy cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout both cruises
All tipping and gratuities

Meals: B.L.D

Inle Lake

Day 27

All-inclusive highlights:

Fly to Yangon for lunch at the
House of Memories and check
into the Melia Yangon Hotel.
Meals: B.L.D

28 Day Itinerary Siem Reap > Yangon

f

t

Day 31

Day 32

Yangon

Arrive UK

Transfer to the airport for your
flight home with your airline.

Welcome home.

Meals: B

DIMI
Jewel Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

B

A

RD

RS

Oct 09

£10,795

£11,685

£12,485

£12,885

£13,585

£14,485

£16,785

Jan 15

£10,295

£11,185

£11,985

£12,385

£13,085

£13,985

£16,285

Suite Categories
2020 Departures

2021 Departures
Feb 26

£10,295

£11,185

£11,985

£12,385

£13,085

£13,985

£16,285

Oct 08

£10,995

£11,885

£12,685

£13,085

£13,785

£14,685

£16,985

32 Day Itinerary Siem Reap > Yangon
Suite Categories

DIMY
Jewel Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Oct 09

£11,245

£12,135

£12,935

£13,335

£14,035

£14,935

£17,235

Jan 15

£11,845

£12,735

£13,535

£13,935

£14,635

£15,535

£17,835

Feb 26

£11,545

£12,435

£13,235

£13,635

£14,335

£15,235

£17,535

Oct 08

£11,345

£12,235

£13,035

£13,435

£14,135

£15,035

£17,335

2021 Departures

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits. Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels
throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities
or for safety reasons. The Irrawaddy River is subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including early
disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons. Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250
per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full
terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Red, Mekong and
Yangtze Rivers
Odyssey
28/33 Day Cruise & Tour

Hanoi > Shanghai

Discover three of Asia’s major river systems
In Vietnam, explore Hanoi and the Red River region through to Halong Bay,
cruise along the mighty Mekong River on board the luxurious Scenic Spirit,
then discover China’s Yangtze River, all in one amazing journey.
You’ll travel through three of China’s most prominent cities – Beijing, Shanghai
and Xi’an – and discover many of the must-see wonders, from the Great Wall of
China to Xi’an’s famous Terracotta Warriors. History, culture, cuisine – it’s all on
the table, including an incredible cruise along the majestic Yangtze River.

Hanoi

2
1

2
Halong Bay
Cruise

Laos

Beijing 3

Vietnam

Great Wall
of China

Xi’an
China

3

Thailand

Yangtze
River
Cruise

Kampong Kdei
Siem Reap 3
Cambodia
Kampong
Angkor Ban
Cham
Koh Dach
Mekong
Phnom Penh

7

2

4
Chongqing

Zhujiajiao

3

Shanghai

Yichang

Three Gorges, Yangtze River, China

Ho Chi
Minh City

My Tho
Tan Chau
Sa Dec Cai Be

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight stay

Land

Included flight

Rail

Scenic Enrich
In Xi'an, be treated to a special private viewing after
closing of a collection of ancient artefacts from Shaanxi
Province with the museum’s curator while enjoying an
evening drink. Continue your refreshments overlooking
the Big Wild Goose Pagoda at sunset.

Ta Prohm, Siem Reap, Cambodia

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Exclusive gala dinner at an Angkor temple
	Champagne breakfast at an Angkor temple
supporting a NGO bakery school
	Vespa foodie night tour of Saigon as Scenic
Freechoice option
	Tethered balloon ride over Angkor Wat as Scenic
Freechoice option
	Night time Tuk Tuk tour with private after hours
distillery visit in Phnom Penh
	Premium Reserved seats to Phare Circus in
Siem Reap
Private after-hours museum visit in Xi’an
	Access to the Treasure Hall in the Forbidden
City in Beijing
	5 day/4 night Cruise on Yangzi Explorer on
Yangtze River
Experience authentic local transport options
Terracotta Warriors, Xi’ an, China

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

	Hotels within walking distance to attractions
and shops
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Red, Mekong and Yangtze
Rivers Odyssey
28/33 Day Itinerary Hanoi > Shanghai
Day 1

Day 6

Depart UK

Halong Bay Cruise >
Hanoi

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Hanoi

t

Welcome to Hanoi, the capital
of Vietnam. Settle in for your
two-night Special Stay at
the iconic Sofitel Legend
Metropole. Tonight, meet your
Scenic tour director at your
welcome briefing and dinner.
Meals: D

Day 3

Hanoi

fe

Freechoice: Visit the History
Museum and Hoa Lo Prison,
or take a cooking class.
Alternatively, visit Ho Chi Minh
Quarter and Mausoleum, and
visit the Temple of Literature.
Later, on your cyclo ride,
discover the back streets of
the Old Quarter.
Enrich
Attend Hanoi’s famous Water
Puppets, then head backstage
to learn the secrets behind this
illusionary piece of theatre.
Meals: B.D

Day 4

Hanoi >
Halong Bay Cruise

t

Journey to Halong Bay and
board the elegant Au Co for a
two-night Special Stay cruise
through this spectacular
World Heritage-listed icon.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 5

Halong Bay Cruise

s

Begin the day with a tai chi
lesson. Cruising deeper into
the National Park, try some
kayaking, explore a cave and
discover Cat Ba Island.
Sundowners
Enjoy a wine-tasting on board
with the karst islands as your
backdrop.
Meals: B.L.D

tf

Relax during your morning
cruising before returning to
Hanoi for another Special
Stay at the Sofitel Legend
Metropole and an historic
bunker tour at the hotel.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour of Hanoi’s
Old Quarter, or dine at La
Terrace at Sofitel or Ly Club.
Meals: B.L.D

Meals: B.D

Day 7

Hanoi >
Siem Reap

Visit the atmospheric, jungle
covered Ta Prohm Temple,
before stopping at Angkor
Thom and the multi-faced
Bayon Temple. The remainder
of the afternoon is yours at
leisure for shopping.
Enrich
You'll be wowed by a mystical
themed gala dinner at
an Angkor temple, with
complimentary drinks and
a show featuring Apsara
dancers in front of candlelit
temple ruins.

Day 10

t

After a morning at leisure, fly
to Siem Reap for your threenight Special Stay at the Park
Hyatt Siem Reap.
Meals: B

Siem Reap >
Mekong Cruise
Discover rural Cambodia
on your drive to Kampong
Cham where the luxurious
Scenic Spirit awaits.
Meals: B.L.D

Guests on the 28 Day Mekong and
Yangtze Rivers Odyssey (Tour Code
DSCH) join today in Siem Reap.

Day 8

Siem Reap

ef

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum or admire the
skills on display at Artisans
D’Angkor. Alternatively, cruise
the Tonlé Sap (seasonal),
take a Tuk Tuk ride to all the
markets, or take a tethered
balloon ride above Angkor Wat
(weather dependent) before
visiting a Pouk Silk Farm.
Later, visit Angkor Wat.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the colourful
Cambodian Circus, Phare.
Meals: B.L

Day 9

Siem Reap

e

Enrich
Marvel at the sunrise
over Angkor Wat, before a
champagne breakfast with
food prepared by an NGO
supported local bakery school.

Day 11

Wat Hanchey >
Kampong Cham

Meals: B.L.D

f

Awake as you approach Wat
Hanchey, an ancient hilltop
pagoda and monastery, to
meet the resident novice
monks.
Freechoice: Learn the history
of the area with a visit to
Phnom Pros (Man Hill) and
then Wat Nokor. Alternatively,
explore the ecotourism village
of Cheung Kok or visit a rubber
plantation factory and betel
nut village.
Later, set sail to Kampong
Tralach.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 12

Angkor Ban >
Silk Island >
Phnom Penh

Enrich
Learn how to pray in a
Buddhist pagoda and partake
in a ceremony to receive a
blessing from a monk. Enjoy
a ceremony that contributes
towards the daily meal of the
resident nuns and monks.
Later, sail downstream to Koh
Dach, an island dedicated to
the art of silk weaving, before
continuing your cruise to
Phnom Penh.
Sundowners
Enjoy a cocktail reception
on the Sun Deck against the
backdrop of Phnom Penh’s
lights as the ship sails towards
the capital at sunset.
Enrich
Later this evening, revel in our
Phnom Penh by City Lights
tour, giving you an insight into
the nightlife of the capital,
before stopping at a distillery
for an exclusive tour and
tasting behind closed doors.

es

Upon arrival in Angkor Ban,
explore its historic rural
wooden houses, which
survived the Khmer Rouge,
and visit the local pagoda to
observe the lifestyle of the
resident monks.

Day 13

Phnom Penh

f

Freechoice: Journey to
the Killing Fields and
tour Tuol Sleng, or join a
hands on Khmer cooking
demonstration. Alternatively,
explore Phnom Penh’s colonial
buildings by Tuk Tuk and visit
the Central Market as well as
the city’s modern architecture.
This afternoon is yours to
enjoy at leisure.

Meals: B.L.D

Day 14

Phnom Penh >
Tan Chau
This morning, marvel at the
Royal Palace, featuring the
famous Silver Pagoda. This
afternoon, take advantage
of the facilities on board the
most luxurious ship on the
Mekong as you set sail for the
Cambodian and Vietnamese
border. Celebrate arriving with
your themed evening dinner.
Meals: B.L.D

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent
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Great Wall of China

Day 15

Tan Chau

Day 18

f

Ho Chi Minh City

Freechoice: Visit the farmers
on Evergreen Island and enjoy
a ride in a Xe Loi. Alternatively,
explore Chau Doc or visit Tra
Su Bird Sanctuary.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 16

Sa Dec > Cai Be

f

Travel to the Cu Chi Tunnels
and learn about the
underground labyrinth of
war-time passageways. After
lunch, visit the Reunification
Palace and War Museum.
Tonight, enjoy a farewell
Vietnam dinner.
Meals: B.L.D

Immerse yourself in the
historic town of Sa Dec and its
lively markets. Stop for tea at
the home of Mr Huynh Thuy
Le who inspired Marguerite
Duras’ novel L’Amant.
Freechoice: Board a sampan
to visit Cai Be before stopping
at local cottage industries
and a traditional house.
Alternatively, savour afternoon
tea at a French colonial house
or stay on board and learn how
to make cocktails.

Day 19

Day 17

Visit China’s most iconic
attraction, the Great Wall
at Mutianyu.
Freechoice: Look forward to
an unforgettable evening at
either the famed Peking
Opera or the spectacular
Kung Fu Show.

Meals: B.L.D

Mekong Cruise >
Ho Chi Minh City

f

Drive to Ho Chi Minh City
and enjoy an orientation tour
around the Intercontinental
Saigon, your hotel for the next
two nights.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour or enjoy a
meal in the surroundings of
an old French colonial house
or a restaurant specialising
in Saigon street food.
Alternatively, dine at your
hotel’s restaurants – Yu Chu,
Basilico or Market 39.
Meals: B.L.D

Ho Chi Minh City >
Beijing
Fly to Beijing via Hong Kong
for your next adventure. Settle
into the luxurious Pan Pacific
Beijing for a three-night stay.
Your wonderful journey starts
with a welcome feast of
Peking Duck.
Meals: B.D

Day 20

Beijing

Beijing

Day 25

Day 22

Day 26

Meals: B.L.D

Beijing > Yichang >
Yangtze River Cruise
Explore the beauty of the
Summer Palace and cruise
Kunming Lake before flying
to Yichang to join your cruise
ship, the Yangzi Explorer. Enjoy
dinner on board with included
wine and beer.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 23

Yangtze River Cruise

f

Meals: B.L

Day 21

Later, enjoy lunch with a local
family in a traditional home
before a rickshaw ride through
the ancient alleyways.
Freechoice Dining: Choose
between contemporary Asian
dining or modern Western
epicurean cuisine.

efW

Wander through Tiananmen
Square and enter the
Forbidden City.
Enrich
Visit a private section of the
Forbidden City, which is not
usually open to the general
public.

Visit the Three Gorges Dam
project site. Later, sail through
Xiling Gorge while sampling
afternoon tea delights.
Tonight, enjoy the Captain’s
reception.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 24

Yangtze River Cruise
Explore the dramatic gorges of
Shennong Stream by longboat
(sampan). Later, traverse Wu
Gorge, known for its sheer
rock walls, and Qutang Gorge,
the most dramatic of the
three gorges.
Meals: B.L.D

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Yangtze River Cruise
Take an excursion to Fuling
and 816 Underground project.
Tonight, enjoy the Taste of
China Gala Dinner and dress in
your finest Chinese outfit.
Meals: B.L.D

Chongqing > Xi’an
Disembark and visit
Chongqing Zoo where you’ll
get to see the rare and
treasured giant panda before
travelling by high speed train
to Xi’an. Later, check into
The Westin Xi’an for a
three-night stay.
Meals: B.L

Day 27

Xi’an

e

Enrich
Gaze at Emperor Qin Shi
Huang’s amazing Terracotta
Warriors in the company of a
museum curator, an amazing
opportunity to learn first-hand
about the restoration process.
Enjoy a stroll around the
Big Wild Goose Pagoda and
Thanksgiving Temple.
Enrich
Attend an after-hours viewing
of ancient artefacts at a local
museum. Enjoy a refreshing
drink and learn about the
Shaanxi Province from the
museum’s curator. Continue
your refreshments overlooking
the Big Wild Goose Pagoda.
Meals: B.L
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Red, Mekong and Yangtze
Rivers Odyssey
28/33 Day Itinerary Hanoi > Shanghai
Day 28

Day 30

Xi’an

Shanghai

Visit a local painter’s home in
nearby Hu Xi’an County and
learn about his art, before
lunch with his family.
In Xi’an, explore the ancient
City Wall on foot, by push bike
or electric buggy.
Tonight, enjoy the wonderful
Tang Dynasty Cultural Show
with dinner.

Stroll along the famous Bund
and witness Yu Gardens.
Explore the Pudong area,
discover modern China
and admire the view from
Shanghai Tower.
Tonight, enjoy the
Shanghai Acrobats.
Meals: B.L

Day 31

Meals: B.L.D

Day 29

Xi’an > Shanghai

Shanghai

t

This morning, explore the
Muslim Quarter at
the eastern end of the Silk
Road. Later, fly to Shanghai
and experience the Maglev
train before transferring to the
Fairmont Peace Hotel for a
three-night Special Stay.
Meals: B.L

All-inclusive highlights:

f

Freechoice: Wander through
the Shanghai Museum and
People’s Square. Explore the
French Concession Region
and Xintiandi entertainment
area. Alternatively, visit
Zhujiajiao.
Later, spend your free time
exploring Nanjing Road, before
enjoying your farewell dinner.
Meals: B.D

28 Day Itinerary Siem Reap > Shanghai

Fly from a choice of UK airports
5-Star Scenic Ship featuring Scenic Sun Lounges on the
Mekong river
9 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 35 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
2 Scenic Sundowners events
4 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options on board your Mekong cruise
77 meals – 30 breakfasts (B), 24 lunches (L) and 23 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Mekong cruise
Scenic Cruise Directors and Tour Directors with expert
local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
5 Day/4 night Yangtze cruise (inclusions see opposite page)
All tipping and gratuities

e

s

f

t

Day 32

Day 33

Shanghai

Arrive UK

Transfer to Shanghai airport
for your flight home.

Welcome home.

Meals: B

DSCH

Jewel Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

Mar 13, 27

£9,745

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£10,740

£11,040

£11,240

£12,740

Apr 27

£9,445

£9,840

£10,140

£10,340

£10,440

£10,740

£10,940

£12,440

Aug 28

£9,145

£9,540

£9,840

£10,040

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£12,140

Oct 9

£9,545

£9,940

£10,240

£10,440

£10,540

£10,840

£11,040

£12,540

Feb 26

£9,745

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£10,740

£11,040

£11,240

£12,740

Mar 12

£9,745

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£10,740

£11,040

£11,240

£12,740

Apr 23

£9,445

£9,840

£10,140

£10,340

£10,440

£10,740

£10,940

£12,440

Aug 27

£9,145

£9,540

£9,840

£10,040

£10,140

£10,440

£10,640

£12,140

Oct 8

£9,545

£9,940

£10,240

£10,440

£10,540

£10,840

£11,040

£12,540

Suite Categories
2020 Departures

2021 Departures

33 Day Itinerary Hanoi> Shanghai

DICH

Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Mar 22

£11,595

£11,990

£12,290

£12,490

£12,590

£12,890

£13,090

£14,590

Apr 19

£11,595

£11,990

£12,290

£12,490

£12,590

£12,890

£13,090

£14,590

Oct 4

£11,545

£11,940

£12,240

£12,440

£12,540

£12,840

£13,040

£14,540

2021 Departures
Feb 21

£11,895

£12,290

£12,590

£12,790

£12,890

£13,190

£13,390

£14,890

Mar 7

£11,495

£11,890

£12,190

£12,390

£12,490

£12,790

£12,990

£14,490

Oct 3

£11,495

£11,890

£12,190

£12,390

£12,490

£12,790

£12,990

£14,490

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent
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Yangtze River

Cruising
A

Yangtze River, China

The world’s third longest river, the Yangtze provides
you with the ideal platform to view the region’s rich
array of wonders.
Sail with our partner, Sanctuary Retreats, on the recently
refurbished boutique Yangzi Explorer through the Three Gorges,
a natural spectacle of sculpted cliffs and lushly forested banks.
Enjoy fascinating excursions, with visits to the Three Gorges
Dam, Shennong Stream and Fengdu Ghost Temple.
However, not all the fascination is to be found in the scenery. On
board, you’ll get the opportunity to discover many distinctive
local arts, from tai chi to Chinese cooking classes, and even
calligraphy, Mahjong and silk embroidery workshops. With your
choice of fine cuisine, and evenings of traditional music and
local dance, you’ll be able to immerse yourself in all that Chinese
culture has to offer.

Sanctuary Yangzi Explorer offers a range of facilities
and creature comforts:
Most spacious cabins on any ship cruising the
Yangtze River
All private balcony cabins with outdoor seating area
Only 124 guests, far less than other ships
A more intimate cruise with a 1:1 staff-to-guest ratio
24-hour access to the on board doctor
Complimentary Wi-Fi in the Explorer Bar
Unlimited complimentary house wine, local beer and
soft drinks with lunch and dinner
All-inclusive meals program
Nightly entertainment including Captain’s reception
and Taste of China Gala Dinner
Lectures about climate, culture and history on the
Yangtze River
Gym, library, theatre and beauty salon

Cabin Upgrades
Suite
Deluxe Cabin – Main Deck - 31m²
Deluxe Cabin - Xiling Deck - 31m²
Deluxe Cabin - Wu Deck - 31m²
Grand Deluxe Suite - Wu Deck - 39m²
Grand Deluxe Suite - Qutang Deck - 39m²

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

Twin share
Add from
£0
£45
£90
£585
£700
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Luxury Mekong
& Japan in Focus
27 Day Cruise & Tour

Siem Reap > Osaka NEW

Something old, something new
Delight in the fascinating mystical wonders of the Mekong as you explore its
centuries-old temples and partake in its ancient customs and traditions. Fall
in love with the varied hues of Japan – from quirky Tokyo to scenic Asuka.
After an immersive spiritual sojourn along the magical Mekong, experience a
vivid contrast of neon city lights and bustling streets, including the ‘busiest
intersection in the world’ in Tokyo. Marvel at the Japanese way of the sword
at a dinner performance of the Samurai Kembu show and treat yourself to a
lesson in swordsmanship afterwards. Immerse yourself in the life of a sumo
wrestler as you learn about the history of the sport and the life and training of
a wrestler during a private visit to a Sumo Museum.

Japan
Shinkansen
Bullet Train

Laos

Thailand

Siem
Reap

Hiroshima 2

Kyoto

4

Himeji
Castle

Miyajima Island

Five Lakes
(Mt Fuji area)

3

Osaka

Nara
Asuka

Tokyo
3

1
Hakone

Vietnam
Kampong Kdei
Kampong
Cham
Angkor Ban
Koh Dach
Mekong Ho Chi
Phnom Penh
7
Cambodia
1 Minh City
Tan Chau
My Tho
Sa Dec Cai Be

3

River cruise

Cruise start/finish 1 Overnight stay

Arashiyama, Kyoto, Japan

Land

Included flight

Scenic Enrich
Learn about the history, life and training routine of a
sumo wrestler during a private visit to a Sumo Museum
in Kehayaza, where Sumo originated. After the welcome
ceremony, see a demonstration of Jinko and the wrestlers
in action in the dohyo.

Miyajima Island, Japan

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk

Scenic°

The Scenic Difference:
Exclusive gala dinner at an Angkor temple
	Champagne breakfast at an Angkor temple
supporting a NGO bakery school
	Vespa Foodie night tour of Saigon as Scenic
Freechoice option
	Tethered balloon ride over Angkor Wat as Scenic
Freechoice option
	Night time Tuk Tuk tour with private after hours
distillery visit in Phnom Penh
Interactive Taiko Drum lesson in Tokyo
	Learn the way of the Samurai with a Kembu
lesson in Kyoto
	View a private sumo wrestler demonstration in a
real dohyo
	Partake in a traditional Tea Ceremony dressed in a
kimono in Kyoto
	Sample authentic local transport options
Angkor Thom, Cambodia

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917

	Hotels within walking distance to attractions
and shops
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Luxury Mekong & Japan in Focus
27 Day Itinerary Siem Reap > Osaka
Day 1

Day 5

Day 14

Depart UK

Siem Reap >
Mekong Cruise

Tokyo

Fly from a choice of UK
airports on selected airlines,
including Emirates and
Singapore Airlines.

Day 2

Siem Reap

t

Arrive at the Park Hyatt Siem
Reap, your stylish home for a
three night Special Stay.

Drive to Kampong Cham
where Scenic Spirit awaits.
Meals: B.L.D

Days 6-11

Luxury Mekong
River Cruise

Meals: D

Day 3

Siem Reap

Meals: B.L

fe

Freechoice: Discover Banteay
Srei and visit the Landmine
Museum or admire the
skills on display at Artisans
D’Angkor. Alternatively, cruise
the Tonlé Sap (seasonal), take
a Tuk Tuk ride to the markets,
or take a tethered balloon ride
above Angkor Wat (weather
dependent) before visiting
Pouk Silk Farm.
Later, visit the colossal
Angkor Wat.
Enrich
Take your Premium Reserved
seat at the colourful
Cambodian Circus, Phare.
Meals: B.L

Day 4

Siem Reap

e

Enrich
Marvel at sunrise over the
magnificent Angkor Wat before
moving to a special location
for a champagne breakfast
with food prepared by an NGO
supported local bakery school.
Visit the atmospheric, jungle
covered Ta Prohm Temple,
before stopping at Angkor
Thom and the multi-faced
Bayon Temple.
Enrich
You'll be wowed by a mystical
themed gala dinner at
an Angkor temple, with
complimentary drinks and
a show featuring Apsara
dancers in front of candlelit
temple ruins.
Meals: B.D

f

Visit the Asakusa district,
paying your respects at
Sensoji, the city’s oldest
Buddhist temple.
Freechoice: Visit the Imperial
Shinto Meiji Shrine, before
walking across the busiest
pedestrian crossing in the
world in Shibuya. Alternatively,
wander through picturesque
Shinjuku-Gyoen Gardens and
entertainment district.

Day 15

Tokyo
Refer to the full Mekong River
Cruise itinerary detailed on
days 6-11, pages 36 & 37.

Day 12

Mekong Cruise >
Ho Chi Minh City

f

Drive to Ho Chi Minh City and
visit the War Museum before
an orientation tour around
your hotel for the next two
nights, the Intercontinental
Saigon. Spend the remainder
of the afternoon at leisure.
Freechoice Dining: Enjoy a
Vespa foodie tour of Saigon
by night, or a meal in an old
French colonial house or
a restaurant specialising
in Saigon street food.
Alternatively, dine at your
hotel’s restaurants – Yu Chu,
Basilico or Market 39.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 13

Ho Chi Minh City >
Tokyo
Transfer to the airport and fly
to Tokyo, Japan. Check into
Capitol Tokyu or similar, your
home for the next three nights.
Meals: B.D

ef

Begin the day in the beautiful
Imperial Palace’s East
Gardens then dress up in your
chef clothes to make your
own sushi lunch with the help
of a local chef. Afterwards
wander through Harajuku, the
epicentre of Tokyo’s teenage
youth.
Enrich
Given by Taiko Masters,
partake in an interactive,
private group demonstration
and lesson in playing the Taiko
drums.
Freechoice Dining: Choose
from dining at a Ninja themed
restaurant or culturally
immerse yourself in the
traditional Japanese evening
Izakaya bar scene.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 16

Tokyo > Five Lakes >
Hakone

t

Enrich
Partake in a Japanese tea
ceremony while dressed in a
traditional Japanese kimono.
Settle into your four-night stay
at Kyoto Brighton Hotel
or similar.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 18

Kyoto

e

Explore the World Heritagelisted Tenryu-ji Temple. Then
visit the Kinkaku-ji or Golden
Pavilion and the Arashiyama
Bamboo Grove before enjoying
a traditional rickshaw ride.
Enrich
After a short stroll through the
Gion area, be entertained at
dinner with a Samurai Kembu
show. After the show you can
choose to learn the way of the
Samurai yourself in your own
lesson in swordsmanship.
Meals: B.D

Day 19

Kyoto

fe

Freechoice: Revel in the
atmosphere of the ancient
preservation districts or visit
the Silver Pavilion before
strolling along the famous
Philosopher’s Walk.
This afternoon, enjoy some
free time for shopping or
relaxation.
Enrich
Tonight’s dinner will allow you
to interact personally with a
Maiko who’ll host your meal
presentation.
Meals: B.D

Venture deep into the stunning
scenery of Kawaguchiko Area
to see kimonos at the Itchiku
Kubota Art Museum. Cruise on
Lake Ashinoko before taking
a cable car ride up to the
Owakudani geothermal area.
Enjoy a Special Stay at Hotel
de Yama overlooking Lake
Ashinoko.

Day 20

Day 17

Choose to stay tonight in a
traditional Ryokan. Includes
dinner and breakfast.

Meals: B.L.D

Hakone > Kyoto

e

Relax in your Green (Business)
Class seats on the Shinkansen
train to Kyoto.

Kyoto > Nara
Visit Fushimi Inari Shrine, then
continue to Nara, where you’ll
visit Todaiji Temple and see
deer in Nara Park. Later, stop
for some sake tasting at a
sake museum.

Ryokan Upgrade

Meals: B.L

To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent
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Fushimi Inari Shrine, Japan

Day 21

Kyoto > Hiroshima

e

Relax on the Shinkansen train
to Hiroshima and check into
the Sheraton Hiroshima hotel
for the next two nights.
Enrich
Experience an emotional visit
to the Peace Park and Museum
before visiting Orizuru Tower
to create your own origami
crane offering.
Meals: B.L

Day 22

Hiroshima >
Miyajima Island
Sail by ferry to Miyajima Island
to visit Daisho-in Temple
and the floating Torii Gate at
the Itsukushima Shrine. This
afternoon, tour the Mazda
car factory. Tonight, sample
Okonomiyaki, a delicious
Japanese-style pancake.
Meals: B.D

Day 23

Hiroshima > Osaka
En-route to Osaka on the
Shinkansen train, stop at

t

Himeji Castle. This evening,
admire the view of Osaka at
night from the Floating Garden
Observatory. Then, settle into
the Hilton Osaka Hotel for your
three-night Special Stay.

 ly from a choice of UK airports
F
5-Star Scenic ship with luxurious one-bedroom balcony suites
on your Mekong cruise
11 Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences
Your choice of 31 Scenic Freechoice activities and dining
1 Scenic Sundowners events
2 Memorable Scenic Special Stays
Up to four on board dining options, from casual to fine dining
62 meals – 24 breakfasts (B), 18 lunches (L) and 20 dinners (D)
Unlimited premium branded drinks^ throughout your
Mekong cruise
Butler service for all guests throughout your Mekong cruise
Scenic Cruise Director and Tour Director with expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout your cruise
All tipping and gratuities

e

Meals: B.L.D

Day 24

Osaka > Asuka

s

e

Drive to the cradle of Japanese
culture in Asuka. Wander
through the Inabuchi terraced
rice paddy fields, the ancient
Tobiishi stone bridge and visit
the Ishibutai tumulus.
Enrich
Learn about the history, life
and training routine of a sumo
wrestler during a private
visit to a Sumo Museum
in Kehayaza, where Sumo
originated. After the welcome
ceremony, see a demonstration
of Jinko and the wrestlers in
action in the dohyo.
Later, stop at the timeless
village of Tondabayashi to visit
a traditional Edo period house.
This evening, catch the Osaka
Metro to the entertainment
area of Dotonbori.

Day 25

Osaka

f

t

Day 26

f

Osaka

Freechoice: Walk through
Shinsaibashi-suji shopping
avenue, followed by Kuromon
Ichiba Market, known as
Osaka’s kitchen. Alternatively,
visit the Museum of History
and the rebuilt Osaka Castle.
This afternoon is yours
to enjoy at leisure, before
tonight’s farewell dinner.

Depart Osaka today with
treasured memories, transfer
to the airport for your flight
home with your chosen airline.
Meals: B

Day 27

Arrive UK
Welcome home.

Meals: B.D

Meals: B.L

27 Day Itinerary Siem Reap > Osaka

DIJP

Jewel Deck

Suite Categories

All-inclusive highlights:

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Deluxe
Suite

Grand Deluxe
Suite

Royal Panorama
Suite

CA

C

BA

BB

B

A

RD

RS

2020 Departures
Sep 11

£13,795

£14,190

£14,490

£14,690

£14,790

£15,090

£15,290

£16,790

Oct 23

£14,045

£14,440

£14,740

£14,940

£15,040

£15,340

£15,540

£17,040

Mar 12, 26

£15,045

£15,440

£15,740

£15,940

£16,040

£16,340

£16,540

£18,040

May 7

£13,895

£14,290

£14,590

£14,790

£14,890

£15,190

£15,390

£16,890

2021 Departures

For detailed deck & cabin plans see pages 122 & 123.

^ With the exception of a small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagne and spirits.
Please note: The Mekong River and Tonlé Sap Lake are subject to extreme variations in water levels throughout the year. Every effort is made to adhere to the brochure itinerary however changes including
early disembarkation may be necessary due to river conditions, on advice of local authorities or for safety reasons.
Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £1,250 per person. Flights are in Economy class, and airline availability dependent on date selected. Full payment is
required 120 days prior to departure. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 124 to 127.

To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 163 5917
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Discover more of Asia with Scenic

CHINA
With a history that dates back nearly 5,000 years,
China is a fascinating combination of the modern and
the ancient, boasting a stunning mix of man-made
wonders and dramatic natural landscapes.
From the Great Wall to the Forbidden City; the Nine
Villages Valley to Lhasa, this is a land where cultures,
timelines and possibilities converge in one wonderful,
memorable panorama.

SILK ROAD & TIBET
DISCOVERY
29 Day Tour & Cruise
Beijing > Chengdu
Travel along the legendary Silk Road
and discover the Gobi Desert and
the western edge of the Great Wall.
Cruise the mighty Yangtze River and
then ascend to the ‘Rooftop of the
World’ via the Yunnan Province and
spend four mystical nights in Tibet.

Great Wall of China
Dunhuang

3

2

1 Zhangye
Jiayuguan 1

3
Yangtze
River
Cruise

Chengdu

Tibet

2

4
Lhasa

Beijing

Xi’an

China

Zhujiajiao

3
Shanghai

4

Chongqing Yichang

3
Lijiang

AMAZING CHINA
28 Day Tour & Cruise
Beijing > Shanghai
Discover a side of China few know
exists. Explore World Heritage-listed
marvels such as the karst forest of
Zhangjiajie and the otherworldly
beauty of the Nine Village Valley
which have inspired poets, painters
and blockbuster movies like Avatar.
You’ll be amazed at China’s natural
and man-made wonders.

Great Wall of China

Beijing

4

China
Xi’an

Jiuzhaigou
(Nine Villages Valley)

2
Chengdu 3

2
Yangtze
River
Cruise

Shanghai

Zhujiajiao
Yichang

3

4
2 Zhangjiajie

Chongqing
Guilin 1
Li River
Cruise

2

2 Guangzhou

Yangshuo

Please refer to the relevant brochure or scenic.co.uk for full itineraries, departure dates and pricing.
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JAPAN
Comprising over 3,000
islands steeped in history,
Japan is at the same time
a glittering industrial
wonderland.
Immerse yourself in its
many contrasts, from the
bright lights of its cities
to the gentler hues of its
serene rural sanctuaries.
Here, time is still allocated
for ancient disciplines, and
a place reserved for timehonoured rituals, even in
the rush of daily
modern life.

JAPAN IN FOCUS
16 Day Tour
Tokyo > Osaka
Japan

Either undertaken as a standalone tour
or as a combination with another country,
this compact itinerary covers the mustsee sights and attractions. Learn the way
of the Samurai, watch sumo wrestlers
practice, get dressed in Kimonos for a
tea ceremony and learn to play the Taiko
drums. For dinner, meet the locals at an
Izakaya or dine with ninjas. This tour has
something for everyone.

Shinkansen
Bullet Train

Hiroshima 2

Kyoto

4

Himeji
Castle

3

Osaka

Miyajima Island

Five Lakes
(Mt Fuji area)

Tokyo
3

1

Nara
Asuka

Hakone

THE ALLURE OF JAPAN
20 Day Tour
Fukuoka > Tokyo
A more in-depth tour of Japan with
all the same inclusions but with the
extra time allowing visits to the smaller
picturesque cities of Kanazawa,
Takayama and Matsumoto. On selected
departures you can also see the famous
snow monkeys in Nagano. If you want
to immerse yourself in Japan's natural
beauty, culture and history then the
Allure of Japan is calling.

Kanazawa

Shinkansen
Bullet Train

Himeji
Castle

Hiroshima 2

1

Kyoto

Osaka

3

2

Japan

2 Shirakawa-go
Matsumoto
2
Takayama 1
3

Five Lakes
(Mt Fuji area) 1 Tokyo
Hakone

Nara
Asuka

Miyajima Island

Fukuoka

Please refer to the relevant brochure or scenic.co.uk for full itineraries, departure dates and pricing.
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Discover more of Asia with Scenic

INDIA
India’s landscape is as diverse
as the many people and
cultures that make up this
intriguing country. In the north,
explore palaces once occupied
by Maharajahs, see the holy
Ganges River, Bengal tigers and
some of the most delicious food
on Earth, while the spiritual
soul of the sub-continent can
be found among Southern
India’s thousands of temples
and festivals.
From the bright lights of
Bollywood and remote desert
forts, to the lush Kerala
Backwaters and the great
temple town of Madurai, a
journey to India will capture
your heart.

SOUTH INDIA ODYSSEY
28 Day Tour
Bangalore > Chennai
Lush, exotic and intriguing, South
India is a unexpected wonder.
On this in-depth journey you’ll
discover how the French, British
and Portuguese influences blend
with the myriad of local customs
and traditions to create a wondrous
destination in its own right.

Bangalore
(Bengaluru)

Mangalore

2

2

Chennai 2

2

Karnataka

Mamallapuram
2 Mysore (Mysuru)

Bylekuppe

Bekal Coorg
Kabini 2

2

Tamil Nadu

Trichy
(Tiruchirappalli)

Kerala

Kochi 3

Tanjore
(Thanjavur)

1

Madurai

Chettinad

2 (Karaikudi)

2

2

Kumarakom

Puducherry

1 Periyar National Park

Lorem ipsum

JEWELS OF INDIA
19 Day Tour
Delhi > Delhi/Mumbai
From the back streets of Delhi
and the majestic Lake Palace in
Udaipur, to the holiest cities and
the desert of Rajasthan, you’ll
discover North India’s spiritual
origins and cultural charms on this
compact journey encompassing
the must-see famous forts,
palaces and cities.

Delhi
Rajasthan

Jaipur
3

Jodhpur
23

1

Pushkar
Ranakpur

23

Udaipur

3

Uttar Pradesh

3

Agra
Jhansi
Orchha

23

3

Varanasi

Khajuraho
Madhya Pradesh

Mumbai

Please refer to the relevant brochure or scenic.co.uk for full itineraries, departure dates and pricing.
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SOUTH KOREA
The less explored East Asian destination of South Korea
harbours incredible hidden jewels waiting to be discovered.
Despite a difficult past, today South Korea is one of the fastest
growing economies in Asia. Beyond its lively high-tech cities,
the country is teeming with natural and man made wonders,
including volcanic craters, lava caves, picturesque waterfalls,
ancient fortresses, and even dinosaur fossils.
With autumn turning its tree-lined boulevards into canary
yellow dampung-gil (paths of autumn foliage), and spring
enveloping the country in pink cherry blossoms, it is almost
impossible to take a bad travel photograph in South Korea.

THE SOUL OF
SOUTH KOREA

North Korea

12 Day Tour
Seoul > Incheon
Welcome to the Korean peninsula. On this
compact tour of South Korea, learn about
its people, cuisine, ancient history and
culture and appreciate the modernisation
strides this Asian tiger economy has
undertaken. From Seoul to the DMZ, from
the ancient villages around Gyeongju to
modern Busan and the high-speed trains
in between, come and explore this lesser
known Asian treasure.

DMZ

3

1

Seoul

Incheon

Yellow
Sea

South
Korea

Gyeongju

1

2

Jeonju

2 Busan

Please refer to the relevant brochure or scenic.co.uk for full itineraries, departure dates and pricing.
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Sapa, Vietnam
N 22° 20 E 103° 50’

WONDROUS
EXPERIENCES
Extend your stay and broaden
your experience in the more remote
destinations of Vietnam.
— Be rewarded with unique encounters
off the beaten track.
The natural, historical and cultural
experiences on offer range from visiting
former French hill stations and meeting
minority tribes, to gaining insights into
military history.
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Sapa
5 Day Tour

Hanoi > Sapa > Hanoi

A

Sapa

B Muong Hoa Valley

A

Lao Cai

2
1

Sapa

Vietnam

Day 1

Day 4

Hanoi

Sapa

Xin Chao and welcome to
Vietnam. On arrival you will
be met and transferred to the
Pan Pacific Hanoi Hotel.

After breakfast, visit Muong
Hoa Valley, pass through the
Black Hmong minority village
of Lao Chai and discover the
secrets of textile production
with a visit to a Hmong family.
After lunch, drive out of Sapa
for a comfortable walk from
the village of Suoi to Ma Tra
offering breathtaking views
of the beautiful valley with its
terraced rice paddies. Transfer
back to Sapa.

Day 2

Hanoi > Ninh Binh >
Lao Cai
After checking out of your
hotel, begin your full day
tour to Ninh Binh visiting the
ancient former capital city,
Hao Lu with its enchanting
tombs and ruins, and Trang
An, an area often referred
to as the ‘dry Halong Bay’
thanks to its stunning geologic
landscape. Return to Hanoi
for dinner before transferring
to Hanoi train station to board
your overnight two berth
deluxe sleeper train to Lao Cai.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 3

Lao Cai > Sapa

t

Meals: B

1

Ninh Binh

Rail

Land Content 1

Overnight

B

Meals: B.L

Day 5

Sapa > Hanoi
Drive back to Hanoi and check
into the luxurious Sofitel
Metropole Hotel and relax
before gathering to meet your
Tour Director and fellow travel
companions for your tour
welcome and briefing.
Meals: B

Upon arrival early morning
at Lao Cai station, you will be
transferred to Sapa.
Enjoy breakfast at Silk Path
Grand Hotel, your Special Stay
for the next two nights. Visit
the colourful Cat Cat village
and get to know the Blue and
Black Hmong people. This
afternoon is at your leisure to
explore Sapa town.

Hanoi

This itinerary can be operated
before your Scenic cruise and
tour as a 5 day extension.
Independent extension, not
escorted by a Scenic Tour
Director. Guests must be
capable of walking moderate
distances over walking tracks
to undertake this extension.

Sapa and Ninh Binh
Sapa is a charming mountain town and home to a number of
local minority tribes. Marvel at the stunning vistas of this former
hill station; dramatic landscapes, picturesque villages and rice
terraces. Interact with the friendly hill tribe locals, many who
still practice their traditions and customs.
Ninh Binh has many fascinating sites to explore, from the
ancient former capital city, Hao Lu, with its enchanting tombs
and ruins to Trang An, an area often referred to as the ‘dry Halong
Bay’ and its stunning geological landscape.

Departure Dates
2020/2021#

5 Day Pre Tour Departures

Pan Pacific Hanoi / Silk Path Grand Hotel

Twin share

Single

£780

£1,560

Inclusions: 3 nights hotel accommodation (2 nights post tour), 1 night on board a soft
sleeper train in a 2-berth compartment from Hanoi to Lao Cai, transfers and all touring will
be conducted by local expert guides for Scenic guests including entrance fees and meals as
listed. The extension is NOT escorted by a Scenic Tour Director but will operate either as an
independent extension or as a small group of Scenic guests with local guide depending on
numbers. Daily treks are subject to weather and safety conditions prevalent at the time of the
tour. A good level of fitness is required to undertake the daily treks to the villages. Prices are
based on low season, per person.
# Shoulder and high season, Christmas and New Year’s Eve dinner surcharges apply.

Scenic°

Ninh Binh, Vietnam
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Veteran’s Legacy
2/3 Day Tour

Ho Chi Minh City > Vung Tau > Ho Chi Minh City

A Vung Tau

B Vung Tau

A

C Long Tan Cross

Vietnam

Ho Chi Minh City
1
Nui Dat

1 Vung Tau
Day 1

Day 3

Ho Chi Minh City

Vung Tau > Nui Dat >
Ho Chi Minh City

Welcome to Vietnam. On
arrival you will be met
and transferred to the
Intercontinental Saigon. The
rest of the day is at leisure.

Day 2

Ho Chi Minh City >
Vung Tau
Depart your hotel for a three
hour drive to Vung Tau. After
enjoying a Vietnamese lunch
at a local restaurant, visit the
Jesus Christ Statue built on
Small Mount. You have the
option of walking up the 847
stairs to view the 32 metre tall
statue up close. Next discover
Vung Tau’s nicest colonial era
mansion, Bach Dinh, built
as a retreat for the French
Governor of Indochina at the
beginning of the 20th century.
Complete your orientation
around Vung Tau at Back
Beach before checking into
the Imperial Hotel for the
night.
Meals: B.L.D

C

Drive through Ba Ria to visit
the site of the old Australian
military Task Force base from
the Vietnam (American) War.
Visit Horseshoe and the Long
Phuoc Tunnels, Nui Dat (SAS
Hill) and Luscombe Field air
strip. Your last stop is the
Long Tan Cross site where you
will have an opportunity to
pay your respects and maybe
take a moment to reflect on
the Battle of Long Tan which
took place in a nearby rubber
plantation. After lunch return
to Ho Chi Minh City and check
into the Intercontinental
Saigon. Relax before meeting
your Tour Director and fellow
travel companions during your
welcome and briefing.
Meals: B

This itinerary can be added
after your Scenic cruise and
tour by removing the first night
in Ho Chi Minh City (Day 1) and
becoming a 2 day itinerary with
your transfer on Day 2 finishing
at Ho Chi Minh City airport.

Land Content 1

Overnight

B

Vung Tau
Located 125 kilometres east of Ho Chi Minh City in Bà Ria-Vung
Tàu Province, the beach resort town of Vung Tau was formally
known as Cap Saint-Jacques under French occupation. It is also
located close to Ba Ria, and together both towns have played a
role in Australia’s war history.

Departure Dates
2020/2021#

3 Day Pre Tour Departures

Intercontinental Saigon / Imperial Hotel
20120/2021#
Imperial Hotel

2 Day Post Tour Departures

Twin share

Single

£395

£795

Twin share

Single

£305

£605

Inclusions: 2 nights hotel accommodation, private transfers and all touring will be conducted
independently by local expert guides including entrance fees and meals as listed.
The extension is NOT escorted by a Scenic Tour Director. Prices are based on low season,
per person.
# Shoulder and high season, Christmas and New Year’s Eve dinner surcharges apply.
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Da Nang Beach Stay
4 Day Tour

Da Nang > Da Nang

A

InterContinental Da Nang Sun Peninsula Resort

A

InterContinental Da Nang
Sun Peninsula Resort
Enter a world of poetic experience and nature-clad
romance in a place that cloaks you with luxury.
The resort is nestled on the rainforest slopes of the
famous Son Tra peninsula, with panoramic views
and enchanting journeys into the cultural riches of
this fascinating region, truly paradise found.

Hue

Da Nang

Vietnam

The mastery of traditional Vietnam design meets modern
architectural flair in this distinctive retreat within the dense
rainforest of mythical Monkey Mountain. Famed architect Bill
Bensley has woven his magic throughout every space, crafting
a resort that inhabits four levels – Heaven, Sky, Earth, and
Sea – linked by a funicular train climbing its way through the
forest slopes.

Day 1

Arrive Da Nang
You will be met at the airport
by your InterContinental
Resort representative and
transferred to the resort.
Settle into your luxury room
characterised by Vietnamese
inspired decor and unwind
with the harmonic blend of
traditional authenticity and
modern luxury.

Days 2-3

InterContinental
Da Nang Sun
Peninsula Resort
After enjoying your included
daily International Buffet
Breakfast at the Citron
Restaurant, spend the day
relaxing and utilising the

3
Hoi An

resort’s facilities. Included in
your stay as a Scenic bonus
is a lunch or dinner for two at
either the Citron or Barefoot
Restaurants.

1

Overnight

Day 4

Depart Da Nang
After a luxurious three night
stay in this relaxing paradise,
make your own way to the
airport rejuvenated for your
next destination and with
wonderful memories.

Departure Dates
Room Category

Twin share

1 July 2020 – 20 December 2020

Resort Classic Room
(King/Twin)

£715

6 January 2021 – 30 May 2021

Resort Classic Room
(King/Twin)

£745

1 July 2020 – 20 December 2020

Club Room (King/Twin)

£1,055

6 January 2021 – 30 May 2021

Club Room (King/Twin)

£1,085

Inclusions: 3 nights accommodation in selected room category with listed Scenic bonus, daily
breakfast and arrival transfers. Any required domestic flights are not included. Prices are based
on dates shown, per person. Blackout dates and surcharges apply.
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Scenic Stopovers

Singapore
A cosmopolitan mix of contrasts, Singapore is home to people of Chinese, Malay and
Indian descent, offering visitors unique sightseeing and culinary opportunities. Easily
accessible by Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) or taxi, the shopping district of Orchard
Road offers high fashion, high-tech gadgets, souvenirs, and numerous dining options.
Take an evening cruise on the Singapore River, or stroll along its banks to Clarke and
Boat Quays, head to the Esplanade for stage plays, artistic performances and concerts.
Experience a unique fish pedicure at Sentosa Island’s Underwater World, or take a
Night Safari at Singapore Zoo, one of the best zoos in the world.

The Outpost Singapore

Parkroyal on Pickering

Located on the stunning Island of Sentosa, The Outpost is a
5-star property offering luxurious rooms, suites, amenities and
facilities, including stunning rooftop swimming pools, bars and
restaurants. Spend a few nights within the comforts of this
elegant estate and enjoy easy access to mainland Singapore,
including a 10 minute drive to Marina Bay Sands.

Parkroyal on Pickering’s location close to Raffles Place,
bustling Chinatown and the waterfront entertainment along
the Singapore River allows you to explore the city’s hidden
treasures. Warm earth-toned guest rooms provide a sanctuary
away from home. Relax and unwind at St. Gregory Spa, or watch
chefs in action at one of three open kitchens at Lime restaurant.

Call for prices.

Call for prices.

Fairmont Singapore

Swissôtel The Stamford

The Fairmont Singapore hotel is ideally situated at the
crossroads of Singapore’s cultural, entertainment and shopping
districts. Enjoy this captivating city by staying in unrivalled
elegance and luxury. Indulge in gastronomic delights at one of
the 15 restaurants and bars, sip artisan cocktails by the pool or
pamper yourself at Willow Stream Spa.

Set in the heart of Singapore, with the MRT at its doorstep,
Swissôtel The Stamford provides an ideal base to explore. One
of the tallest hotels in South East Asia, offering contemporary
guestrooms with cutting-edge technology, ergonomic seats and
spacious desks. Luxuriate at the spa, try the fitness facilities, or
dine on innovative cuisine at one of 15 restaurants and bars.

Call for prices.

Call for prices.

Stopovers
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Scenic Stopovers

Bangkok

Immerse yourself into the kaleidoscopic world of Bangkok and indulge all your
five senses. From delighting in the flavourful delicacies of its busy street markets to
moments of quiet reflection inside its serene monasteries, the city is a melting pot of
new experiences. Visit its bustling night markets to try authentic pad thai or to take
home a locally made souvenir. Visit the ‘Temple of the Reclining Buddha’, Wat Pho, or
take a day trip to the floating market of Amphawa. Wherever you choose to go, the
BTS (Skytrain), MRT (underground metro), and the colourful taxis, Tuk Tuks and
songthaews will hold you in good stead to discover on your own.

Banyan Tree Bangkok

Siam Kempinski Bangkok

Located on South Sathorn Road, the Banyan Tree Hotel is a
prime example of the marriage of luxury and comfort. This
5-star all-suite hotel offers a wide range of facilities including
a rooftop swimming pool, two brilliantly appointed rooftop bars
with stunning views of the Bangkok skyline, world-class dining
experiences and an award-winning spa.

Experience the ultimate in luxury and location at Siam Kempinski
Hotel, Bangkok. Apart from being a stone’s throw away from Siam
Paragon shopping centre, guests can enjoy a variety of dining
experiences including European style restaurant, poolside dining
and the best Thai cuisine. Indulge yourself at Kempinski The Spa
or catch up on your health and wellness at the Fitness Centre.

Call for prices.

Call for prices.

Sofitel Sukhumvit Bangkok

The Westin Grande Sukhumvit Bangkok

A wonderful amalgamation of French sophistication and Thai
culture, the Sofitel Sukhumvit Hotel is strategically located on one
of Bangkok’s key streets. Along with luxurious suites, the hotel
also boasts personalised spa treatments, Bangkok’s first Belgianthemed brasserie, and an award winning wine cellar. The hotel is
conveniently located close to the BTS SkyTrain stations as well as
some of the best shopping areas and tourist attractions.

Located in the cultural heart of Bangkok, The Westin Grande
Sukhumvit Hotel offers an exceptional location with easy
access to the bustling shopping centres of Bangkok. Boasting
brilliant on-site facilities, a rooftop swimming pool, and
tastefully appointed rooms, The Westin Grande Sukhumvit
Hotel offers a lifestyle of urban comfort and convenience.

Call for prices.

Call for prices.

CRUISE
& TOUR
INFORMATION
On the following pages you’ll find
further information about your
Scenic experience, including:
— all the particulars about our
Scenic Club, details on hotels,
a comprehensive list of Scenic
Freechoice activities and dining, as
well as detailed deck plans of our
luxury ships.
If you wish to know anything else,
feel free to contact us on
0808 163 5917 or via scenic.co.uk/
contact and we’ll be happy to help.
We’re confident that you won’t
want for anything, but rest assured,
if you do, your Scenic crew will be
on hand to assist, day or night.
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Scenic Club

Greater Rewards
At Scenic, a little loyalty goes a long way, and a lot goes even further.
With our portfolio of land touring, river cruising and ocean cruising product we realise that while guests’ journeys
may be similar, they should be rewarded differently. So the more you travel with us, the greater the rewards.
Membership is free. Guests will receive a minimum of 100 Scenic Status Points for each paid tour day on any
Scenic journey. And when travelling on a Scenic river cruise or an ocean cruise onboard Scenic Eclipse, The
Worlds First Discovery Yachts™, guests will be rewarded by earning additional points according to the deck
travelled and suite category booked.

Qualify after your first
paid trip.

Qualify after earning
5,000 Points.

Qualify after earning
10,000 Points.

Qualify after earning
25,000 Points.

Scenic°
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Welcome Home voucher* to
redeem on your next cruise
or tour
Refer a Friend voucher,
entitling any new guest referral
to a discount. The referring
guest will earn a £100 Referral
Credit when this voucher is
redeemed and deposited*
Choice of a Scenic Club
merchandise or luggage
received prior to
every trip^≈

£100 £100 £100 £150

£100 £100 £100 £100

Scenic Club Member Only
mailings
Private door-to-door chauffeur
transfers before and after
travel (location and distance
restrictions apply)

er

al

d

d
Em

on
am

um

Extended distance allowance
for the private door-to-door
chauffeur transfers

Upgraded hotel categories for
pre or post accommodation
when available*

The very latest updates and
information via Scenic e-news

Di

Choice of either a premium
Scenic Club trolley case or
a £75 gift card prior to each
departure^≈

Member only offers on selected
itineraries

Scenic Club Wonder magazine

at
in

Access to exclusive member
only offers and itineraries

Exclusive Scenic Club
Diamond offers

Member only competitions
and events

Pl

Complimentary pre or postnight hotel stay for trips of 20
days or more+

Dedicated members only help
desk, for a quick response to
any queries, issues or
requests

Priority on pre-release tours
and cruises

ld

Benefit

Go

er

al

d

d
on

Em

am
Di

at
in
Pl

Go

Benefit

ld

um

Benefits by tier

Exclusive Emerald travel wallet

Exclusive Scenic Club
Emerald events
Benefit - River Cruising
Additional benefits are
available for Emerald
members* (see website)
Benefit - Scenic Eclipse
Additional benefits are
available for Diamond and
Emerald members*
(see website)

* Conditions apply. For the most up-to-date details of member benefits and terms and conditions, please visit the Scenic website. All benefits of the loyalty program
are subject to availability and may be subject to change. We reserve the right to modify, replace or remove any aspect of the program without notice. ≈Available on
trips of 7 days or more only. ^ Select via Tour Personaliser eight weeks prior to departure tp.scenicglobal.com + The 20 days required to qualify for this benefit can
be made up of the total paid days for travel, so can include paid add-on days, such as stopovers, tour extensions and/or back-to-back tours. Hotels available for this
benefit are subject to change.

For more information visit scenic.co.uk/scenicclub
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Accommodation

Special Stays

A
B
C
D

Sofitel Legend Metropole, Hanoi, Vietnam
Hotel de Yama, Hakone, Japan
Park Hyatt Siem Reap, Cambodia
Sanctum Inle Resort, Inle Lake, Myanmar

With our range of Scenic Special Stays you will experience luxury hotels that
are simply unlike any others – iconic properties remarkable for their location,
character and heritage. Look for the Special Stays symbol on your itinerary
indicating the locations of these outstanding properties.
A

Location

Description

Shanghai,
China

Fairmont Peace Hotel
Blending old fashioned glamour
and modern amenities, this
Art Deco hotel on the famous
Bund promenade and Nanjing
shopping precinct offers
impeccable service and a
luxurious stay catering to
every indulgence.

Hakone,
Japan

Osaka,
Japan

Hotel de Yama
Offering views of Lake Ashi from
all guest rooms, this classical
resort style hotel features
beautiful gardens throughout
the four seasons and a
traditional in-house hotspring
public bath.
Hilton Osaka
Situated in the heart of the
business district, connected to
a large shopping mall, the Hilton
Osaka offers modern amenities,
large windows and beautiful
views over the city from your
Executive Room.

Location

Description

Siem Reap,
Cambodia

Park Hyatt Siem Reap
Located in the heart of Siem
Reap, elegantly appointed with
contemporary amenities and
Khmer inspired art, the hotel
offers a resort-style feel behind
a residential façade.

Hanoi,
Vietnam

Sofitel Legend Metropole
Experience colonial grandeur and
timeless elegance in the heart of
Hanoi’s French Quarter. Behind a
classical white façade await luxury
hotel rooms, blending modern and
classic décor.

Halong
Bay,
Vietnam

Au Co Cruise
Spend three days cruising around
Halong Bay on board the luxurious Au
Co. Enjoy an exclusive wine tasting on
board and morning tai chi lessons.

Sapa,
Vietnam

Silk Path Grand Resort & Spa Sapa
Combining modern amenities and
old world elegance, this luxurious
hotel is set in a secluded location,
nestled on its own picturesque hill,
offering panoramic views of the
Hoang Lien Son Mountain Range.

Luang
Prabang,
Laos

Luang Say Residence
Located just minutes from Luang
Prabang’s old town, Luang Say
Residence is a splendid blend of
colonial Indochinese and 19th
century French architecture, set
amongst tranquil tropical gardens.

Inle Lake,
Myanmar

Sanctum Inle Resort
Decorated in a minimalist design,
with all the modern comforts, a pool
overlooking Inle Lake and home to
the Sanctuary Spa, the hotel offers
an ideal space to relax, unwind and
contemplate your travels.

Yangon,
Myanmar

Pan Pacific Yangon
Unwind in luxurious surrounds and
facilities while enjoying stunning
views of Shwedagon Pagoda.
With floor-to-ceiling windows
and premium amenities, a luxurious
stay awaits in your Club Room.

B

C

D
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Special Stays

Accommodation

The Finest Hotels

A
B
C
D
E
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Mandalay Hill Resort, Mandalay, Myanmar
Melia Yangon, Yangon, Myanmar
Mandalay Hill Resort, Mandalay, Myanmar
Intercontinental Saigon, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
The Westin Xi’an, Xi’an, China

Scenic accommodation is all about luxury. We stay in the finest hotels in each of
the locations we visit. Your hotel will always be central, often historic and without
exception, luxurious so you can rest easy, wherever you are on your Scenic journey.
A

B

C

D

E

Location

Description

Location

Description

Champasak,
Vietnam

The River Resort
An eco-friendly resort located on 400 meters of naturally
landscaped Mekong River frontage in the south of Laos,
close to the renowned Wat Phou UNESCO World
Heritage site.

Mandalay,
Myanmar

Mandalay Hill Resort
At the foot of Mandalay Hill, facing the Royal Palace, this
property reflects the elegance of its surroundings. The hotel
features traditional fabrics, exquisite antiques and lush teak
furniture.

Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam

Intercontinental Saigon
This 5-star luxury Ho Chi Minh City hotel is located in the city
centre, less than one minute walk from famous landmarks
such as Notre Dame Cathedral and the Saigon Post Office.

Yangon,
Myanmar

Melia Yangon
Located opposite Inya Lake, the Melia Yangon is a
contemporary hotel with a cutting edge feel.

Hoi An,
Vietnam

Almanity Hoi An Wellness Resort
Located only a short walk from the renowned ancient town of
Hoi An, Almanity Hoi An Wellness Resort reflects the essence
of cultural heritage in its architecture and philosophy while
adding a modern twist.

Xi’an,
China

The Westin Xian
Situated in the heart of Qu Jiang New District, only a short
stroll from the Big Wild Goose Pagoda.

Beijing,
China

Pan Pacific Beijing
Located minutes from the Forbidden City, this modern hotel
reflects its iconic surrounds.

Kyoto,
Japan

Kyoto Brighton Hotel
Enjoy the contemporary style of Kyoto Brighton Hotel, a stroll
away from Kyoto Imperial Palace.

Hiroshima,
Japan

Sheraton Hiroshima
During your stay enjoy the energy of Hiroshima, along with its
historic sites and architecture.

Tokyo,
Japan

Capitol Tokyu
Designed by Kengo Kuma, the hotel boasts 3 restaurants, a
14th-floor indoor pool and spacious rooms.

Hue, Vietnam

Azerai La Residence
An enchanting luxury hotel situated on the fabled Perfume
River, facing the Citadel – once home to emperors and now a
UNESCO World Heritage site.

Hue, Vietnam

Pilgrimage Village
Ideally located in the quiet countryside, in a rustic village
setting surrounded by lush tranquil gardens, yet near to
famous historical landmarks and the city of Hue.

Scenic°
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Scenic

Freechoice

A Tra Su Bird Sanctuary, Tan Chau, Vietnam
B Thatbyinnyu temple, Old Bagan, Myanmar
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Whether your interests lie in
getting to see nature in all its
wonder, discovering unique
wildlife, tasting the local fare,
learning of the region’s multifaceted history, or going
on an outdoor adventure,
there are Scenic Freechoice
activities to suit you.

B

Setting the pace

Each guest is different, so we appreciate
that different people may want different
levels of pace during your trip. Perhaps
plan to follow a busy day with one at a
more relaxed tempo or know you can truly
unwind throughout.
We’ve divided our extensive list of
Scenic Freechoice activities into active,
moderate and relaxed pace so you
can choose those which best suit your
requirements and interests.
Active – For those keen to explore
further afield, for a longer or more
demanding journey.
Moderate – A comfortable walking
pace at which you can easily discover a
beautiful city on a walking tour.
Relaxed – A slower pace to take
in the temples or enjoy an authentic
cooking class.

mical ° Intel
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Whether you prefer a relaxed pace or you want to fit in
as much as possible, Scenic Freechoice offers a diverse
range of sightseeing activities for you to choose from.
And of course, they’re all included.
Scenic Spirit activity

Relax during your special Freechoice activity on
board Scenic Spirit.

Artisans D’Angkor Handicrafts

Providing skills and training for disadvantaged
rural people, Artisans D’Angkor showcases
Cambodia’s handicrafts, including lacquerware,
silk fabrics and fine sculptures.

Tonle Sap Lake Cruise

Cruise on the UNESCO biosphere reserve Tonle
Sap Lake and discover the way of life of a floating
village. (Green season only).

Tethered Balloon and Silk Farm

Take a tethered balloon ride for aerial views over
Angkor Wat (weather dependent) then visit Pouk
Silk Farm and a Cambodian handicraft factory.

Temple of Literature, Hanoi

VIETNAM
Hanoi
History Museum and Hoa Lo Prison

Discover the stories of the Vietnamese history in
Hanoi – a city that wears its history on its streets.

Vietnamese Cooking Class

Visit local markets before learning the art of
cooking Vietnamese cuisine.

Hanoi Highlights

Explore city highlights such as Ho Chi Minh’s Quarter
and Mausoleum, Presidential Palace, and Hanoi’s
first university, the Temple of Literature.

Market Shopping Tour
Xe loi ride, Tan Chau

Tan Chau

Take a Tuk Tuk ride to Siem Reap’s colourful
markets, offering everything from fresh produce, to
handicrafts and mementos from your stay.

River Life (Chau Doc)

Cruise down canals to discover Indian and Islamic
style architecture, family operated fish farms and the
Chau Doc waterfront.

Bird Sanctuary (Chau Doc)

Explore Tra Su Bird Sanctuary, home to a rich
array of wildlife and birds.

Evergreen Island (Tan Chau)

Walk through farms and meet the locals on Evergreen
Island, then ride on a xe loi to a local silk factory.

Local Folklore

Kampong Cham
Local Folklore

Learn about the history and folklore of the area
with a visit to Phnom Pros (Man Hill) and Wat
Nokor, an 11th century temple with a modern
pagoda built within.

Eco Village

Temple Ruins of My Son

Hoi An
Temple Ruins of My Son

Tour the World Heritage listed site of My Son, a
set of ruins from the ancient Cham Empire.

Red Bridge Cooking Class

Visit a local market, then cruise along the Thu
Bon River to your cooking school.

Farm Cycle

Cycle along shady lanes to a nearby village and
join the farmers in their vegetable gardens.

Colonial Phnom Penh by Tuk Tuk

CAMBODIA
Phnom Penh
Killing Fields

Wander through the eco-tourism village of
Cheung Kok and see how the villagers are helped
by a French NGO to develop a community based
eco-tourism project.

Local Industries

Visit a rubber plantation and factory and stop at a
betel nut village outside of Kampong Cham.

Visit the Killing Fields and tour the school used
as a prison by the Khmer Rouge.

Markets and colonial Phnom Penh

By Tuk Tuk explore Phnom Penh’s colonial
buildings as well as its modern architecture and
shop at the central market.

Cooking Class

Take a guided tour of the local market before
joining a hands on cooking class.

Coffee plantation, Boloven Plateau

LAOS
Champasak
Coffee Plantation

Local Industries in Cai Be

Visit a coffee plantation on the Boloven Plateau,
known as the ‘champagne of coffee’.

Cai Be
Colonial Tea and Cultural Demonstration
Visit a French colonial house for refreshments
whilst enjoying a cultural demonstration.

Local Industries in Cai Be

Cruise by sampan to visit a colonial French or
traditional Vietnamese house and learn about local
cottage industries.

Massage
Banteay Srei Temples

Siem Reap
Temple and Mines

Explore the 12th century Banteay Srei Temples
and visit the Landmine Museum.

Relax for an hour with a traditional Lao or Thai
massage.
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There is a wealth of extra choice in all locations
to satisfy the most curious of guests, whichever
journey you decide on.

A Mount Popa, Myanmar

A

Inle Lake
Pindaya Caves and Cooking Experience

Delve deep into the Pindaya Caves, an enchanting
destination and pilgrimage site filled with
gleaming Buddha statues, and try your hand at
cooking regional cuisine.

Taunggyi and Winery Tour

‘Circle train’, Yangon

MYANMAR
Yangon
A Yangon Life

Drive through the Shan mountains to the capital of
Shan state, Taunggyi. After exploring the town and
local museum, stop for lunch and wine tasting at
the Athaya Winery, Myanmar’s oldest.

Mine Thauk Village Walk

Set off on foot to the small village of Mine Thauk
on the shores of Inle Lake. Positioned half
on land, half over the water, interact with the
villagers before cruising back to your hotel.

From Yangon Central Station, travel on the
local ‘circle train’ around Yangon to the Insein
township’s local market. A great way to interact
with the locals.

Attend the 200-year-old Peking Opera for music,
vocals, mime, dance and acrobatics.

The Legend of Kung Fu (Evening)

Appreciate a martial arts spectacular of Kung Fu,
dance and acrobatics.

Shanghai
Historic Shanghai

Discover China’s 5,000 year history at the
museum, then drive through the French
Concession District. Finish at Xintiandi, an area
characterised by 1920s style shikumen buildings
transformed into trendy clubs, restaurants and
boutiques.
With a history of over 1,700 years, discover old
bridges across bubbling streams and ancient
temples.

JAPAN
Tokyo

Travel to Dhala village on the southern side of the
Yangon River by ferry and follow in the footsteps
of the locals, many of whom use this mode of
transport to make their daily commute to and
from the city.

Cultural Shinjuku and Gyoen Gardens

Art Galleries of Yangon

Shwezigon Pagoda, Bagan

Bagan
Mount Popa

Mount Popa is a famous pilgrimage site, which
is home to numerous Nat temples, set atop the
mountain. An essential destination for anyone
travelling through Myanmar.

Temple Circuit

After exploring the lively markets at Nyaung U,
stop at the spectacular golden Shwezigon
Pagoda before seeing the 13th century murals at
Gubyauknyi Temple. Round off your visit with a
walk through a local village.

Pindaya Caves, Inle Lake

Peking Opera (Evening)

Zhujiajiao Ancient Water Town

Dhala Excursion

The contemporary art scene in Yangon is thriving.
Explore this intriguing counter culture with a
guide and uncover a creative side to this city that
you might not know existed.

CHINA
Beijing

Old Bagan

Explore the lively markets at Nyaung U before
visiting sites in and around Old Bagan. After
passing through the Tharabar Gate of the old
town, visit the Htilominlo and Thatbyinnyu
Temples. Finish at the museum to explore the
history of the area in your own time.

Tant Kyi Taung Adventure

Take an adventurous journey across the
Irrawaddy River to this hilltop pagoda. Be
rewarded with stunning views and a chance
to mingle with local pilgrims.

Stroll through Shinjuku-Gyoen Gardens, one of
the most beautiful areas for cherry blossoms
in Tokyo. Visit Shinjuku’s shopping and
entertainment districts.

Meiji Shrine and Shibuya Crossing

NEW

Explore the tranquil evergreen forest of the
Meiji Shrine complex, before walking across
the busiest pedestrian crossing in the world
and seeing the famous Hachiko dog statue in
Shibuya.

Kyoto
Ancient Kyoto

Revel in the atmosphere of Kyoto’s ancient
preservation districts on the southern
Higashiyama walk strolling through Ishibei Koji,
Sannen-zaka and Ninen-zaka lanes.

Philosopher’s Walk

Visit the Silver Pavilion and then stroll along the
Philosopher’s Walk, one of Kyoto’s best known
spots for cherry trees, especially beautiful during
blossom season.
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A Ly Club, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

A

From casual to more formal dining, from local to global cuisine, you’ll find all your needs catered
to day by day, with a wealth of fantastic dining options open to you.

Vespa Foodie tour of Saigon by Night

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Vespa Foodie tour of Saigon by Night

A foodie night out on the back of a vintage Vespa.
Sample some of Saigon’s best authentic street
food. Includes free flow drinks and all you can eat.

Ly Club

Home cooked authentic Vietnamese and Asian
fusion cuisine, set in a French colonial building.

Di Mai Restaurant

Combining modern design and traditional
Vietnamese style, this restaurant specialises in
Saigon street food and regional cuisine.

Yu Chu at Intercontinental Saigon

Watch chefs prepare hand-pulled noodles, fresh
dim sum and hot wok dishes in the open kitchen.

Market 39 at Intercontinental Saigon

Seven open, interactive kitchens showcase
traditional and creative international cuisine.

Basilico at Intercontinental Saigon

This trattoria style restaurant offers traditional
antipasti, pizza, pasta and desserts served up in
Roman sized portions.

Vespa Foodie tour of Hanoi After Dark

Hanoi
Vespa Foodie tour of Hanoi After Dark

Ride pillion on the back of a vintage Vespa as you
explore Hanoi’s authentic local street food scene
after dark. Sample local delicacies across several
food venues before finishing at a Jazz Club.

La Terrace at Sofitel Legend Metropole

Inspired by Parisian cafés, enjoy a taste of France
right in the heart of Hanoi’s bustling street life.

Ly Club

Set in a French colonial building, Ly Club offers
mouth-watering Vietnamese, Asian and European
cuisine.

Hoi An
Morning Glory Signature Restaurant

Dine on Vietnamese street food style dishes
made from fresh ingredients at this modern
restaurant, opposite the night markets.

Little Faifo Restaurant

Take a culinary journey through the story of Hoi
An’s past, present and future at this unique
Vietnamese restaurant once home to artists.

Brother’s Café

Located in the heart of the ancient town, this
charming restaurant in a riverside setting serves
Asian and Western cuisine.

Shibuya Crossing

CHINA
Beijing
Lost Heaven

Enjoy a contemporary Asian restaurant which
brings the diversity of Chinese Yunnan, Burmese
and Thai food to your plate.

The Exchange at Pan Pacific

Indulge in an array of international buffet options
and modern Asian specialities.

Tokyo
Ninja Akasaka

NEW

This popular but unusual restaurant has an
underlying ninja theme to create a memorable
dining experience with ninja themed Japanese food
and surrounds. Throughout the evening, the ninjas
ensure that you are kept entertained with various
table side demonstrations and magic tricks.

Izakaya Nightlife

With your Tour Director, sample a Yakitori and
Kushiyaki dinner over some drinks at a selection
of small local bars. A chance to mingle and dine
in a traditional Japanese way.
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Scenic Aura
Built 2016 | Passengers 44 | Suites 22 | Crew 41 | Length 65 metres
Diamond Deck

Sun Deck
Mandalay Lounge

Jewel Deck

Sapphire Deck

Gem Deck

Observation Lounge

Bamar Dining
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13
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Deck Plan
BALCONY
JACUZZI

LOUNGE

Cabin Categories

1	 Sun Deck

6 River Café

11 Library

Diamond Deck

2

Vitality Pool and Bar

7 Galley

12 Guest Laundry

RS

Royal Panorama Suite

3

Foyer Stairwell

8 Bamar Dining

13 Gym

4

Outdoor Lounge

9 Gift Shop

14 Wellness Centre

RD

Grand Deluxe Suite

5

Mandalay Lounge
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ENTRY

BALCONY

BEDROOM

A

Sapphire Deck

Jewel Deck

B

Deluxe Suite

C

Deluxe Suite

BA

Deluxe Suite

CA

Balcony Suite

Deluxe Suite

BALCONY

ENTRY

BEDROOM
BATHROOM

BEDROOM
BATHROOM

BATHROOM
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BALCONY
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Royal Panorama Suite

Grand Deluxe Suite

Deluxe Suite

Balcony Suite

Including Private Outdoor Terrace
70m2/753ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge
40m2/430ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge
32m2/344ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge
24m2/258ft2
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A

The deckplan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary. Please note cabin 101 is 28m
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Scenic Spirit
Built 2016 | Passengers 68 | Suites 34 | Crew 50 | Length 85 metres
Sun Deck
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Cabin Categories
12 Guest Laundry

Diamond Deck

7 Galley

13 Gym

RS

Royal Panorama Suite

8 Crystal Dining

14 Beauty Salon

9 Gift Shop

15 Steam Sauna

RD

Grand Deluxe Suite

10 Reception

16 Wellness Centre

Deluxe Suite

1	Sun Deck and
Open Air Cinema

6 River Café

2 Pool and Bar
3 Elevator
4 Outdoor Lounge
5	Spirit Lounge

A

Sapphire Deck
B

Jewel Deck

Deluxe Suite

C

Deluxe Suite

BB

Deluxe Suite

CA

Deluxe Suite

BA

Deluxe Suite
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BALCONY

ENTRY
BATHROOM

BATHROOM

BEDROOM

BEDROOM

BEDROOM

BALCONY

ENTRY

BALCONY

BATHROOM
JACUZZI

ENTRY

Royal Panorama Suite

Grand Deluxe Suite

Deluxe Suite

Including Private Outdoor Terrace
80m2/861ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge
40m2/430ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge
32m2/344ft2
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The deckplan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary.
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Terms and Conditions
Your contract is with Scenic (UK) Limited trading as
Scenic, a Member of ABTA.
Booking conditions
Important: The following terms and conditions together
with the general information contained in our tour
brochure form the basis of your contract with Scenic Tours
(UK) Limited trading as Scenic. Please read them carefully
as they set out our respective rights and obligations.
By asking us to confirm your booking, we are entitled to
assume that you have had the opportunity to read and
have read these booking conditions and agree to them.
Except where otherwise stated, these booking conditions
only apply to tour arrangements (including pre and post
tour accommodation, activities and other services) which
you book with us in the UK and pay for before departure
from the UK and which we agree to make, provide or
perform (as applicable) as part of our contract with you.
All references in these booking conditions to “holiday”,
“booking”, “cruise”, “tour” or “arrangements” mean such
tour arrangements unless otherwise stated. In these
booking conditions, “you” and “your” means all persons
named on the booking (including anyone who is added or
substituted at a later date) or any of them as the context
requires. “We”, “us” and “our” means Scenic Tours (UK)
Limited trading as Scenic.
We are a Member of ABTA. When you book with an ABTA
Member you can expect high service standards, fair terms
of trading and accurate information. ABTA’s strict joining
criteria for Members, code of conduct, customer helpline
and approved ADR scheme to resolve complaints are all
there to give you confidence and peace of mind when
booking your travel arrangements. For more information
see www.abta.com.
Bookings
1. We welcome passengers with medical conditions or
disabilities. If you or any member of your party has any
medical condition or disability which may affect your tour
or has any special requirements as a result of any medical
condition or disability (including any which affect the
booking process), it is very important that you tell us of
the condition and of any medical or mobility equipment
you will need in writing before you confirm your booking so
that we can assist you in considering the suitability of the
arrangements and/or making the booking. You must also
notify us of any changes or deterioration in the disability
or medical condition or development of any disability or
medical condition after booking. We must reserve the right
to decline a reservation of any person or, if full details are
not given at the time of booking or the condition/disability
develops after booking, cancel when we become aware
of these details, if we reasonably feel unable to properly
accommodate their particular needs. In the event that you
require assistance with embarking or disembarking as a
result of your reduced mobility or disability, please advise
us at the time of booking and in any event no later than 48
hours before the assistance is required. Please also note
that assistance is not always available when embarking or
disembarking at all ports of call. Any passenger affected
by a disability or medical condition must ensure they have
notified this to their travel insurers and that their travel
insurance will provide a suitable level of cover (see clause
36 for more information about insurance).
2. The operation of all tours is conditional on us securing
the minimum number of bookings required to operate the
tour and to ensure an enjoyable group atmosphere. Where
sufficient numbers cannot be achieved, we reserve the
right to cancel or change a scheduled tour. Please also see
clauses 18 and 19. We will notify you no less than 60 days
prior to the departure date of the tour if we have to cancel
or significantly change a tour due to lack of numbers.
3. If you have any special requests (including dietary
requirements) you must notify us in writing at the time
of booking. Please note special requests cannot be
guaranteed. Failure to meet any special request will not
be a breach of contract by us. Confirmation that a special
request has been noted or passed on to the supplier of
any service(s) or the inclusion of the special request on
your confirmation invoice or any other documentation
is not confirmation that the request will be met. Unless
and until specifically confirmed, all special requests
are subject to availability. For your own protection, you
should obtain confirmation in writing that a special
request will be complied (where it is possible to give
this) where it is important to you. We cannot accept any

conditional bookings, i.e. any booking which is specified
to be conditional on the fulfilment of a particular request.
All such bookings will be treated as “standard” bookings
subject to the above provisions on special requests.
Payment
4. To make a booking, you must pay the applicable deposit
of a minimum of £1,250 per person or full payment if
booking 120 days or less before the start of the holiday.
If you make a provisional booking the deposit or full
payment, as applicable, must be received by us at the
time of booking to ensure a place on the tour is held. We
will automatically assume that you do not wish to proceed
with a booking if the applicable deposit or full payment,
as applicable, is not received by us and we will have no
further liability to you. Any accommodation, sightseeing
or flights we book for you which are separate to those
stated in your itinerary are not included in the deposit or
tour price.
5. Deposits are non-transferable and non-refundable
except as expressly set out in these terms and conditions.
We therefore recommend that you take out adequate
insurance prior to booking.
6. The balance of the tour price (after deduction of the
applicable deposit) must be received by us no less
than 120 days prior to the start of your tour. If we do not
receive all payments due (including any surcharge where
applicable) in full and on time, we are entitled to assume
that you wish to cancel your booking. In this case, we
will be entitled to keep all deposits paid or due at that
date. If we do not cancel straight away because you have
promised to make payment, you must pay the cancellation
charges shown in these terms and conditions depending
on the date we reasonably treat your booking as cancelled.
7. Except for flight inclusive bookings, all monies you pay
to one of our authorised travel agents for your holiday with
us will be held by the agent on your behalf until a contract
between us comes into existence. After that point, your
agent will hold the monies on our behalf until they are
paid to us. For flight inclusive bookings, all monies paid
to any authorised travel agent of ours for your holiday
with us will be held on behalf of and for the benefit of the
Trustees of the Air Travel Trust subject to the travel agent’s
obligation to pay such monies to us in accordance with
our trading terms unless we fail. In the unlikely event of
our financial failure, all monies then held by the travel
agent or subsequently paid by you to the travel agent will
be held by the agent on behalf of and for the benefit of the
Trustees of the Air Travel Trust without any obligation on
the agent to pay such monies to us.
8. Credit Card Payments (No charge for debit/credit cards)
Your contract
9. Subject to availability we will confirm your booking by
issuing our confirmation invoice. This invoice will be sent
to the lead name on the booking (“Lead Name”) or your
Travel Agent. Please check this invoice carefully as soon as
you receive it. Contact us immediately if any information
on the confirmation or any other document appears to be
incorrect or incomplete as it may not be possible to make
changes later. We cannot accept any liability if not notified
of any inaccuracy in any document within 7 days of our
sending it out. We will do our best to rectify any mistake
notified to us outside these time limits but you must meet
any costs involved in doing so.
10. A binding contract between you and us comes into
existence when we issue our confirmation invoice. We
both agree that English law (and no other) will apply to
your contract and to any dispute, claim or other matter of
any description which arises between us (“claim”) (except
as set out below). We both also agree that any claim (and
whether or not involving any personal injury) must be
dealt with by the Courts of England and Wales only unless,
in the case of court proceedings, you live in Scotland or
Northern Ireland. In this case, proceedings must either
be brought in the courts of your home country or those of
England and Wales.
If proceedings are brought in Scotland or Northern Ireland,
you may choose to have your contract and any claim or
other matter of any description which arises between
us governed by the law of Scotland/Northern Ireland as
applicable (but if you do not so choose, English law
will apply).
What are your on-tour obligations?
11. (a) You must follow the Tour Director’s instructions
at all times. You acknowledge that failure to do so may

result in restricted access to areas on tour, or if necessary
for your own safety and/or that of other passengers,
withdrawal from the tour. (b) We expect all clients to
have consideration for other people. If in our reasonable
opinion, or in the reasonable opinion of any other person
in authority, you behave in such a way so as to cause or
be likely to cause danger, upset or distress to yourself
or any third party or damage to property we are entitled,
without prior notice, to terminate the tour of the person(s)
concerned. We will not be liable to you for any loss, cost
or damage resulting from your withdrawal. If you are
withdrawn from the tour, you must make your own return
travel arrangements at your own expense.
Tour price
12. Please note, changes and errors occasionally occur.
You must check the price of your chosen holiday at the
time of booking. We reserve the right to make changes to
and correct errors in advertised prices at any time before
your holiday is confirmed. We will advise you of any error
of which we are aware and of the then applicable price
at the time of booking. Once the tour price has been
confirmed at the time of booking, clause 13 below will
apply.
13. Once your tour price has been confirmed at the time
of booking, then subject to the correction of errors, it
will only be increased or decreased in the following
circumstances. A surcharge or refund (as applicable) will
be payable, subject to the conditions set out below, in the
event of any change in our transportation costs or in dues,
taxes, fuel or fees payable for services such as landing
taxes or embarkation or disembarkation fees at ports or
airports increase or decrease or in the exchange rates
which have been used to calculate your tour price. Even
in the circumstances set out in above, only if the amount
of the increase in our costs exceeds 2% of your tour price
(excluding insurance premiums and any amendment fee)
will we levy a surcharge. If any surcharge is greater than
10% of your tour price (excluding insurance premiums and
any amendment fee), you will be entitled to cancel your
booking and receive a full refund of all monies you have
paid to us (except for any amendment fee) or alternatively
purchase another tour from us – see clause 18. You have
14 days from the issue date printed on the surcharge
invoice to tell us if you wish to cancel or purchase another
tour where applicable. Otherwise, we are entitled to
assume that you do not wish to do so and will pay the
surcharge. Any surcharge must be paid with the balance
of the tour price or within 14 days of the issue date printed
on the surcharge invoice, whichever is the later. Please
note that travel arrangements are not always purchased
in local currency and some apparent changes have no
impact on the tour price due to contractual and other
protection in place. A refund will only be payable if the
decrease in our costs exceeds 2% as set out above. Where
a refund is due, we will pay you the full amount of the
decrease in our costs. No surcharge will be levied within
30 days of departure. No refund will be payable if any
decrease in our costs occurs during this period either.
Tour features
14. We make no representations about the features of
any tour other than those expressly set out in the tour
brochure and these terms and conditions.
Brochure validity
15. The tour brochure and these terms and conditions
are valid for the departure dates as stated in the tour
brochure unless extra dates are added or otherwise
expressly advised by us.
Variation or cancellation by us
16. We start planning the tours we offer many months
in advance. Occasionally, we have to make changes to
and correct errors in the details of advertised tours both
before and after bookings have been confirmed and
cancel confirmed bookings.
17. In the event of industrial action affecting air, rail, cruise
or other tour related transportation we will make every
effort to contact the lead name and advise of alternative
arrangements (if any). However, if contact is not made, you
should phone 0808 231 3933.
18. Whilst we always endeavour to avoid changes and
cancellations, we must reserve the right to do so. However,
due to the nature of travel, it may not always be possible
for Us to adhere strictly to Your Itinerary and the Operator
may need to make alterations to the Tour or Your Itinerary,
before or after the commencement of the Tour. Where,
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due to circumstances outside the Operators control, We
are unable to provide the Tour in accordance with Your
Itinerary, We will use reasonable endeavours to:(a) give
You reasonable notice of any alterations, but there may
be circumstances beyond Our control in which alterations
will be required with little, or no, advance notice; and(b)
provide or arrange appropriate alternative activities,
transport and accommodation as required. Occasionally,
we have to make a significant change to or cancel a
confirmed tour and we must reserve the right to do so.
A significant change is a change made before departure
which, taking account of the information you give us at the
time of booking or which we can reasonably be expected
to know as a tour operator, we can reasonably expect to
have a significant effect on your tour. If we have to make
a significant change or cancel, we will tell you as soon as
possible. If there is time to do so before departure, you
will be offered the choice of the following options:- (a) (for
significant changes) accepting the changed arrangements
or (b) purchasing alternative arrangements from us, of
a similar standard to those booked if available. We will
offer you at least one alternative holiday of equivalent or
higher standard for which you will not be asked to pay any
more than the price of the original holiday. If this holiday
is in fact cheaper than the original one, we will refund the
price difference. If you do not wish to accept the holiday
we specifically offer you, you may choose any of our other
then available holidays. You must pay the applicable price
of any such holiday. This will mean your paying more if it is
more expensive or receiving a refund if it is cheaper or (c)
cancelling or accepting the cancellation and receiving a
full refund of all monies you have paid to us. Please note,
the above options are not available where any change
made is a minor one. A change of flight time of less than
12 hours, airline (except as specified in clauses 48-51
“Flights”), type of aircraft (if advised) or destination airport
will all be treated as minor changes.
19. If we have to make a significant change to or cancel
a confirmed tour, we will in addition to the options set
out in clause 18 pay you compensation depending on
the circumstances and when the significant change or
cancellation is notified to you subject to the following
exceptions. Compensation will not be payable and no
liability beyond offering the options set out in clause
18 can be accepted where (1) we are forced to make a
change or cancel as a result of unusual and unforeseeable
circumstances beyond our control, the consequences of
which we could not have avoided even with all due care
or (2) we have to cancel because the minimum number
of bookings necessary for us to operate your tour has not
been reached – see clause 2. No compensation will be
payable and the options set out in clause 18 will not be
available if we have to cancel as a result of your failure
to comply with any requirement of these terms and
conditions entitling us to cancel (such as paying on time)
or where a change is a minor one.
20. Very rarely, we may be forced by Force Majeure
(see clause 34) to change or terminate your tour after
departure but before the scheduled end of your time away.
This is extremely unlikely but if this situation does occur,
we will be unable to make any refunds (unless we obtain
any refunds from our suppliers which we do not use to
pay for alternative services), pay you any compensation or
meet any costs or expenses you incur as a result.
Amendment or cancellation by you
21. If any member of your party is prevented from
travelling, the person(s) concerned may transfer their
place to someone else (introduced by you) providing we
are notified not less than 120 days before departure.
Where a transfer to a person of your choice can be made,
all costs and charges incurred by us and/or incurred
or imposed by any of our suppliers as a result together
with an amendment fee of £50 per person must be paid
before the transfer can be effected. Any overdue balance
payment must also be received. For flight inclusive
bookings, you must pay the charges levied by the airline
concerned. As most airlines do not permit name changes
after tickets have been issued for any reason, these
charges are likely to be the full cost of the flight.
22. If you wish to make any amendments to your
confirmed booking you must notify us in writing as soon
as possible. It may not always be possible to make such
amendments. Where we can, an amendment fee of £50
per person per booking will be payable together with any
costs incurred by ourselves and any costs or charges
incurred or imposed by any of our suppliers. A change of
tour dates will normally be treated as a cancellation of the
original booking and rebooking in which case cancellation

charges will apply. Changes may result in the recalculation
of the tour price where, for example, the basis on which
the price of the original tour was calculated has changed.
23. You may cancel your booking by notice to us in writing
and payment of the applicable cancellation fee as shown
below. Cancellation notifications are not effective until
received by us in writing (if received by us on a weekend
day or public holiday the notification will be treated as
having been received by us on the next working day).
The following cancellation fees apply to each person(s)
cancelling and where shown as a percentage are based
on the total cost of the arrangements which are being
cancelled excluding any insurance premiums, amendment
fee or previously incurred cancellation charges which are
all non-refundable in the event of your cancellation:
24. Cancellation Fees
Period before your tour commences within which written
notification of cancellation is received by us
Days of notice prior to tour commencement
For Tours that included 3rd party suppliers
Cancellation charge (per person) 121 days and over
Loss of deposit
120 to 91 days
50% of Tour Price
90 days or less
100% of Tour Price
For all other tours
Days of notice prior to tour commencement
Cancellation charge (per person)
120 days and over
Loss of deposit
119 to 90 days
35% of Tour Price
89 to 60 days
50% of Tour price
59 days or less
100% of Tour Price
NB. Transferring to another date is treated as a
cancellation and the cancellation fees above will apply.
Depending on the reason for cancellation, you may be able
to reclaim these cancellation charges (less any applicable
excess) under the terms of your insurance policy. Claims
must be made directly to the insurance company
concerned.
Our liability
25. We will not be responsible for any injury, illness, death,
loss (including loss of enjoyment or possessions), damage,
expense, cost or other sum or claim of any description
whatsoever which results from any of the following: - the act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected or
any member(s) of their party or
- the act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party not
connected with the provision of your tour and which were
unforeseeable/unavoidable or
- Force Majeure as defined at clause 34 below.
26. We cannot accept responsibility for any services which
do not form part of our contract with you. This includes,
for example, any additional services or facilities which
any hotel or other supplier agrees to provide for you where
the services or facilities are not advertised in our tour
brochure as part of your tour and we have not agreed to
arrange them as part of our contract and any excursion or
other services you purchase during your tour. Where any
such excursion or services are purchased through or with
our assistance, please note that we act only as booking
agent. Your contract will be with the operator or provider of
the excursion or services in question. We have no liability
in relation to the same. In addition, regardless of any
wording used by us on our website, in any of our brochures
or elsewhere, we only promise to use reasonable skill and
care as set out above and we do not have any greater or
different liability to you.
27. The promises we make to you about the services we
have agreed to provide or arrange as part of our contract
and the laws and regulations of the country in which
your claim or complaint occurred will be used as the
basis for deciding whether the tour arrangements in
question had been properly provided. If the particular
arrangements which gave rise to the claim or complaint
complied with the then applicable local laws and
regulations, the services will be treated as having been
properly performed or provided. This will be the case even
if the arrangements did not comply with the laws and
regulations of the UK which would have applied had those
arrangements been provided in the UK. The exception to
this is where the claim or complaint concerns the absence
of a safety feature which might lead a reasonable tour
participant to refuse to take the tour in question. Please
note, however, our obligation is to exercise reasonable
skill and care as referred to in clause 24. We do not make
any representation or commitment that all services will
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comply with applicable local laws and regulations and
failure to comply does not automatically mean we have
not exercised reasonable skill and care.
28. As set out in these booking conditions, we limit the
maximum amount we may have to pay you for any claims
you may make against us. Where we are found liable
for loss of and/or damage to any luggage or personal
possessions (including money), the maximum amount we
will have to pay you is £1000 per person affected unless
a different limitation applies to your claim under this
clause or clause 29 below. For all other claims which do
not involve death or personal injury, if we are found liable
to you on any basis the maximum amount we will have to
pay you is twice the price (excluding insurance premiums
and amendment fees) paid by or on behalf of the person(s)
affected in total unless a lower limitation applies to your
claim under clause 29 below. This maximum amount will
only be payable where everything has gone wrong and you
have not received any benefit at all from your tour.
29. Where any claim or part of a claim (including those
involving death or personal injury) concerns or is based on
any travel arrangements (including the process of getting
on and/or off the transport concerned) provided by any air,
sea or rail carrier to which any international convention
or EU regulation applies, the maximum amount of
compensation we will have to pay you will be limited.
The most we will have to pay you for that claim or that
part of a claim if found liable to you on any basis is the
most the carrier concerned would have to pay under the
international convention or regulation which applies to the
travel arrangements in question (for example, the Warsaw
Convention as amended or unamended and the Montreal
Convention for international travel by air and/or for airlines
with an operating licence granted by an EU country, the EC
Regulation on Air Carrier Liability No 889/2002 for national
and international travel by air, the Athens Convention
for international travel by sea (as amended by the 2002
Protocol where applicable) and COTIF, the Convention on
International Travel by Rail). Please note: where a carrier or
hotelier would not be obliged to make any payment to you
under and in accordance with the applicable international
convention or regulation in respect of a claim or part of
a claim, we similarly are not obliged to make a payment
to you for that claim or part of the claim. When making
any payment, we are entitled to deduct any money which
you have received or are entitled to receive from the
carrier for the claim in question. Copies of the applicable
international conventions and regulations are available
from us on request.
30. Please note, we cannot accept any liability for any
damage, loss, expense or other sum(s) of any description
(1) which on the basis of the information given to us by
you concerning your booking prior to our accepting it, we
could not have foreseen you would suffer or incur if we
breached our contract with you or (2) which did not result
from any breach of contract or other fault by ourselves or
our employees or, where we are responsible for them, our
suppliers. Additionally we cannot accept liability for any
business losses including self employed loss of earnings.
31. You must provide ourselves and our insurers with all
assistance we may reasonably require. You must also
tell us and the supplier concerned about your claim or
complaint as set out below. If asked to do so, you must
transfer to us or our insurers any rights you have against
the supplier or whoever else is responsible for your claim
or complaint (if the person concerned is under 18, their
parent or guardian must do so). You must also agree to cooperate fully with us and our insurers if we or our insurers
want to enforce any rights which are transferred.
Suppliers
32. Many of the services which make up your tour are
provided by independent suppliers. Those suppliers
provide these services in accordance with their own terms
and conditions. Some of these terms and conditions may
limit or exclude the supplier’s liability to you, usually in
accordance with applicable international conventions (see
clause 29).
33. Copies of the relevant parts of these terms and
conditions and of the international conventions are
available on request from ourselves or the supplier
concerned.
Force Majeure
34. Except where otherwise expressly stated in these
terms and conditions we regret we cannot accept liability
or pay any compensation where the performance or
prompt performance of our obligations under our contract
with you is prevented or affected by or you otherwise
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suffer any damage, loss or expense of any nature as a
result of Force Majeure. “Force Majeure” means any event
which we or the supplier of the service(s) in question
could not, even with all due care, foresee or avoid. Such
events are likely to include (whether actual or threatened)
war, terrorism, exceptionally high or low water levels,
fire, flooding, unusual weather conditions, loss of power,
epidemics or pandemics, industrial disputes, slow-downs
or other strike activities, riots or civil disturbances,
acts of government, government agencies or other
authorities, inability to obtain any necessary licence or
consent through no fault of ours and any other event or
circumstances beyond the control of us or any supplier of
any part of your tour, set out in clause 25 (which includes
the behaviour of any passenger(s) on the flight who, for
example, fails to check in or board on time).
Risk and travel insurance
35. You acknowledge and accept that there are inherent
risks associated with our tours for example events of
Force Majeure, hazards of travelling in undeveloped areas,
travel by boat, train, automobile, aircraft or other means of
transportation particularly in underdeveloped countries or
more remote locations.
36. We strongly advise you to take out adequate and
appropriate travel insurance to cover as a minimum
cancellation by you, loss of luggage, early return following
death of a relative and emergency repatriation in the event
of accident or illness.
37. Please read your policy details carefully and take them
with you on your tour. It is your responsibility to ensure
that the insurance cover you purchase is suitable and
adequate for your particular needs.
Itinerary changes and travel advice
38. During local or national holidays, certain facilities
such as museums and restaurants, sightseeing tours and
shopping may be limited or not available. Alternatives will
be offered if possible.
39. The Foreign and Commonwealth Office may have
issued information about your tour destination. You are
advised to check this information on the internet at www.
gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice.
Smoking
40. Smoking (including e-cigarettes) is not permitted
inside tourist coaches and such other places as are
prohibited by us or our suppliers.
Baggage allowance
41. You are entitled to carry one suitcase per person with
the total sum of its length, width and height not exceeding
76 x 53 x 28cm/30 x 21 x 11in (62 inches) and weight up
to 20kg (50 lbs) dependent on any airline restrictions.
Personal and valuable items such as make-up, cameras,
medication, passport, money/credit cards etc. should
be carried in a travel bag or on your person. You must
ensure that luggage meets the weight requirements as
overweight or oversize items will not be carried. Some
carriers may impose a small surcharge per day for a
second suitcase per person. Excess baggage is always at
your cost and subject to change.
Young travellers
42. Travellers who are less than 21 years old on the
departure date must be accompanied by and share a
cabin/room with an adult aged 21 or over. Children under
12 years of age are not encouraged and are accepted
or rejected at our sole discretion. This is a condition of
carriers and cruise operators we use.
Complaints and Damage
43. If a problem occurs during your tour, you must advise
our representative immediately so that steps can be taken
to resolve the matter and you can continue to enjoy the
remainder of your tour. You must also advise the supplier
concerned. Any verbal notification must be put in writing
and given to our representative/agent and the supplier as
soon as possible. If we do not have or you cannot contact
our local representative or agent and any complaint
or problem is not resolved to your satisfaction by the
supplier, you must contact us in the UK using the contact
details we have provided you with during your holiday,
giving us full details and a contact number. Until we know
about a complaint or problem, we cannot begin to resolve
it. Most problems can be dealt with quickly. If you remain
dissatisfied, any complaint must be made in writing to
us giving full details within 30 days of the end of the tour.
If you fail to follow this procedure, your right to claim
compensation you may otherwise have been entitled to
may be affected or even lost as a result. Only the lead
name should write to us.

Disputes arising out of, or in connection with your booking
which cannot be amicably settled may be referred to
ABTA’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Scheme. The
scheme provides for a simple and inexpensive method of
resolving disputes and, where appropriate, arbitration on
documents alone with restricted liability on the customer
in respect of costs. Full details will be provided on request
or can be obtained from the ABTA website (www.abta.
com). The arbitration scheme does not apply to claims
for an amount greater than £5,000 per person. There is
also a limit of £25,000 per booking. Neither does it apply
to claims which are solely in respect of physical injury or
illness or their consequences. The scheme can however
deal with compensation claims which include an element
of minor injury or illness subject to a limit of £1,500 on the
amount the arbitrator can award per person in respect of
this element. Your application for arbitration and other
required documents must be received by ABTA within 18
months of your return from the holiday. Outside this time
limit arbitration under the scheme may still be available if
we agree, although the ABTA Code does not require such
agreement. For injury and illness claims, you can request
the ABTA mediation procedure and we have the option to
agree to this. Where we act as agent, please bear in mind
that your contract is with the supplier of the arrangements
concerned. Unless the supplier is also a member of ABTA,
only disputes relating to our actions as agent can be dealt
with by the arbitration scheme or mediation procedure
and not complaints about the arrangements themselves
or the acts/omissions of the supplier.
44. When you book with us, you accept responsibility
for any damage or loss caused by you or any member
of your party. Full payment for any such damage or loss
(reasonably estimated if not precisely known) must be
made direct to the accommodation owner or manager
or other supplier or to us as soon as possible. If the
actual cost of the loss or damage exceeds the amount
paid where estimated, you must pay the difference once
known. If the actual cost is less than the amount paid, the
difference will be refunded. You will also be responsible
for meeting any claims subsequently made against us and
all costs incurred by us (including our own and the other
party’s full legal costs) as a result of your actions. You
should ensure you have appropriate travel insurance to
protect you if this situation arises.
Included in your fare
45. Airfares from the UK (unless specified at the time of
booking, e.g. selected special offers), coach and cruise
travel, services of a Cruise Director (if applicable) and/
or Tour Director; local guide in destination (if applicable),
airport transfers outside United Kingdom, port charges,
meals as specified in Your Itinerary, economy class
group flights and air taxes as set out in your specific
itinerary, accommodation, sightseeing and admissions
and other services as expressly indicated in the itinerary,
all gratuities and tipping on land tours except as set out
below.
NOT included in your fare
46. Unless expressly listed in Your Itinerary as an
inclusion, Your Tour Price does not include airfares; airline
taxes; shore excursions on ocean cruises; additional
optional activities; accommodation upgrades; overnight
accommodation required to meet Your Tour and/
or flight connections; gratuities and tips to any staff
on cruise ships not operated by us (unless otherwise
expressly advised), meals not specified in the itinerary,
drinks, laundry, passport fees, visas, vaccinations,
medical assistance, government taxes and charges
(excluding VAT), expenses of a personal nature, travel
between train stations and any other items which are
not expressly included in the cost of your tour. Changes
to flight schedules may require additional overnight
accommodation at either commencement or completion
of tour which is at your own expense. For the avoidance
of doubt hotel accommodation is not provided on an all
inclusive basis.
Airfare conditions
47. Air travel is based on a specific class and is subject to
availability at time of booking. If booking a promotional
tour, all inclusions and conditions may differ. Please
check promotional booking conditions. Full details and
conditions may be obtained from your travel consultant.
Changes to original tickets will incur amendment
or cancellation fees, are subject to availability and
surcharges may apply. Please see clauses 21 and 22
above. Please note: all airfares are subject to routing
restrictions, and route availability.

Flights
48. We are not always in a position at the time of booking
to confirm the flight timings which will be used in
connection with your flight. The flight timings shown
in our brochure, on our website and/or detailed on your
confirmation invoice are for guidance only and are subject
to alteration and confirmation. Flight timings are outside
our control. They are set by airlines and are subject to
various factors including air traffic control restrictions,
weather conditions, potential technical problems and
the ability of passengers to check in on time. The actual
times will be those shown on your tickets which will
be dispatched to you approximately two weeks before
departure. Please note, flights may operate indirect.
You must accordingly check your tickets very carefully
immediately on receipt to ensure you have the correct
flight times. It is possible that flight times may be changed
even after tickets have been dispatched - we will contact
you as soon as possible if this occurs.
49. In accordance with EU Directive (EC) No 2111/2005,
we are required to bring to your attention the existence of
a “Community List” which contains details of air carriers
that are subject to an operating ban within the European
Union. The Community list is available for inspection
at http://ec.europa.eu/transport/air-ban/list_en.htm.
We are also required to advise you of the carrier(s) (or, if
the carrier(s) is not known, the likely carrier(s)) that will
operate your flight(s) at the time of booking. Where we
are only able to inform you of the likely carrier(s) at the
time of booking, we shall inform you of the identity of the
actual carrier(s) as soon as we become aware of this. Any
change to the operating carrier(s) after your booking has
been confirmed will be notified to you as soon as possible.
If the carrier with whom you have a confirmed reservation
becomes subject to an operating ban as above as a result
of which we/the carrier are unable to offer you a suitable
alternative the provisions of clause 18 and 19 will apply.
Any change in the identity of the carrier, flight timings,
and/or aircraft type (if advised) will not entitle you to
cancel or change to other arrangements without paying
our normal charges except where specified in these
conditions.
50. If you suffer a delay to your outbound travel
arrangements, we will do our best to assist you make
the start of your tour or, if this cannot be achieved, join
it as soon as possible any costs we incur in making any
alternative arrangements in this situation will be your
responsibility. In the event of a flight delay, the airline
concerned may provide refreshments and/or other
assistance depending on factors such as the length of
the delay, time of day and number of passengers affected.
We cannot accept liability for any delay which is due to
any of the reasons set out in clause 25 (which includes
the behaviour of any passenger(s) on the flight who, for
example, fails to check in or board on time).
51. If your flight is cancelled or delayed, your flight ticket
is downgraded or boarding is denied by your airline,
depending on the circumstances, the airline may be
required to pay you compensation, refund the cost of
your flight and/or provide you with accommodation and/
or refreshments under EC Regulation No 261/2004 – the
Denied Boarding Regulations 2004. Where applicable, you
must pursue the airline for the compensation or other
payment due to you. All sums you receive or are entitled
to receive from the airline concerned by virtue of these
Regulations represent the full amount of your entitlement
to compensation or any other payment arising from such
cancellation, delay, downgrading or denied boarding. This
includes any disappointment, distress, inconvenience or
effect on any other arrangements. The fact a delay may
entitle you to cancel your flight does not automatically
entitle you to cancel any other arrangements even where
those arrangements have been made in conjunction with
your flight. We have no liability to make any payment to
you in relation to the Denied Boarding Regulations or in
respect of any flight cancellation or delay, downgrading
of any flight ticket or denial of any boarding as the full
amount of your entitlement to any compensation or other
payment (as dealt with above) is covered by the airline’s
obligations under the Denied Boarding Regulations. If for
any reason, we make any payment to you or a third party
which the airline is responsible for in accordance with the
Denied Boarding Regulations, you must, when requested,
assign to us the rights you have or had to claim the
payment in question from the airline. If the airline does not
comply with these rules, you may complain to the CAA on
020 7453 6888 or by e-mail to passengercomplaints@caa.
co.uk or see www.caa.co.uk – Referring Your Complaint
to the CAA.
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Transfers
52. These are only available on the day your tour
commences and the day your cruise/tour terminates at
designated times. If you have purchased pre and post tour
hotel accommodation through us, you will be provided
with airport transfers to/from your hotel to the relevant
gateway airport and to the ship. If your airline booking is
not made by us, you must ensure your flight details are
provided to us (this can be entered by Tour Personaliser
at www.scenic.co.uk.) Please note: No refund will be given
for unused transfers. Transfers cannot be routed to other
pick-up points or destinations. Passengers who miss the
pre-booked transfer will be responsible for making their
own way to/from the ship/rail station or hotel at their own
expense. Transfers must be booked and flights advised
to us a minimum of 60 days prior to travel otherwise
transfers cannot be guaranteed. This may not apply to all
tours. Please ask at time of booking.
You will be responsible for any excess baggage charges.
You acknowledge and agree We have no liability to You
for any loss, damage, breach of contract or negligence
relating to Your luggage during this portion of the Tour
and in the event of any dispute or claim including for loss,
damage, breach of contract or negligence arising from
the conduct of the Service Provider, You must pursue Your
claim directly against the relevant Service Provider.
Hotel accommodation
53. IMPORTANT: Unless otherwise expressly stated in the
description of the tour in question or expressly advised by
us to you, overnight accommodation required to meet tour
and/or flight connections is not included in the tour price
and is at your own expense.
Although We have taken reasonable steps to secure the
most suitable hotel accommodation in the area of the
Tour, We are not liable to You for the quality, size or fitness
of hotel rooms.
Passports and visas
54. British (citizen) passport holders are recommended to
have a valid passport with at least 6 months validity from
return date. It is your responsibility to ensure any visas
required for countries to be visited on the tour have been
obtained prior to the tour departure date. Failure to obtain
correct documentation will mean you may be unable
to participate in particular shore excursions and may
be denied boarding and/or entry into certain countries.
Passport and visa entry requirements and costs are your
sole responsibility. We cannot accept any liability if you are
refused entry onto any transport or into any country due
to failure on your part to carry correct documentation. If
failure to have any necessary travel or other documents
results in fines, surcharges or other financial penalty
being imposed on us, you will be responsible for
reimbursing us accordingly.
Please note: You must ensure that You obtain prior to
the Tour Departure Date all required entry visas for all
countries to be visited during the Tour, as failure to obtain
correct documentation may affect Your participation in
certain shore excursions and entry to certain countries
during the Tour.
If You do not have the correct visa or other documentation
necessary to enter a country or participate in any aspect
of a Tour (“Documentation”): (a) We will not refund to
You all or any portion of the Tour Price; and (b) You will
be responsible for any costs You incur as a result of Your
failure to obtain the required Documentation, including
any costs associated with re-joining the Tour.
55. A full British passport presently takes approximately
4 to 6 weeks to obtain. If you are 16 or over and have not
yet got a passport, you should apply for one at least six
weeks before your departure from the UK. If you are not
a British citizen or hold a non British passport, you must
check passport and visa requirements with the Embassy
or Consulate of the country(ies) you are travelling through
and to which you are intending to travel. Please note, all
requirements may change and all clients must check the
up to date position in good time before departure with the
Embassy or consulate of the country(ies) you are travelling
through and to.
56. It is your responsibility to ensure you are aware of all
recommended vaccinations and health precautions in
good time before departure. Details are available from
your GP surgery and from the National Travel Health
Network and Centre www.nathnac.org. Information on
health abroad is also available on www.nhs.uk/Livewell/
Travelhealth. At the time of publication of this brochure,
we are not aware of any compulsory health requirements
applicable to British citizens taking any of the holidays

featured in this brochure. Vaccination and other health
requirements/recommendations are subject to change at
any time for any destination. Please therefore check with a
doctor or clinic not less than six weeks prior to departure
to ensure that you have met the necessary requirements
and have the applicable information.
57. It is the lead name’s responsibility to ensure that all
members of the party are in possession of all necessary
travel and health documents before departure. All costs
incurred in obtaining such documentation must be paid
by you. We regret we cannot accept any liability if you are
refused entry onto any transport or into any country due
to failure on your part to carry all required documentation.
If failure to have any necessary travel or other documents
results in fines, surcharges or other financial penalty,
costs or expenses being imposed on or incurred by us, you
will be responsible for reimbursing us accordingly.
Financial security
58. We hold an Air Travel Organiser’s Licence issued by the
Civil Aviation Authority (ATOL number 9294). When you buy
an ATOL protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from
us, you will receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what
is financially protected, where you can get information
on what this means for you and who to contact if things
go wrong. We, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL
Certificate, will provide you with the services listed on
the ATOL Certificate (or a suitable alternative). In some
cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do
so for reasons of insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder
may provide you with the services you have bought or a
suitable alternative (at no extra cost to you). You agree to
accept that in those circumstances the alternative ATOL
holder will perform those obligations and you agree to
pay any money outstanding to be paid by you under your
contract to that alternative ATOL holder. However, you also
agree that in some cases it will not be possible to appoint
an alternative ATOL holder, in which case you will be
entitled to make a claim under the ATOL scheme (or your
credit card issuer where applicable). If we, or the suppliers
identified on your ATOL certificate, are unable to provide
the services listed (or a suitable alternative, through
an alternative ATOL holder or otherwise) for reasons of
insolvency, the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust may make
a payment to (or confer a benefit on) you under the ATOL
scheme. You agree that in return for such a payment
or benefit, you assign absolutely to those Trustees any
claims which you have or may have arising out of or
relating to the non-provision of the services, including any
claim against us, the travel agent or your credit card issuer
where applicable. You also agree that any such claims may
be re-assigned to another body, if that other body has paid
sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme. Please
note: Not all holiday or travel services offered and sold by
us will be protected by the ATOL scheme *The air inclusive
holidays and flights we arrange are ATOL protected
providing they are made available in the UK. For further
information, visit the ATOL website at www.atol.org.uk.
59. We are a member of ABTA with membership number
Y6328. ABTA and ABTA members help holidaymakers
to get the most from their travel and assist them when
things do not go according to plan. We are obliged to
maintain high standards of service to you by ABTA’s Code
of Conduct. For further information about ABTA, the Code
of Conduct and the dispute resolution scheme available to
you if you have a complaint, contact ABTA, 30 Park Street,
London SE1 9EQ. Tel: 020 3117 0500 or www.abta.com.
If your holiday does not include flights, ABTA will
financially protect your holiday by ensuring you receive a
refund or, if your arrangements include return travel to the
UK (other than flights) you are returned to the UK in the
event that your holiday cannot be provided as a result of
our insolvency. Please go to www.abta.com for a copy of
the guide to ABTA’s scheme of Financial Protection.
Tour Participation
60. Facilities: It is important to note that:
(i) requests for disabled rooms must be made at the time
of Booking and are subject to availability;
(ii) wheelchairs/walkers can be carried in the luggage
compartment of motorcoaches subject to space limitations.
(iii) Some shore excursions will be ‘wet landings’ requiring
You to either walk through water and / or onto wet and
potentially slippery surfaces. If You choose to participate
in any sightseeing expeditions forming part of the Tour,
You should be in appropriate physical condition and
appropriately attired to deal with these conditions.
(c) Our discretion: We may, in Our absolute discretion,
decline Your Booking if We are of the view that:
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(i) We cannot adequately provide for any or all of Your
special needs;
(ii) Your health, safety or enjoyment, or that of any other
passengers attending the Tour may be at risk; or
(iii) You cannot or will not abide by any reasonable
directions of the Tour Director or Cruise Director.
61. Coaches
(a) Seat rotation: To ensure all passengers have the
opportunity to enjoy front and window seats, a daily seat
rotation system is employed on all of Our coaches and You
must follow the seat rotation system.
(b) Travel sickness: If You suffer from travel sickness, You
should arrange medication or other alternatives to treat
symptoms, as We cannot make allowances for this.
Medical Services
62. Please consult Your doctor before departure to ensure
you have an adequate level of fitness and health.
Vaccinations: It is Your responsibility to ensure You have
all required vaccinations for Your Tour and We recommend
You refer to http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Travelimmunisation/Pages/Introduction.aspx for full details and
also consult Your doctor.
Sightseeing tours
63.Scenic Freechoice: Your activity in Your first destination
must be booked by at least 45 days prior to Your Tour
departure date. All other Scenic Freechoice including
dining can be booked whilst on Tour with Your Tour
Director (unless otherwise stated) and are subject to
availability, seasonal and operational factors. Some
activities require a minimum and maximum number of
participants to operate.
Scenic Enrich
64. It may not always be possible to offer every Scenic
Enrich activity and Scenic Sundowners in the Tour
Brochure on Your Tour. Wherever possible, suitable
alternatives will be provided without liability to You.
Pictures, images and data protection
65. Maps or tour depictions contained in Tour Brochures
or any other brochures We issue are intended as an
indication only and should not be relied upon as the
actual route to be taken during the Tour. All images in Tour
Brochures represent typical scenes and descriptive detail
for each tour, however it is possible that the particular
subject matter may not be seen or experienced on
Your Tour. Also, some pictures may have been digitally
enhanced.
66. For the purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998 we
are a data controller. Our privacy policy is available to
view on our website www.scenic.co.uk and sets out how
we collect and use the personal information you provide
us with. We will only process personal data as set out in
our privacy policy (as amended or added to) or otherwise
notified to or agreed by you or as we are otherwise
permitted to do in accordance with the Data Protection
Act 1998.
67. The information contained in our brochure, on our
website www.scenic.co.uk and in our other advertising
material is believed correct to the best of our knowledge
at the time of printing or publication. However, errors may
occasionally occur and information may subsequently
change. You must therefore ensure you check all details
of your chosen holiday (including the price) with us or your
travel agent at the time of booking.
Promotions
68. Please note that if a different promotion becomes
available after your booking has been confirmed this is not
applicable to your booking. Scenic does not back date our
promotions.
Destination Specific Terms
69. Scenic Sundowner: Depending on sailing date, the
event may not be held during sunset.
70. Royal Panorama Suite on board credit: Guests receive
$50 USD per person to their shipboard account which can
be used in the Wellness Centre. This is not applicable to
other services whilst on board and is not redeemable
for cash.
71. Visas: A visa is required to visit Vietnam, China,
Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar. For Vietnam, China and
Myanmar a Visa or Visa Approval letter must be obtained
prior to departure. For other destinations a visa can be
purchased upon arrival.
Published July 2019.
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